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Jack Dougherty and Tennyson O'Donnell
Why this book?
Web Writing reboots how we think about the Internet in higher education,
with special attention paid to liberal arts teaching and learning. Our book
carves out pedagogically pragmatic responses to contemporary debates that
tend to be dominated by two extreme visions of technology. At one end,
skeptics dismiss the web as an unwelcome intrusion into the college class-
room, most frequently in the form of gadgets and platforms that distract
students from the primary lesson or content. This perspective views Inter-
net technology as a shallow substitute for true learning, yet rarely recog-
nizes its potential to enhance what we value most about a liberal arts edu-
cation: the intensified learning opportunities presented by writing across
the curriculum. At the other extreme, proponents of massive online courses
praise the benefits of large-scale video lectures and machine-driven assess-
ments with the promise of opening up the college curriculum to all. Their
view embraces the web as a tool to expand student enrollments while
reducing instructional labor costs, yet rarely considers its consequences for
highly-engaged student learning that we expect in small liberal arts colleg-
es.
Prior to writing this book, much of our thinking was dominated by these
two extreme positions. On one side, Nicholas Carr’s The Shallows: What
the Internet is Doing to our Minds, a Pulitzer Prize finalist, was selected
by our liberal arts campus, Trinity College, as the required book for all
first-year students in fall 2012.1 A few months later on the other side,
The New York Times declared 2012 to be “The Year of the MOOC,” and
its prominent opinion essayist Thomas Friedman announced that “nothing
has more potential to enable us to reimagine higher education than the
massive online course.”2 But neither of these extremes fit with our experi-
ences as liberal arts educators who were experimenting with digital tech-
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nologies to improve our students’ writing. As a result, we decided to author
our own book and invited others to join us in drafting chapters and openly
peer reviewing the manuscript on the public web.
Web Writing seeks to bridge philosophical and practical questions that arise
from the experiences of liberal arts educators who have stepped into the
digital realm. What are the most—and least—compelling reasons for why
we should integrate web writing into our curriculum? Which tools and
teaching methods deepen—rather than distract from—thoughtful learning?
How does student engagement and sense of community evolve when we
share our drafts and commentary on the public web? To what extent does
writing on the web enable our students to cross over divisive boundaries,
and what new challenges does it create? The book’s subtitle signals our
desire to blend “why” questions with examples of “how” it can be done, pre-
sented in both print and digital formats.
As co-editors of this volume, we steer a middle course that argues for
thoughtfully integrating web tools into a liberal arts education. Whether
in persuasive essays, scientific reports, or creative expression, all academic
disciplines value clear and compelling prose. The act of writing visually
demonstrates our thought processes: how we respond to ideas that chal-
lenge our own thinking, consider alternative perspectives or counter-evi-
dence, and create entirely new points of view. As college educators, we
recognize that our students become more engaged in the writing process
when they draft, share, and respond to writing with a community of peer
readers who encourage and challenge them to revise muddled first drafts
into more polished, thoughtful essays. Moreover, we now realize how a
new generation of web-based writing tools—including wikis, Google Doc-
uments, WordPress, and others—can transform how our students author,
edit, publish, and comment on texts in ways that advance, rather than dis-
tract from, our liberal arts mission. But exactly how college educators can
make use of these tools in our classrooms is not simple, and requires both
time and support from our institutions. Our motivation behind this book is
to offer faculty a wide range of web-based writing examples across the lib-
eral arts, to help all of us to rethink our current approaches and inspire us
to innovate with our own students.
We did not design Web Writing as a theoretical study of composition, nor
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did we envision it merely as a high-tech user’s guide. Instead, our book
contributes to the scholarship of teaching. It aims to broaden the conver-
sation among liberal arts faculty who actively engage with writing in their
classrooms in multiple disciplines but need guidance on ways that web-
based tools can contribute to our educational missions. We intentionally
wrote the book in an accessible style that favors real classroom examples,
avoids jargon, and appeals to our common interests as college educators
who care about writing. The need for this book emerged during a facul-
ty workshop series sponsored by the Center for Teaching and Learning at
Trinity College that encouraged faculty to cross departmental boundaries
and reflect on ways of improving our pedagogical practices across the cam-
pus. We formed a five-person advisory group to bring together ideas from
our specializations in developmental psychology, digital humanities, educa-
tional studies, English literature, and rhetoric and composition. As a result,
authors from fifteen colleges contributed chapters to the final edition that
represent different approaches to web writing in the humanities, social sci-
ences, and life sciences.
This book would not have been possible without the many scholars who
previously created the field of digital writing and shaped our thinking
about its possibilities. We drew inspiration from the expanding literature
in rhetoric, technology, and pedagogy, including established journals such
as Kairos and Computers and Composition, newer publications such as the
Journal of Interactive Technology and Pedagogy, Hybrid Pedagogy, and Writing
Spaces. We also benefitted from recent edited volumes such as Hacking
the Academy and Debates in the Digital Humanities, organizations such as
THATCamp and the Writing Across the Curriculum Clearinghouse, and
the ProfHacker blog, co-founded by one of our advisory group members,
Jason B. Jones.3 During this process, we noticed that higher education lacks
a comprehensive cross-disciplinary book on teaching digital writing that is
comparable to titles authored for the K-12 sector by Troy Hicks and the
National Writing Project.4 In response, we chose to work with a leading
scholarly open-access publisher to distribute our peer-reviewed book in
two formats—print (for sale) and online (for free)—to maximize readership
by college-level educators, their students, and anyone who wishes to learn
about writing on the web.
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Why create this book on the web?
Since we could not find a book about web writing that met our needs as
liberal arts educators, we decided to create one. We invited authors and
readers to build it with us—in public—on the web. Our process began in
spring 2013 with an open call for prospective contributors, who posted
over forty one-paragraph chapter ideas for online discussion. Next, twenty-
five authors submitted full drafts and agreed to our editorial and intellectu-
al property policy, which preserved their copyright while publicly sharing
the work under a Creative Commons license, and made clear that their
contributions may not advance to the final volume. During the open peer
review in fall 2013, seventy readers (including four expert reviewers com-
missioned by the publisher) generated over one thousand comments on our
website, most of them quite substantive. We required all commenters to
use their full names, but, to avoid deferential treatment, we did not identi-
fy which ones were the commissioned expert reviewers. Based on the edi-
torial advisory group’s judgment of reader feedback, we invited selected
essays to be revised and resubmitted for the final manuscript. We collab-
orated with the University of Michigan Press and its umbrella organiza-
tion, Michigan Publishing, on a contract that makes the final book available
in print-on-demand (for sale) and open-access online (for free), with long-
term electronic preservation through the HathiTrust Digital Library. Learn
more about the process in the Tutorials section of the Trinity edition.5
As educators, our compelling reason for constructing this book online is
because that’s exactly what we ask our students to do when we assign
them to share their writing with us and other readers. Every educator who
requires students to post their words on a course learning management
system (such as Moodle, Blackboard, etc.) or the open web should try the
same experience by uploading their own writing for feedback from peers
and the public. For many of us, our first experiences in publicly circulating
drafts was equally terrifying and exhilarating. The process opened our eyes
to how our writing changes when engaging with a broader audience, par-
ticularly one that talks back through comments that suggest new connec-
tions and sharpen our thinking. We hope that Web Writing will encourage
more faculty to author and comment online, and that these experiences will
transfer into richer forms of teaching and learning in their classrooms.
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As scholars, we were driven by the idea of creating a book on the open
web in order to improve the quality of our work through reader feedback
and to expand the breadth of our audience with free access. We publicly
shared each stage of Web Writing and welcomed input to guide editorial
selections and contributors’ revisions prior to its final publication. This
“publish-then-filter” approach, as Clay Shirky and Kathleen Fitzpatrick
have described it, is not without risks, particularly for authors whose work
may receive negative comments, or not advance to the final volume. But
the rewards are numerous: greater opportunities for developmental editing
by experts and general readers, reduced social isolation of the solo acade-
mic writing process, and speedier time from concept to publication.6 This
“new” model of constructing an edited volume certainly beats the “old”
way, where contributors typically submitted chapters solely to the editor,
and rarely saw drafts by other authors until the book was finished, there-
by missing the opportunity for valuable feedback to enhance their individ-
ual drafts and the volume as a whole. In particular, for those of us writing
about digital influences on higher education, where rapid transformations
outpace old-fashioned publication schedules (typically at least one or two
years), sharing our texts online has the added benefit of timeliness.
Scholarly authors also benefit by publishing open-access, rather than lock-
ing our ideas behind a password or a pay-wall, because we expand the
range of our audience, and with it, our academic reputations. While open-
access means free to readers, it requires a rethinking of traditional financial
arrangements.7 Faculty can assign syllabus readings without increasing stu-
dent textbook costs. Libraries can link publications to their online cata-
logues without paying intermediaries. Readers outside the gates of higher
education can discover and instantly access our book through their web
browsers without tuition bills. As part of this exchange, under our open-
access book contract we do not expect print book sales to generate royalties
for authors, but academics rarely made money from edited volumes in the
past. The most significant change is institutional support. Trinity College
supported this book by directly funding approximately $5,000 in pre-pub-
lication costs, and indirectly supporting additional technology learning and
technical infrastructure costs. First, the Center for Teaching and Learning
provided a $2,000 fellowship to the lead editor to conceptualize and draft
initial essays for the book during a 2012-13 faculty seminar series. Second,
the Center provided five $300 subventions to support outstanding essay
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proposals by non-tenure-track authors during the open call, plus $500 to
Michigan Publishing to cover half the cost of commissioning four expert
reviewers at $250 each during the open peer review. Third, the Trinity
Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies awarded the editorial team a manu-
script fellowship to sponsor a half-day seminar discussion with four guest
readers from our campus and another from a nearby institution in fall
2013. To be sure, additional costs could be attributed to faculty and staff
labor and web technology infrastructure that supported this book at Trin-
ity, but these were already in place and would have been spent regard-
less of this particular book project. All of these pre-publication expenses
enhanced the quality of the product yet were not linked to any promise
of post-production sales revenue. Instead, the benefits that our institution
reaps from its branding as a digital innovator in liberal arts pedagogy and
scholarly publication is worth the relatively small dollar investment on this
project.
What’s inside this book?
All of the chapters in Web Writing are essentially local stories about what
worked (or could have worked better) in one instructor’s classroom, or
as a team of instructors at one campus or between two campuses. People
who shared their stories of web writing responded to particular institu-
tional missions, student needs, and from their own area of expertise. Web
Writing does not attempt to convert the uninitiated to teaching online or
prescribe a list of digital writing reforms. Instead, authors simply describe
how and why they integrated web writing in their courses and allow read-
ers to choose among various pedagogical ideas and learning experiences.
None of the articles offer large-scale or programmatic writing initiatives
with MOOC-sized student enrollments. Primarily, our book shines a bright
light on individual innovations that stand in the long shadow of ideological
debates.
Our contributors do not identify themselves solely as experts in the field
of computers and composition, nor as theorists or technologists. We are
everyday liberal arts educators who are trying their hand at digital innova-
tions in order to help students write to learn and learn to write. They are
committed to the concept that web writing offers a different experience of
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writing; even if the resulting content isn’t remarkably different, instructors
recognize the value of expanding the audience of readers (in and out of the
classroom) during the writing and learning process. Most authors are at the
early stages of trying out their ideas. As they sort out the process, they want
to share what they have learned because it is fresh for them. The richness of
the book is that it represents authors from 15 colleges across the liberal arts
curriculum who demonstrate how they use writing in disciplines like biol-
ogy, history and sociology and across platforms to improve student moti-
vation and learning.
Communities
Why should we teach our students to write on the web? Several contrib-
utors identified “communities” as a key theme, referring both to creat-
ing richer collaborations among students in the course, and to exchanging
views with others beyond the classroom walls. In their co-authored essay,
“Sister Classrooms: Blogging Across Disciplines and Campuses,” Amanda
Hagood and Carmel Price explain how student writing changed when they
linked their two classes at different colleges through online writing about
the environment. In “Indigenizing Wikipedia,” Siobhan Senier describes
what her students learned by attempting to write the stories of contempo-
rary Native American authors into the popular encyclopedia, and the bar-
riers they encountered by online editors. Michael O’Donnell evaluates his
biology students’ collective experience with an innovative approach to lab
reports in “Science Writing, Wikis, and Collaborative Learning.” Jim Trostle
reflects on a class assignment and shares video excerpts of his students as
they engaged in “Cooperative In-Class Writing with Google Docs.” Final-
ly, Jack Dougherty offers lessons he learned about community building in
“Co-Writing, Peer Editing, and Publishing in the Cloud.”
Engagement
Several contributors advocate web writing because it increased student
engagement, both with scholarship and civic life. Celeste Sharpe, Nate
Sleeter, and Kelly Schrum explain “How We Learned to Drop the Quiz”
with their innovative approach to teaching historical writing in online
asynchronous courses. Leigh Wright tells her students to “Tweet Me A Sto-
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ry” and explains how incorporating social media into writing assignments
taught them about journalism and screenwriting. In “Civic Engagement,”
Susan Grogan describes how her students created a Super PAC devoted to
bringing political comedian Stephen Colbert to their campus, and began
writing on the web about their roles in electoral politics. Jack Dougherty
seeks to balance the competing values of “Public Writing and Student Pri-
vacy” and offers suggestions for college educators facing similar dilemmas.
Jen Rajchel asks student web-authors to “Consider the Audience” when
sharing their work online, especially as they navigate both public and pri-
vate spheres. In “Creating the Reader-Viewer,” Anita DeRouen reflects on
the pedagogical and rhetorical challenges of engaging students to read,
create, and assess multimodal web texts. Finally, Shawn Graham reveals
how his students began writing history through video games in his essay,
“Pulling Back the Curtain.”
Crossing Boundaries
For some educators, writing on the web raises the possibility of crossing
boundaries, not only of race and culture, but also time and personal space.
In their co-authored essay, Rochelle Rodrigo and Jennifer Kidd explain the
process of “Getting Uncomfortable” with identity exploration in a multi-
class blog, and their evaluation of its influence on student learning out-
comes. Another digital pedagogy duo, Pete Coco and M. Gabriela Torres,
outline their strategy for teaching “Curation in Writing,” with building-
and-breaking metaphors for student blogging on cultural anthropology.
Alisea Williams McLeod reflects on the problems and possibilities of “Stu-
dent Digital Research and Writing on Slavery,” focusing on the experiences
of students at a historically black college as they transcribed historical
records of former slaves and their white masters during the Civil War era.
Finally, Holly Oberle explores whether classroom technology affects inter-
national students differently than domestic ones in her essay, “Web Writing
as Intercultural Dialogue.”
Citation and Annotation
When students author on the web, they invariably encounter other writers,
which raises questions about the ways we learn to acknowledge and
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attribute other people’s ideas. Christopher Hager recounts in “The Sec-
ondary Source Sitting Next to You” how students responded to a web
assignment that required them to cite work by their peers. In “Web Writing
and Citation: The Authority of Communities,” Elizabeth Switaj explains
how educators can draw on the logic of social referencing in online com-
munities to help students recognize citation as a community practice. Laura
Lisabeth explores how her students critiqued The Elements of Style writing
guide in her essay, “Empowering Education with Social Annotation and
Wikis.” Despite everything the software industry has led us to believe, Jason
B. Jones argues that “There Are No New Directions in Annotations,” which
explains why new tools of the trade should feel “radically familiar” in the
liberal arts.
Tutorials
This extra section features how-to guides for several web-based writing
tools mentioned in the text. It appears only in the open-access Trinity Col-
lege ePress edition of the book, which allows us to include more images and
videos than the print edition, and to update them when desired.8
What is not in this book? During the open call phase of this book, we
expressed interest in several ideas that did not result in fully developed
chapters, which we identify here to encourage others to take up in future
works.
No one defined the machine as the writing teacher. In other words, while
many of our contributors used the web to connect authors and readers,
none of them described using digital tools to directly instruct students or
to evaluate their essays. This should not surprise us, given our skepticism
about massive online learning in liberal arts education, but the absence of
discussion about web-based writing tools deserves more attention. At a
basic level, we wonder how college educators and their students make use
of basic software tools designed to improve our prose, such as the ubiq-
uitous spelling and grammar checkers. What have educators learned about
implicitly assuming or explicitly teaching students how to use these in the
writing process? Taking one step further, we are curious about what stu-
dents learn about writing from web-based instructional resources, both
inside and outside of the formal curriculum. A quick search of the popular
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YouTube site can point learners to videos of writing instructors who sketch
out different approaches to crafting introductions on a whiteboard, or a
screencast of using a word-processor to create a “reverse outline” that
reveals an essay’s underlying structure.9 Can these web resources effective-
ly supplement our face-to-face writing instruction? Or at a more contro-
versial level, can and will they replace us? Machine-scored essay evaluation
is very contentious—and poorly understood—area of debate, which would
benefit from the perspectives of liberal arts educators who can explain the
artificial intelligence or who have first-hand experiences with these tools.10
On a related note, few contributors wrote directly about evidence. How
do we really know if web-writing strategies will enhance our students’
prose and identity as a community of authors? While this volume favors
local stories of individual educators, we can see the value in moving our
discussion beyond impressionistic accounts to social science experiments
on the writing process. As we conceptualized this volume, an intriguing
study by Ina Blau and Avmer Caspi caught our attention.11 They compared
collaborative student work on Google Documents across different condi-
tions and found that suggesting revisions by inserting marginal comments
(rather than directly editing a peer’s text) positively influenced students’
sense of ownership, responsibility, and perceived quality of writing out-
comes. With further research, we might better understand how different
forms of online collaboration might help or hinder different types of stu-
dents (such as novice versus seasoned writers) or different aspects of writ-
ing (such as organization versus argumentation). But the key point is to
demonstrate more systematic ways of evaluating pedagogical approaches
on student outcomes. Even if we lack the time or training to conduct sci-
entific studies, new digital tools allow us to more easily collect samples of
student writing and to analyze contributions to multi-authored works.12
On a more personal level, no one explicitly wrote about sharing their “writ-
ing workflows” with students. Authors did not describe their steps from
research and reflection to a fully written essay. No details were offered
about the stages of brainstorming, note-taking, outlining, drafting, citing,
editing, and revising process that take place on paper or a screen. The tools
chosen for particular stages of work were not emphasized or discussed.
Many of these invisible decisions could depend upon whether the writing
is a solitary or collaborative act. When we consider that many of us have
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considered or adopted new tools in recent years, might our students (and
colleagues) benefit from a more public discussion of different approach-
es to the writing process in the digital age? Or perhaps we should flip the
question (and its assumption about who’s teaching whom) to ask: how do
students devise their own writing workflows, what sources influence them,
and what does this tell us about teaching and learning with the web?13
There is a humorous saying in the software industry: “Eat your own dog
food.” It means that companies should use the same products that they sell
to their customers. Building this book through the same tools and processes
that our students might compose in has taught us valuable lessons that we
are eager to explore with others. As we continue to weigh and measure the
affordances that new technologies present to our pedagogical approaches
in the liberal arts, we hope that readers of Web Writing feel a stronger sense
of the exciting opportunities ahead.
On behalf of the Web Writing advisory group at Trinity College, Hartford,
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• Jack Dougherty, Associate Professor of Educational Studies
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Blogging Across Disciplines and Campuses
Amanda Hagood and Carmel Price
This volume speaks to contemporary debates about how best to integrate
web tools into a critical element of the liberal arts curriculum: the theory
and practice of writing. But any meaningful discussion of writing curricu-
lum–regardless of the tools we use to teach it–ought to begin with an even
more fundamental question: what do we expect of student writing?
All too often, the unexamined answer to that question is mastery. Tradi-
tional college writing assignments commonly ask students to demonstrate
a command of both specific subject content and argumentation. (Perfect
grammar would also be nice.) Multiply this expectation across the range of
fields and writing assignments that a student is likely to encounter in her
journey through higher education and you set a rather lofty goal: a student
who can fluently speak the distinct dialects of half a dozen or more acad-
emic subjects, each with its distinct disciplinary vocabulary and grammar.
This kind of expertise seems an appropriate goal for a student’s major and
minor subjects, but is discipline-specific writing, with all its particularities
and palimpsests, really the best way to introduce non-majors to our fields?
Another common answer regarding writing expectations is academic
integrity. And although it is critical for students to learn how to research
and appropriately acknowledge the scholarly conversation around their
subject matter, the form in which they must typically do so—the scholarly
paper—does not necessarily reflect the process by which their learning
actually occurs. In other words, traditional writing assignments allow only
limited ways in which to acknowledge the community of learners that
support a single student’s intellectual development, privileging scholarly
sources over the background of class discussions, Google searches, office
hour chats, and study groups that helped to shape her ideas—especially in
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her early exposure to a subject. Moreover, when structured as a one-off
assignment—to be viewed only by the instructor and perhaps a few peer
reviewers—student writing also loses its potential value of making a mean-
ingful contribution back to the learning community.
It is here—in the voice, the scope, and the process of student writing—that
we believe class blogging presents a helpful way to rethink these goals, and
the ways in which we might achieve them. As a collaborative class effort,
intimately linked to the intellectual work we do in the classroom, a course
blog can create a uniquely powerful learning community that invites stu-
dents to learn through writing. Writing to a digitally-mediated audience of
their peers allows students to re-articulate new ideas, test applications, link
to related resources, and affirm or modify the ideas their peers bring for-
ward. It allows them, in other words, to engage in the messy, immersive,
referential, and uneven process of academic writing in a highly interactive
environment. Through structured assignments, well integrated into class-
room discussion, blogging can form a rich compliment to traditional writ-
ing assignments and, even more importantly, can help students become far
more reflective about their learning.
How can blogs help us create more engaged and skillful student writers?
Simply put, blogs can function as a staging ground for the practice of acade-
mic writing. As Kathleen Fitzpatrick argues, a blog is “not a form, but a plat-
form—not a shape through which are extruded certain fixed kinds of mate-
rial, but a stage on which material of many different varieties—different
lengths, different time signatures, different modes of mediation—might be
performed.”1 Like the course journals many of us have long assigned, blogs
can provide students with the time and space to work through the materi-
als they encounter both inside and outside the classroom: primary readings,
secondary sources, news events, class discussions, and the personal asso-
ciations and experiences they bring to the topic. Blogging platforms also
add the ability to link directly to many of these sources (and the intellec-
tual exercise of judging how and when to link). And, unlike course jour-
nals, blogs provide a means for transforming this scholarly monologue into
a dialog through the readership and commentary of peers and, in some cas-
es, wider audiences. A particularly insightful or articulate observation will
often be recognized and acknowledged by a student’s peers (or a watch-
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ful professor), and can even resurface in class discussion, as teachers and
students connect the learning taking place in digital space to the progress
of the course itself.2 At its best, a class blog models the critical functions
of the academic community—providing new information and synthesizing
it through peer review—in a way that traditional assignments, with their
more limited audience and impact, cannot easily do.
Working Together: Two Models for Class Blogs
Our own experience with student blogging began as a larger experiment
in which we placed students in Amanda Hagood’s environmental literature
course at Hendrix College (Conway, AR) in conversation with students in
Carmel Price’s environmental demography course at Furman University
(Greenville, SC) via blogging and shared videoconference sessions.3 In cre-
ating two interconnected courses—“sister classes,” as we came to call
them—our initial expectation was that students would use the relatively
informal medium of blogging to discover and compare the very different
approaches our two fields take to complex environmental issues. However,
what we realized in watching their dialog unfold was that the exchange of
content our class blogs facilitated was ultimately less important than the
writing opportunity—the blogging itself—that the blogs presented.
We initially introduced the sister class concept to our students as part of a
larger pedagogical mission as stated in the syllabus for both courses:
Academic inquiry takes place in a living, evolving, and interconnected
world and, in order to be meaningful, it must engage with that world:
looking around to understand what local environments can teach us,
while listening carefully to what those outside our context can tell us.4
With the extraordinary flexibility of the blog form in terms of both subject
and scope, finding specific parameters for our students’ writing was a chal-
lenge.5
Hagood’s Model
We took contrasting approaches to assigning and evaluating the blog posts.
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For her class, composed primarily of literature majors and environmental
studies majors, Hagood chose to take a relatively regimented approach that
included a minimum number of posts and comments from each student.
Working singly or in pairs, her seventeen pupils signed up to complete one
weekly blog post covering any aspect of that week’s course material. Stu-
dents could choose whether to write a long essay-like post of at least 500
words, or a shorter discussion-oriented post that included carefully craft-
ed questions for classmates to tackle as well as a closing synthesis of their
colleagues’ responses. Each student was also required to make a minimum
number of comments, either on her own blog or on the sister class’s blog,
over the course of the semester. Posts and comments were evaluated for
completeness and punctuality only, leaving each student free to make her
own decisions about the style and content of her work. Students were also
encouraged to make additional posts as they saw fit.
The resulting discussion was both surprisingly sophisticated and surpris-
ingly varied (see Writing the Natural State course blog). Students in
Hagood’s course typically chose the longer format for their posts and pro-
duced everything ranging from a lively critique of a film the class screened,
to a debate about the social construction of the natural world, to a poignant
reflection on searching for the Ivory-Billed Woodpecker.6 Many also made
excellent use of images, external links, and stylistic variations that gave
their posts added interest and personality—a particularly impressive feat
given that few in the class had ever previously engaged in any kind of web
writing. What most impressed Hagood about this collective student writ-
ing, however, was the way in which it consistently practiced the method
and lexicon of literary criticism—in this case, consistently offering close
readings of lines or scenes drawn from course texts to explore the differ-
ences between tragic and comic modes, the construction of subjectivity,
and above all the many different representations of “nature” our texts pre-
sented.
The commentary that emerged from these posts, and also in response to the
sister class’s posts, was equally impressive. There were many instances of
back-and-forth conversation between participants on several of the posts,
suggesting that students were actively engaged in the intellectual inter-
change happening on the blog. Hagood also worked hard to integrate the
blog through in-class discussion, both by highlighting especially interesting
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Rachel’s “Thinking of Brinkley and the Ivory-Billed Woodpecker,” which makes great use of
both images and links in her response to Hagood’s class viewing of Scott Crocker’s documen-
tary film, “Ghost Bird.”
examples of student posts in class (and soliciting further comment from the
group) and by adding her own comments to the blog when the conversation
stalled or lost its way. Student assessments confirmed that blogging helped
students to grasp and rearticulate new content, while giving them a greater
sense of why their words matter.7 One student observed that the blog “pro-
vided a different type of environment” in which “more people participated
[and] everyone was able to think through their thoughts,” and another stu-
dent explained:
The blog, in a sense, made me feel like I was contributing to something
instead of operating within the school system: write a paper, paper
graded, paper handed back and filed. This (course blog) is something
that people, other people, could go on and see what this class was about,
and how we, as individuals, think about certain issues.8
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Rachel links to Brinkley’s city website to emphasize that fact that the town has always been
dependent upon transportation infrastructure that primarily serves other cities. The website’s
banner describes the town’s location as “Highway 40 between Memphis and Little Rock.”
Price’s Model
On the other hand, Price’s model for the assignment, which varied signifi-
cantly from Hagood’s, encouraged students to take greater ownership over
the content and pacing of their blog by pursuing topics of their own interest
as the occasion arose. Because Price’s class was designed to appeal to a wide
range of students (including sociology and environmental science majors,
and those fulfilling a general education requirement), she needed a blog-
ging structure that was both flexible and responsive to class discussions. At
the beginning of the course, Price suggested that her class elect one of its
fifteen members to serve as a webmaster who would design and maintain
the blog throughout the semester, and set aside fifteen percent of the total
course grade to account for participation in the blog (in lieu of a more tra-
ditional attendance/participation grade). The class then chose to set a min-
imum of ten blog entries per student for the semester, with the webmaster
only required to complete five, and Price revised the syllabus accordingly.
Halfway through the class, however, the students asked her if they could
reduce this self-imposed minimum and, in the interest of nurturing their
sense of autonomy over the project, she obliged. In contrast to Hagood’s
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guidelines, which confined students to a discussion of course readings for
any given week, Price charged her students to write about any topics (rele-
vant to the course) that provoked their interest, testing out the new socio-
logical concepts and demographic skills they had learned against personal
opinions, current events, and researched materials. In crafting their posts,
they were encouraged to make use of data sets and other resources fre-
quently drawn upon in sociological inquiry.
This arrangement allowed Price’s students to cover topics as varied as
the social impact of farm-to-school programs, the media’s portrayal of
human consumption and waste, and the FDA’s ban on blood donations
from homosexual men (see Population and Environment course
blog).9 Even more importantly, it allowed them to explore these topics in
a low-stakes, interactive environment in which they were free to experi-
ment with new concepts and draw in outside sources; many of the posts
are well-researched with a list of works cited. Because these posts were
issue-focused, rather than referencing particular moments in class discus-
sion, students in Hagood’s class felt much more at ease jumping into the
conversation with their own comments and reflections. (Indeed, the major-
ity of the intercampus blogging tended in this direction.) In one instance,
one of Hagood’s students even borrowed a resource discussed and linked
on the sister class’s blog—the EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory—to prepare a
presentation about one of her own class readings.10
At the semester’s end, we each felt that our class blogs had increased student
engagement and enriched student learning, albeit in different ways. And
although we both anticipated even more interaction between the class blogs
than we actually found, the idea of sister classmates as a friendly but chal-
lenging audience was still a major motivating factor in our students’ writ-
ing.11 Our richest instances of interactive writing were, in the end, clus-
tered around the teleconference meetings we had scheduled for the begin-
ning, middle, and end of the semester, particularly as we found ways to use
the blog as a tool to prepare our students for these discussions. In fact, the
palpable excitement that can be detected in the blogs on and around the
topics we discussed in teleconference—in passages either addressed to the
sister class or merely referencing it to the home class—suggests that the
telepresence of peers added an additional incentive for students to explore
and experiment with course material. And although teleconferencing may
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Cristin Anthony’s contribution to the “Population and Environment” class blog. Cristin’s link
to the EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory, to search pollution sources in any part of the country,
was later utilized by a student in Hagood’s class in a presentation about environmental justice
concerns near Hendrix College.
not be appropriate for all class blogging situations, we did gain some useful
insights in watching how it impacted our students’ performance. Our find-
ings suggest that the social presence of other learners in digitally mediated
environments is key to web writing’s power as a pedagogical tool.12
The Next Step: From Learning to Teaching
When we first explored the idea of digitally linking our classes, we dis-
covered a wonderful coincidence: we were both deeply influenced by the
work of the great turn-of-the-century preservationist, John Muir. Price had
learned of Muir’s career, and his pivotal role in founding the Sierra Club,
while doing conservation work in California. She was particularly fond of
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an inspiring passage in his 1908 essay “The Hetch Hetchy Valley”—calling
for the city of San Francisco to suspend its plans to dam a canyon in the
Yosemite National Park—in which Muir declares:
Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to play in and pray in,
where Nature may heal and cheer and give strength to body and soul.
This natural beauty-hunger is displayed in poor folks’ window-gardens
made up of a few geranium slips in broken cups, as well as in the costly
lily gardens of the rich, the thousands of spacious city parks and botan-
ical gardens, and in our magnificent National parks.13
Hagood, on the other hand, had often used Muir in her classes to teach
about literary Transcendentalism and its powerful effect on American
visions of wilderness and nature. Building on our mutual enthusiasm, we
planned an additional element for our classes that would bring our student
writers face-to-face: a teleconference session in which we would discuss
Muir’s essay, considering both the rhetorical techniques employed in his
argument and the sociological context in which he wrote. This live con-
versation, we reasoned, would allow us to explore the issues considered
in “Hetch Hetchy” from two disciplinary angles, as well as strengthen the
bonds of trust between our students.
At first the value of this conversation—particularly in this new digital con-
text—was difficult for our students to grasp. Price’s class, which was orga-
nized around the three primary components of population change (fertility,
migration, and mortality), found the connection between Muir’s essay and
their study of populations unclear, while Hagood’s students lacked the
resources to delineate the social context that made Muir’s words meaning-
ful beyond their powerful rhetoric. However, these limitations began to
erode as each class prepared for the meeting. Framing the Hetch Hetchy
dam controversy in terms of population pressure from the growing city of
San Francisco, Price had her students research census data from the turn of
the century to share with their sister class. As they began to connect what
they had learned about demographic transitions with the rapid growth of
the population in California, the question of whether to build the dam
became a great deal more complex—and a great deal more debatable. This
was a turning point for the entire class. They began to realize that the
demographic analysis skills they were learning could be connected to, and
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even shift their perceptions about, current and historic events, issues
encountered in other courses, and even their personal experiences. What’s
more, in preparing and presenting their findings to Hagood’s class, they got
the chance to practice and demonstrate their new research skills, proving
to be very capable teachers in the process.
Indeed the virtual discussion not only gave Hagood’s students a better sense
for why the dam might have been needed—an argument which Muir only
glancingly addresses in the essay—but also helped them to ask their own
discipline-specific questions in much more nuanced ways. In a blog post
responding to the teleconference, two of Hagood’s students noted that the
strength of the essay lies in both the “rich, emotional imagery” that Muir
employs to describe the Hetch Hetchy and the ruthless logic with which
he attacks the opposition’s claims that damming the valley will create a
lake roughly equivalent to the current landscape in beauty and recreation-
al opportunity. The two students noted that each type of argument has its
own strengths:
But, as the Furman class reminded us with their discussion of the
demographic pressure of that era in the West, the intended audience
was subject to a very different world-view than we have today. Which
of Muir’s persuasive techniques do you think were most appropriate
for his twentieth century audience? Which of these techniques was
most effective for you? Is there a discrepancy between the two?14
These questions, and the conversation that followed them, imply that with
their sister class’s assistance, Hagood’s students were able to move beyond
the fundamental question of how a text delivers its meaning and into higher
levels of cultural analysis. Armed with the new perspective gained from
their peers, they began to understand the important principle that words
have different meanings in different social and historical contexts.
One fascinating characteristic of the blogosphere, even on the small scale
in which we worked, is that topics will continue to resonate through posts,
comments, and links, even as they filter down to the unrecorded spaces of
everyday classroom conversation. In just such a way, our early conversa-
tion about Muir and the Hetch Hetchy Valley continued to make an impact.
Muir resurfaced in Price’s class during the unit on immigration, when the
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Members of Hagood’s class speculate about the impact of Muir’s religious rhetoric on his turn-
of-the-century audience.
Sierra Club’s deeply divided position on U.S. immigration policy became
a subject for discussion. Following the principles Muir drafted in essays
like “The Hetch Hetchy Valley,” the club has long favored public policies
that protect the integrity of natural systems, which, given the important
relationship between the physical environment and human population, has
lead to much pressure on the Sierra Club to assume a stance on immigra-
tion. This debate provided Price an opportunity to take her class back to
Muir’s essay, this time looking closely for rhetorical clues that help to shed
some light on what Muir might have said about population and immigra-
tion issues. Using the literary analysis skills gleaned from their sister class,
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her students were able to complete this exercise and to understand how
Muir’s rhetoric continues to influence the Sierra Club immigration issue.
Conclusion
Although our approaches to forging these intercampus connections varied
with each classroom, our students showed a consistent desire for the intel-
lectual community of their sister classes, suggesting that web writing, with
its rich potential for collaborative learning, has an important role to play in
improving learning outcomes for today’s students. It is important to note
that the idea of the network also powerfully shapes the demands of the
business world and the practices of citizenship that our students will soon
be called upon to fulfill. Teaching them to become responsible and valuable
members of the learning community created by an interconnected class
blog can play a small but significant part in preparing them for the chal-
lenges they will face after graduation, even as it creates a stimulating, sup-
portive—and, dare we say, fun?—environment in which to learn and write.
Even as we discovered that the extended range and reciprocity of web writ-
ing makes it a wonderful tool for helping students learn the fundamen-
tals of our fields, we also found ourselves, after the fact, wondering what
we might have done to build on these capacities. Both of our courses, for
instance, required more conventional, discipline specific writing assign-
ments, including a literary analysis and a media analysis; one untapped
possibility would have been to interlink our sister class project with the
drafting and revision processes for these assignments. In some cases, there
was a clear thematic or topical link between the writing students produced
for blogs and their formal assignments, suggesting that blogging played
an important role in preparing students to assume the critical perspective
these assignments required. But bringing these connections into the
open—by having students, for instance, exchange a draft of a key assign-
ment with students in their sister class—might help them further interro-
gate the disciplinary assumptions that structure what scholarship looks like
in each field. A similar exchange could be facilitated via the videoconfer-
ence platform, too, if students in each class were required to discuss a giv-
en topic—say, for instance, environmental justice—with their sister class
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students by preparing and delivering a lesson on a key concept or method
needed to understand that topic.
In the end, perhaps one of the most fascinating and productive dimensions
that the blogs added to our courses, both separately and collectively, was
a new sense of awareness. As witnessed by their evaluations, our students
truly began to think of themselves as a learning community reflected in,
and enriched by, the virtual environments of our own tiny blogosphere.
One student recounted:
I feel that our discussions online usually took conversation beyond that
of the classroom. Further, it provided a different type of environment
in which to express ideas…more people participated, and everyone was
able to think through their thoughts, resulting in well-articulated com-
ments.
As gratifying as it may be to hear students conceding that their own learn-
ing was positively effected by a new assignment, what is truly striking
about this reflection is that the writer’s observations focus mainly on group
behaviors—capacities to think, articulate, and participate that have been
enhanced by the availability of this relatively free writing plat-
form—suggesting that the student has begun to understand herself as func-
tioning within a diverse community of learners. As one student so elo-
quently stated in her anonymous evaluation: “It was especially interesting
in that the other class brought perspectives rooted in English/Literature,
while we held sociological mindsets, but in the end we were all approaching
similar conclusions through different lenses.”
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Indigenizing Wikipedia
Student Accountability to Native American Authors on the World’s Largest
Encyclopedia
Siobhan Senier
In Spring 2013 I had my students write for Wikipedia. This is by no means
an original idea, but the specific assignment was somewhat novel: in a
senior class on 21st Century Native American Literature, each student was
to write a biography of a living Native American author (one not yet rep-
resented on the site), consulting with that author to craft an entry that
met both the author’s and Wikipedia’s standards.1 It has been awhile since
I have had students quite so motivated and invested in a writing assign-
ment. The process was not without difficulties: we sometimes ran afoul
of Wikipedia’s problematic “notability” standard. However, students still
gained new skills and a much better grasp of the professional writing
process. The Native authors were gratified to be represented on Wikipedia
and often helpful in pointing us to further sources. And I got to enjoy
the pedagogical role of facilitator, rather than gatekeeper, while helping to
improve Wikipedia’s representation of indigenous literature and, hopefully,
contributing to efforts to reshape its demographics.
Contrary to popular belief, it is not the case that “anybody” can put “any-
thing” on Wikipedia. The site has clearly articulated rules that, in the inter-
est of recruiting new writers, it boils down to 5 “pillars”:
1. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia that disallows primary research
and opinions (an important contrast to some academic
encyclopedias);
2. It is written from a “neutral point of view” (NPOV);
3. It is free content that anyone can edit, use, modify and
distribute;
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4. Editors (contributors) should treat each other with respect and
civility;
5. Wikipedia does not have firm rules (its guidelines are subject
to contributor debate).2
Every hour, thousands of volunteer Wikipedians (with varying levels of edi-
torial power) vet the site, accepting or rejecting articles, cleaning them up to
meet basic editorial standards, and flagging them (e.g., “This article is a stub.
You can help Wikipedia by expanding it” or “The neutrality of this article is
disputed”).3 There are robots to root out common errors and trolling; and
a “three-revert” rule to shut down edit wars (with some entries, like Osama
bin Laden’s, on lockdown).4 As any thoughtful person who has used the site
knows, Wikipedia is not unproblematic. It does contain errors and some
frankly appalling prose. It has troubling imbalances in coverage, which can
be traced to troubling imbalances in its demographics. It is not, however,
the unscrupulous free-for-all that some people imagine.5
Wikipedia encourages School and University Projects, offering online tuto-
rials and other support for teachers and students; hundreds of courses,
all over the world, have signed up.6 Several such experiments have been
described in the volume Writing History in the Digital Age. Amanda Seligman
uses Wikipedia in a methods course to teach undergraduates about tertiary
sources; Shawn Graham had a freshman seminar edit a single entry, on the
Ottawa Valley.7 In these case studies, historians use Wikipedia to reflect on
their profession’s standards vis-a-vis the practices of popular and crowd-
sourced history.
But, in that volume, only Martha Saxton tackles the more global problem:
“to the extent that popular judgment determines what history gets pro-
duced in this format, the significance of women’s role in it and gender as a
discourse or a method of analysis are likely to be devalued.”8 I, too, was con-
cerned about Wikipedia’s failures in coverage—specifically its lack of rep-
resentation of Native American authors, and even more specifically, its lack
of representation of authors based in New England, though that last fail-
ure is not unique to Wikipedia.9 Before Spring 2013, the site included only
three Native authors from this region: eighteenth-century Mohegan min-
ister Samson Occom, nineteenth-century Pequot minister William Apess,
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and contemporary Abenaki poet Joseph Bruchac).10 This trifecta, repeated
in many anthologies and a good deal of literary scholarship, perpetuates the
misconception that Native people in New England assimilated early on and
survive only as isolated “remnants” today.
Coincidentally, in that same spring, academics were joining the movement
to revise Wikipedia from within.11Moya Z. Bailey, a blogger well known
in Digital Humanities circles, used the Twitter hashtag #toofew (for “Fem-
inists Engage Wikipedia”) to recruit new writers and editors.12 She set
March 15, 2013, as a day for people to gather (face to face as well as vir-
tually) to edit the site in conjunction with some of the edit-a-thons run
by THATCamp.13 The event had a Wikipedia meetup page, where people
could sign in and propose content; and it was announced broadly on The
Chronicle of Higher Education, HASTAC, and even Al Jazeera, where Bailey
called for Wikipedia to “better reflect the diversity of our living.” 14 Since
March 15, the editing initiatives have continued, including Adeline Koh
and Roopika Risam’s “Rewriting Wikipedia Project.”15 Such projects are
responding to increasingly visible reports (including the Wikimedia Foun-
dation’s own editor surveys) indicating that only about 10 percent of con-
tributors are women.16 They are also scrutinizing Wikipedia’s purportedly
“objective” criteria. As Koh and Risam argue, these criteria depend on “the
weight of already-existing knowledge, knowledge which postcolonial stud-
ies writers have systematically argued is racially and culturally charged. To
subscribe to [Wikipedia’s criteria] uncritically has the effect of reproducing
uneven social forms of privilege against groups that deserve to be repre-
sented.” As my students found, when it comes to Native American authors,
Wikipedia’s “notability” benchmark is particularly bothersome.17
***
“Native American Literature in the 21st Century” enrolled thirty senior
and junior English majors (a couple from Journalism, one from History). I
had planned from the beginning to have students write for a site I manage,
called Writing of Indigenous New England. But after #toofew inspired me to
try my hand at adding a brief entry (on Abenaki poet Cheryl Savageau), I
began to see the pedagogical possibilities of asking students to post their
author profiles on Wikipedia first.18
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Professorial maligning of Wikipedia aside, I do not know too many who
truly require their students to abide by standards as rigorous as those of
Wikipedia, whatever we might wish or claim. This was an enormous sur-
prise for me as well as my students, and I have colleagues who still refuse to
believe it. But the students found there was simply no way to grade-grub or
plea-bargain their way out of the site’s very basic writing standards. If they
committed mechanical errors, an anonymous editor would correct those.
If they committed too many, an editor could take their article down alto-
gether, or at least flag it (“This article could benefit from an improvement
in writing style”). If their research was thin, they would be mortified to find
some 17-year-old in Turkey declaring their article a “stub,” or someone with
a silly handle nominating their work for deletion altogether. In the end, one
of this assignment’s greatest boons was that students came to see me the
way I’d always seen myself—as the facilitator, not the bad guy. They were in
closer and more frequent contact with me about their drafts than any stu-
dents I can remember, seeming unusually accountable and motivated.
Part of this was undoubtedly due to Wikipedia’s publicity and immediacy.
It can take me days to reply to students’ blog posts, a week to return their
essays; but a Wikipedia editor might respond in as little as 20 minutes. In
addition to the speed, students relished the opportunity to be part of some-
thing bigger. One said, “I often feel that I am just taking, taking, taking
from the Internet and rarely being a contributor. Now I can put something
up online that is credible, academic, and a contribution to the World Wide
Web.”19 The opportunity to collaborate with a Native author also undoubt-
edly helped; in our case, the authors generally responded positively to the
students’ work with most of their suggestions being for further resources.
I gave students a clear sequence of steps, spread out over 3-4 weeks:
1. Sign up for an author.20
2. Sign up for a Wikipedia account, and take the tutorials.21
3. Begin drafting your article in your sandbox, and send me the
link.22
4. After I approve your draft, send the link to the Native author
who is your subject for feedback.23
5. “Create” the article.24
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I was fortunate to teach in a digital lab, so we devoted several class periods
to reviewing what makes an article “stick” in Wikipedia as well as to writing
and editing. Many students, at least at my public university, still lack basic
web literacy—signing up for accounts, following tutorials—and most were
grievously intimidated by the prospect of using markup (which Wikipedia
has since made optional). The assignment was thus an empowering one for
our English majors, showing them that they can master more “tech” skills
than they realized. Moreover, writing for Wikipedia is a powerful lesson in
the professional writing process. Some graduating seniors, who had grown
rather accustomed to writing their essays the night before their deadlines
and squeaking through with Bs or Cs, found that procrastinating was sim-
ply impossible in this platform. Some students consequentially found their
articles proposed for deletion, and did poorly on the assignment, because
they skipped some of the interim, low-stakes (yet critically important) parts
of the assignment designed to keep them researching, writing and revising.
Proposed deletion is not the only interesting thing that happened during
this class experiment; but it was, for students, the scariest thing, and it is
probably the thing that reveals the most about the politics of “indigeniz-
ing” Wikipedia. Some of my students who wrote, by my estimation, very
good articles nevertheless had their work proposed for deletion on the
grounds that their subjects did not meet Wikipedia’s “notability” criterion.
To be considered “notable” enough to pass muster with Wikipedia, a subject
must demonstratively receive “significant coverage” in “reliable, published
[secondary] sources.” Wikipedians favor newspaper and magazine articles,
along with scholarly books and journals. But “reliability,” of course, is slip-
pery: even in the academic realm, telling our students that university press-
es are “better” than “the Internet” isn’t teaching them critical thinking. As
my students delved further into their topics and began actually consulting
with Native writers and historians and reading tribal websites, they found
what historian Roy Rosenzweig once said so succinctly: “the general pan-
ic about students’ use of Internet sources is overblown. You can find bad
history in the library.”25 Still, a Wikipedia entry that references only tribal
websites will likely be struck down on grounds of “non-notability.”
Two journalism majors, who previously had been only modestly engaged
with course content up to that point, were suddenly on fire at 2 a.m. when
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their article on Narragansett journalist John Christian Hopkins was pro-
posed for deletion:26
Excerpt from “Talk” page on John Christian Hopkins entry in Wikipedia, 2013.
Aside from the mortification of being called out by someone called “duff-
beerforme,” these students were invested and wanted that article to stick.
They had ample opportunity to improve their piece: as indicated in
Wikipedia’s fifth “pillar,” editors try to operate by consensus, rather than
outright votes. In the debate that ensued, “Vizjim” pointed to institutional
biases against Native intellectual sovereignty, a concept that eluded “duff-
beerforme”:27
Additional excerpt from “Talk” page on John Christian Hopkins entry in Wikipedia, 2013.
By participating in such forums, students engaged in real conversations
about real matters affecting Native people, while getting practical experi-
ence in convincing readers that their topic matters–not least by improving
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their research and writing. The Hopkins debate was finally closed for lack
of consensus, and (at least as of this writing) the article remains live.
Few things on Wikipedia are permanent, so I told the students it wasn’t
the end of the world if their articles were flagged or proposed for deletion.
(Wikipedia also archives every change, though I always counsel students
to back up their own work multiple times, in multiple formats.) I granted
favorable grades to those who conducted their research scrupulously and
polished their drafts assiduously, no matter the outcome among Wikipedi-
ans. Perhaps the most vexing “notability” debate came over the article on
Trace DeMeyer, an award-winning journalist from The Pequot Times and
Indian Country Today who has published a memoir, an anthology about
Indian out-adoptees, and a book of poetry, among other works.28 But here’s
the rub: her books are mainly self-published, and she has received little cov-
erage by sources not already affiliated with her. At the end of the semes-
ter, and well after the student writer had graduated, this article—as well
researched as any of those our class produced—had still been declined.
Some weeks later the discussion was revived and, as with the John Chris-
tian Hopkins article, the DeMeyer piece was allowed to stand for lack of
editorial consensus:
Wikipedians are justifiably concerned about individuals (and other entities,
from garage bands to corporations) attempting to use the site for promo-
tional purposes. But these editorial debates over Native American public
figures allow students to see that this concern can also have racial and polit-
ical overtones. At least in the DeMeyer case, some editors appear sensitive
to the proposition that “notability” itself is not an apolitical concept. And
here was another powerful lesson for students: editors are sometimes not
objective, or informed, or even that smart. They carry their own agendas no
matter how “neutral” they may claim or try to be.
DeMeyer was one of a handful of Native authors whom I was able to bring
into my class (others emailed or Skyped with the students). By the time she
visited, students had some insight into the forces that keep indigenous lit-
erature and indigenous issues invisible. Settler colonial society, of which
the United States is undeniably one, has in fact to do a great deal of work
to keep those issues invisible. Spring 2013 was the heyday of #IdleNoMore
and the Violence Against Women Act, indigenous issues that received only
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Excerpt from “Talk” page on Trace DeMeyer entry in Wikipedia, 2013.
modest coverage in “notable” sources like The New York Times.29 When I
required students to follow these issues on Twitter, they found huge num-
bers of Native American people (indeed, images of huge Native Amer-
ican crowds), using social media, fighting for sovereignty, speaking their
languages, protecting their traditional homelands, and writing. But to find
those, of course, they had to bother to look.
Wikipedia’s “notability” standard thus mimics the centrifugal force exer-
cised by literary canons, even within such ostensibly canon-busting fields
as Native American literary studies. “Notability” purports to be relatively
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neutral, while the academic term “significance” purports to be more
authoritative or considered. But in either case, indigenous histories, aes-
thetics and values are too often erased. This was a critical lesson of “21st
Century Native American Literature.” Our class started with novels by
Sherman Alexie and Louise Erdrich, who have published with major hous-
es; moved on to Craig Womack’s beautiful novel, Drowning in Fire, pub-
lished by a university press; then to a poetry chapbook by Mihku Paul—part
of the “Native New England Authors” series at Bowman Books, a Native
publishing venture run by Joseph Bruchac and his son Jesse; and finally
to a self-published memoir by Wampanoag elder Joan Tavares Avant.30 I
wanted students to think about the politics of Native publishing, to engage
with the concerns articulated by Native scholars over non-Native aesthetic
assumptions and mainstream publishing demands. These writers have
shown that the texts that garner the most critical and commercial success
are those that most closely mimic Western literary aesthetics; tribal authors
who express tribally-specific values in tribally-specific forms are often dis-
missed as “too political” or “too hard to follow.”31 At the end of our Alexie-
to-Avant trajectory, most students were fully prepared to appreciate lesser-
known Native writers from New England. But the argument made by
Vizjim—that “numbers matter,” and that tribal sovereignty is a reality worth
respecting—is still a hard sell on Wikipedia.
Crowdsourced knowledge presents itself as contingent, as always subject
to further input and revision. Wikipedia changes to reflect not only chang-
ing facts, like shifting national borders; it has the potential, at least, to
reflect shifting intellectual paradigms. In this respect, wikis are not unlike
oral traditions, which in Native communities still carry enormous weight,
even—interestingly—when it comes to preserving and transmitting literary
history. There are writers who are revered within their tribes and beyond,
whose work is read and recited at public events, who are honored at com-
munity gatherings, and yet they have yet to attract attention from
university-based scholars or mainstream publishers.32 Wikipedia offers
one space in which writers with the skills, access and time can mediate
between Native authors and powerful editors to improve the representa-
tion of Native culture and history. When I call this an exercise in student
“accountability,” I mean something more than just our accountability as
Wikipedia users to improve the site; and more still than our accountability,
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as inhabitants of settler colonial societies, to recognize indigenous space
and presence. I mean our accountability to indigenous people’s own ideas
of “notability” and value: that we vet projects with them beforehand, that
we consult actively with them as we try to represent their point of view, and
perhaps even (most difficult for academics) that we decline to publish if the
work doesn’t meet with their approval. It’s too early to know whether my
students’ articles will have the longevity or grow to the length of Wikipedia
entries on more canonical writers like Alexie and Edrich. Sustaining and
stewarding them might be a project for a future class.
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Science Writing, Wikis, and Collaborative Learning
Michael O'Donnell
Laboratory experiences play a central role in science education. Calls for
reform in science education have re-emphasized the very goals that we
strive for when developing laboratory curricula: inquiry-based research
experiences that develop students’ science process and communication
skills.1 Despite creating inquiry-based experiences for students in intro-
ductory biology laboratories, I was dissatisfied with student outcomes (i.e.,
lab reports) and their assessment. I was dismayed that some students leaned
heavily on their more engaged lab partners during the design and execution
of an experiment, used data others had worked hard to generate, and then
wrote a decent lab report that nevertheless showed little scientific creativi-
ty. Conversely, students who may have fully engaged in the experiment had
trouble writing a decent report.
Educators who utilize labs strive to create lab experiences that expose stu-
dents to the process of science as realistically as possible. We embrace the
pedagogy of collaborative learning and stress that science itself is a collabo-
rative endeavor, but then what do we do? After having students design and
carry out experiments in a group, and perhaps analyze results in a group,
we make them go their separate ways to write a lab report. That’s not how
science is done; it’s very hard to find primary articles in the research liter-
ature written by one author. We have students collaborate for part of the
science process and then send them into solitary confinement to finish the
process. They end up spending more time writing in isolation than they did
collaborating on data collection. Perhaps this is one reason why students
hate lab reports so much, as shown by the popular “I Hate Lab Reports”
Facebook page.2
Collaborative Writing
Students often do not understand the purpose of the lab report; they see
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it as a summary of the experiment that reports the “right answer” for a
grade. Instead, we need to emphasize science writing as an important part
of the collaborative process of science and present lab reports as an authen-
tic learning activity that allows for a deep engagement with the materi-
al. Collaborative writing provides opportunities for peer instruction that
promote critical thinking, enhance decision-making skills, and deepened
understanding of the scientific concepts being studied. However, when stu-
dents have submitted group lab reports in the past, one person predictably
ends up doing the bulk of the work. I could never determine who meaning-
fully contributed to the finished product. That was a major sticking point –
how do I evaluate the contribution and participation of each group mem-
ber?
This need to assess individual contributions moved me to examine online
collaborative writing tools such as GoogleDocs and wikis that store every
version of the document. Instructors can compare document versions
(using the history log) and therefore identify, verify, and evaluate individual
student contributions. Educators have recently started to use wikis to sup-
port collaborative learning.3 Educational use of wikis in the sciences has
been relatively rare, and usually involved with class notes, but Elliott and
Fraiman report on chemistry classes using web-based collaborative lab
reports. 4
Since I rely heavily on our institutional learning management system (Moo-
dle) in the laboratory course, I felt it would be better to use a tool within
Moodle itself, so I had students in our second-semester introductory biolo-
gy course use Moodle’s wiki module for collaborative writing of laboratory
reports. This introductory class is a large-enrollment team-taught course
for beginning science majors. Each semester of this course has 70-90 stu-
dents, who enroll in one lecture section taught by two faculty, and also one
of four laboratory sections (about 18-24 students each) taught by two other
faculty.
The wiki platform allows all students in the group (and the instructor) to
track every change made to the document, compare different versions side-
by-side, and assess individual student contributions to the group report, as
shown below.
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The wiki platform allows students and the instructor to track individual contributions to a
group report and compare different versions side-by-side.
Implementation
Wikis were set up so that each group sees and edits only their own lab
report, following the typical structure and format, with clearly defined stu-
dent roles. For each report, students wrote different sections (Intro, Meth-
ods, Results, Discussion are all separate wiki “pages”), and then all students
contributed peer review comments on all sections. The original author of
each section used those comments to write a final version. One student
served as “Principal Investigator” (PI) to check style between sections and
finalize the report. Roles were rotated for subsequent reports, so each stu-
dent wrote every section and also served as a PI. See table below.
Students were told that both their writing and their reviews of other stu-
dents’ writing would be assessed. This forces students to reflect upon the
quality of their contribution as they review and comment on their peers’
writing.5 I graded each section of the report (based upon a rubric shared
with students) and evaluated contributions made by each student. Each
contribution received a score of 0 (not useful), 1 (somewhat useful), or 2
(good, useful comment). Nancovska Serbec et al. note that the quality of
contributions rather than the quantity is important in assessing student
wiki work.6 I had students submit a “Team Member Assessment” after
every report so I had peer grades for each student. Students’ grades were
determined by a combination of: (1) the grade on the section they wrote, (2)
their “contribution factor,” which is their contribution score relative to the
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group’s average contribution score, (3) their peer review grades assigned by
other group members, and (4) the grade on the completed full report.7
Wiki Section Draft Reviews Final Draft
Title Group effort Everyone Group effort
Abstract Group effort Everyone Group effort
Introduction Student A Everyone Student A
Methods Student B Everyone Student B
Results Student B Everyone Student B
Discussion Student C Everyone Student C
Literature Cited Group effort Everyone Group effort
Overall (PI) Student A
One of the typical benefits of collaborative work using wikis was the peer-
to-peer learning in the comments.8 More experienced and confident stu-
dents would guide less experienced students in their writing and under-
standing of concepts, often pointing out requirements from the rubric or
from the writing guidelines that were missed. In some cases, less experi-
enced students would see the working habits and thought processes of the
successful students resulting in a helpful lesson that lasted much longer
than the writing assignment. Successful students benefited by practicing
and teaching skills needed to critically evaluate writing. Lundstrom and
Baker report that peer reviewers receive a benefit towards their own writ-
ing by evaluating others’ writing at the level of content and organization.9
This multi-level feedback was common, as reviewers helped with underly-
ing science concepts and the organizational rules for scientific papers.
Assessment and Discussion
To assess the impact of collaborative writing with wikis, I compared the
two years of the course with group wiki writing to the two years prior
without group writing. Though quality of lab reports (grade on completed
reports) improved, student performance in lab (final lab grades) was not
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affected by collaborative writing with wikis. Before using wikis, lab grades
generally reflected grades on individual reports. With collaborative wiki
reports, lab grades now reflected students’ writing plus their contributions
to the group’s final product.
Student perceptions of the course and of their gains from wiki writing were
affected. There was a shift toward a more positive perception (chi-square
test for independence; all P<0.05). In this positive shift, more students
agreed that (1) the amount of work during lab sessions was appropriate
to the time available, (2) the total workload for lab was appropriate, (3)
the lab handout readings were clear, and (4) students had opportunities for
extra help. The first two perceptions are not surprising; with students writ-
ing only part of a report instead of a whole report, they should feel that
the workload is lessened. I do not think students perceive the time spent
commenting on the work of peers is as onerous as the time spent writing
reports. The last two perceptions were unexpected (clear lab handouts and
opportunities for extra help). At first glance they don’t seem to be relat-
ed to group writing. However, since peers were always on hand (via the
web) to answer questions or make comments on each other’s work, stu-
dents felt less abandoned during the learning process. No matter the rea-
sons for this shift in perception, any such positive shift can increase student
engagement.10
Students’ perceptions of group reports relative to individual reports were
also positive. The majority (62-75%) of students reported that, compared to
writing individual reports (as they did in the previous semester’s introduc-
tory course), writing group reports: (1) helped their understanding of the
concepts presented, (2) helped improve their scientific writing, (3) helped
them think about the strengths and weaknesses of their writing, and (4)
helped increase confidence in their ability to write scientifically.
Student responses to open-ended questions were similarly positive. Typical
responses expressed the beneficial aspects of peer learning and the less
stressful workload:
“It made effective use of my time during the year. The lab reports
offered a chance to more fully investigate the labs we conducted with-
out the effort of writing a whole lab report. At the same time we were
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able to learn how to write better because of the feedback from our
group and also by observing other’s work.”
“It helped foster a greater understanding of the course material. It was
helpful to discuss topics in a group and listen to other peoples ideas.”
“I felt it was much more helpful to only have one section to focus on as
opposed to an entire lab report. It took a lot of stress off.”
Typical negative responses were related to group members not doing their
fair share within a reasonable time:
“Using the wiki was fine but I hated having group projects. I felt like
my grade in this class suffered because of my group members and their
inefficiency to get their work done.”
“Not all group members contributed equally or put in their best effort
into the report so more work was left with some individuals.”
Conclusion
The teaching laboratory is a collaborative learning environment where stu-
dents work together to design and implement experiments. This collabo-
rative environment usually ends when the laboratory session ends. Collab-
orative lab reports allowed students to more closely mimic the process of
science, and the wiki environment allowed student research teams to dis-
cuss and report on experimental findings outside of lab time. This use of
wikis allows for the reflection needed in constructivist learning, as students
continue constructing their own knowledge through interactions with oth-
er students during report writing. By using peer reviews and group discus-
sion in the wikis, the focus is not only on the content of the finished lab
report, but also on science writing as a creative and iterative process.
Students reported improved attitudes about learning science, and a
decreased workload with collaborative wiki writing. For the instructors
involved, assessing individual contributions in addition to student writing
was no more time consuming than grading four times as many individual
reports, and it was more enjoyable reading one-quarter as many higher-
quality reports. Even though student grades in lab were not improved by
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group wiki writing, the beneficial effects of positive student perception
toward such a large introductory science course should not be ignored. It
would be interesting to look at whether collaborative writing influences
retention in the sciences, as experiences in introductory science courses are
important in determining whether students continue in science, and how
they view science and its connection to their everyday lives. 11
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Cooperative In-Class Writing with Google Docs
Jim Trostle
How can we help contemporary college students employ their multi-task-
ing and tech-savvy skills while pursuing the more venerable scholarly goals
of discussion and documentation? Based on my own experience of research
collaboration with my peers, I offer one possible strategy: cooperative writ-
ing using Google Documents. For more than a decade I have been part of
an interdisciplinary and international team studying the effects of social
change upon human health. Given the size and complexity of our topic,
our papers tend to have multiple authors. The form of our collaboration
evolved from multiple iterations of documents sent around on e-mail, to
phone conversations and face-to-face meetings where each researcher had
a computer window open to the same document. Later we made manu-
script changes page by page using the Microsoft Word “Track Changes”
feature. Our collaboration on research documents moved forward in 2008
when we began to use Google Docs to post documents to the web to facil-
itate exchanges. In 2011 we had four co-authors in a seminar room at the
University of Michigan, all simultaneously editing and viewing changes on
the same document. This last step offered the precedent for my classroom
experiment.
The process was exhilarating. Google Docs editing is efficient (we avoided
at least a few rounds of consecutive edits), but more importantly it offered
our research team the opportunity to shape our ideas publicly instead of
privately. One of us would claim, “We need a sentence here to introduce
this next idea.” Another would reply, “How about this one?” while simulta-
neously writing a draft sentence. And a third might silently follow along
with a cursor just behind the author’s new words, cleaning up. I felt some-
times like we were elephants on parade, dropping words behind us, with
the sweeper tidying up at the end. But the joys of the exercise were that we
were all authors and all readers and all editors; false starts and new begin-
nings could take place before our (collective) eyes.
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A Classroom Experiment with Google Docs
In the spring of 2013 I decided to test this public editing approach with
my Introduction to Anthropology course at Trinity College. While Google
Docs had been a great tool for research collaboration with my peers, I had
a lot of questions about how the experience of using it would translate
for students in the classroom. Forty students were enrolled in the course,
half freshmen, a quarter sophomores, and the rest juniors and seniors. It
was late in the semester, and we were doing a small unit on digital culture.
Would public writing in groups during class stimulate or burden discus-
sion? Would public writing produce a usable document or trash? Would a
document represent a group or one highly motivated individual? Was this
a reasonable way to help students prepare for a final exam, produce useful
study materials, and give them some experience with new digital technolo-
gies?
In order to answer these questions, I developed an exercise using Google
Docs as a platform for students to complete the activity. Before class, I
emailed a set of five questions to all students, each with a web link to a pub-
licly accessible Google Document, which appeared as follows:
Anthro 201 Questions for GoogleDoc exercise: One numbered ques-
tion (Q1-Q5) per group, plus one for all. But don’t work on this til the
class starts please. You don’t yet know what group you’ll be in, and we’ll
need to review the “rules of the game” together. (Not to mention seeing
whether the experiment works!) — Jim
Q.1: We’ve spent a good part of the second half of this semester reading
and thinking about how anthropology is adapting so that it can study
people and objects in motion. Give at least two examples of this, with
your own evaluation of how successful anthropology has been in this
study. Link to Google Doc Q.1.1
Q.2: Fairly early in the course we discussed the importance of words
and vocabulary in conveying certain cultural messages and in preserv-
ing culture through time (remember the Duden?). Pick two different
words and make this argument about each one. The words should
come from the course readings or from issues we have discussed in the
course. Link to Google Doc Q.2.2
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Q.3 Throughout the semester I have been arguing that culture provides
a set of specific adaptive advantages to specific ecological environments
(mountains, desert, islands, altitude, land quality, etc.). Choose two
environments, choose one or two specific cultural adaptations to those
environments, and make the argument. Link to Google Doc Q.3.3
Q.4 We have read and discussed many examples of anthropologists get-
ting things wrong (at least at first) and learning from their errors. Give
two examples of works we read that analyzed fieldwork experiences in
this way, and discuss how the authors made sense (or learned some-
thing) from their mistakes. Link to Google Doc Q.4.4
Q.5 We have read and discussed many contemporary examples of how
culture at once constrains us and frees us. Many of these examples were
within the domain of social stratification. Choose two types of social
stratification and discuss how culture constrains and frees human
behavior related to that stratification. Link to Google Doc Q.5.5
Q.All. Here we are at the end of the semester. I’ve been asking you to
write questions for each reading all semester long. Here’s your last
chance: What is the most important question about anthropological
knowledge or research that you have at this point? Link to Google Doc
Q.All.6
Students were told that they would be asked to construct their answers
jointly during class, and advised that these answers would remain available
to all as part of their preparation for the final exam. (The questions were
explicitly described as similar in form, though not in content, to some of
the essay questions on the final.)
At the beginning of class I spent about 10 minutes explaining steps and
goals, noting that they would be working in five groups of seven to eight
students each:
1. Groups were organized by counting off by five, assigned their
question, and chairs were rearranged (5 minutes).
2. Students opened their particular question on Google Docs. (It
immediately became apparent that no more than four or five
people in each group, 20-25 in all, could keep a reliable internet
connection to the document and move easily around in it. I
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therefore asked members of each group to take turns writing or
editing.)
3. Students first discussed how to answer the question (5
minutes), then began to do so with concurrent discussion and
writing (30 minutes). I sometimes circulated among groups to
answer questions during this time.
4. Each group’s final product was reviewed on-screen with the
whole class, and clarifying questions were asked of the authors
of each document (10 minutes).
5. I led a discussion of the exercise to get student feedback (10
minutes).
Technical Issues
I asked every student to bring a laptop to class to complete this particular
assignment. I worried that our electrical or bandwidth use might over-
whelm the classroom, so I brought multiple extension cords and checked
with our academic computing staff in advance to assess the system load.
They thought it might be slow but were not completely sure.
In order to document and learn from the exercise, I placed a video camera
on a tripod at the front of the classroom to record discussion groups or pro-
jected images of the questions posted on Google Docs, and explained the
camera’s purpose to the students.
Note in the videos that the student roles vary and switch, and with some
conversing while others are composing and editing their common text.
These behaviors change through time, and they are visible in the first video
clip above of the early stage of classroom discussion, as well as the sec-
ond video clip of the projected writing from one of the group’s emerging
documents, and the third video clip of writing-in-progress across all five
group documents.7
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Video frame from early stage of classroom discussion during the writing exercise.
In the Classroom
During the document discussion/writing period I flipped among the dif-
ferent documents on the screen at the front of the room. This gave all
the students a sense of how other group’s documents were taking shape.
Nonetheless, different groups made different types of documents – some
produced finished essays, some discussion points and references, and other
groups created a document with some of both.
The class discussion itself sounded and looked a bit muted compared to
prior small group discussions without computers present. After the initial
flurry of excited exchanges, participation slowed. I think this is because
some students in each group were focused on writing instead of speaking,
and vice versa. The conversation dynamic may also have been different
because students were dividing their attention between the developing doc-
ument on the computer screen in front of them and to students who were
speaking, and because some were unable to post or edit because of band-
width constraints. (The video camera at the front of the classroom plus
the single document projected on the classroom screen also were distract-
ing.) Overall the quality of the writing seemed better than that produced by
multiple iterations among multiple authors in a cooperative group. It was
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certainly faster. A major difference from other web-based writing process-
es (such as blogs, wikis, or discussion threads) is that student discussion and
documentation are happening simultaneously, with each ideally helping to
focus the other.
I did not attempt to grade student participation either as authors or discus-
sants during this exercise. My objective was to improve the review process
for the final, not to create a proto-final itself. Google Docs is not an ide-
al platform for assessing individual contributions and changes to a group
document, though it can be used for this purpose (see other essays in this
section for comparison). In the future, were I to assign groups to document
their discussions out of the classroom in this fashion, I would be inclined to
emphasize that I wanted to see evidence that all had contributed to the final
document, and would show them the Google Docs features that allows this
to take place.
Student Feedback
Our evaluation discussion in the last 10 minutes of class showed strong
support for the exercise. Students felt it was a novel way to collaborate
with their peers and said things like “making you write stuff down, at least
in bullet points, and seeing it on a page, is helpful.” They thought it was
an effective way to review material in groups, and a valuable way to pre-
pare for writing final exam essays. They were slightly frustrated by the slow
connection speed, saying it reduced their engagement in the exercise, and
suggested that when I do this exercise again that I should use a college com-
puter lab rather than a classroom. Most seemed happy with the group size
of around six to seven per group.
Conclusion
In 2002, anthropologists reviewing literature on the study of digital culture
argued that, “Despite early assessments of the revolutionary nature of the
Internet and the enormous transformations it would bring about, the
changes have been less dramatic and more embedded in existing practices
and power relations of everyday life.”8 In contrast, in 2008 an anthropolo-
gist named Michael Wesch argued that web-based platforms like YouTube
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“allow us to connect in ways we never have before.” He said this in a video
called “An anthropological introduction to YouTube” that five years lat-
er has been downloaded almost two million times.9 Using Google Docs to
facilitate face-to-face discussion in the classroom would seem to support
both of these positions. Classrooms, and face-to-face interaction, are still
central points of learning. New technology, like Google Docs, allows group
discussion to be accompanied and documented by group writing, leading to
new forms of group conversation, attention to text production, and learn-
ing in the classroom. The experiment is certainly one I will repeat, and it is
readily adaptable for use by others.
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Co-Writing, Peer Editing, and Publishing in the Cloud
Jack Dougherty
Most of today’s college professors came into the profession, or adjusted
more than a decade ago, using conventional word processing tools. The
most common writing implement on campuses today is Microsoft Word,
which prevailed over competitors such as WordStar, WordPerfect, and
MacWrite during the 1980s and 1990s. Word can be a wonderful tool, and
I still rely on it when drafting much of my single-author scholarship. But in
2010 I began to realize how most of my student writing assignments were
framed by what Word could (and could not) do. Asking my students to co-
write an essay, or simultaneously peer review each other’s work, or publish
directly to the web was not easy, because our primary word processor was
not designed for these tasks. The tool limited how I taught writing.
For years I told myself that it’s the writing that matters, not the technology,
which was a comfortable philosophical stance. But a recent wave of net-
worked writing tools—such as Google Docs, WordPress, and others—have
nudged many of us to rethink our practices and to look for better ways
of integrating meaningful writing into a liberal arts education. In some
ways, newer technologies have challenged our traditional norms about
what kinds of writing matter. In a twist on the philosophical puzzle about
the sound of a tree falling in the forest, I began to ask myself: if a student
writes a paper, and the professor is the only one who reads it, is it mean-
ingful writing? Stated another way, if the broader purpose of expository or
persuasive writing is to exchange ideas and consider alternate views and
evidence, then liberal arts faculty should strive to create more authentic
writing assignments that connect authors with audiences beyond the indi-
vidual instructor.
If that mission sounds overwhelming, you are not alone. Many college fac-
ulty consider ourselves unofficial teachers of writing, even as we embrace
the importance of writing without having had specialized training in help-
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ing students to enhance their prose. We claim to know good student writing
when we see it, but few of us have a formal background in fields such as
rhetoric and composition. Moreover, keeping pace with the dizzying array
of new tools is difficult, because we lack the crucial ingredient—time—to
sort out which technologies will help or hinder our teaching. Therefore,
it is no surprise that many faculty simply rely upon the traditional word
processors we have used for a decade or more. In light of these real-world
constraints, this essay offers some simple strategies for teaching with web-
based writing tools, and argues that harnessing the inherent power of com-
munities—both inside and outside of our classrooms—can make the writ-
ing process more authentic and meaningful for liberal arts education.
Choosing the ‘Write’ Tools
When faculty colleagues ask for advice on this topic, I encourage them to
focus primarily on their goals for student learning, and secondly, on the
most appropriate tools for achieving those aims. Ask yourself: What do I
want my students to learn through writing? Then work backwards to fig-
ure out the answer to: What are the most appropriate strategies, tools, and
social interactions to achieve my goal? In my case, I began to transform his-
torical essay assignments (when the sole audience was only the instructor)
into public history written for a broader audience on a statewide website.
My decisions about writing platforms were driven by learning objectives.
I admired several colleagues whose students had authored essays on
Wikipedia, but my assignments did not lend themselves to encyclopedia
entries and I wanted students to feel a strong sense of ownership of their
work through a byline. Rather than Wikis, I leaned toward a web publishing
platform such as WordPress. Then I discovered that WordPress was not
ideal for stages of developmental writing, where authors need feedback on
early drafts from multiple readers. As a result, I paired two tools—Google
Docs and WordPress—to enhance the writing process for my liberal arts
students as described below. See the Tutorials section of the Trinity College
edition to learn how to choose writing tools to match your learning goals.1
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Collaborative Writing in the Cloud
Long before the web, innovative faculty began teaching collaborative writ-
ing techniques as a challenge to the tradition of solitary authoring. The
transition from typewriters to word processors made this technique easier
to teach, as students could independently author text and assign one team
member to merge it into one document, or collaborate on writing one doc-
ument by passing it back and forth. Several faculty took co-authoring one
step further with wiki tools, which allow multiple users to edit the same
web-based document (as shown by Michael O’Donnell and others in this
volume).
But the writing tool that dropped my jaw—and reawakened the pedagogical
side of my brain— was Google Documents, which enabled multiple users to
edit the same web document and view collaborators as they typed changes
in real time, in contrast to the delayed view of editing in wikis. Looking
back to May of 2009, I originally understood that users could upload and
share files on Google Docs but did not fully grasp its multi-authoring fea-
tures until 2010 at my first THATCamp (The Humanities and Technolo-
gy Camp), where session organizers shared links to Google Documents for
multiple participants to simultaneously share notes. If you have never seen
a crowd-sourced document in action, see the second and third video clips
in Jim Trostle’s chapter in this volume.2
Five years after the public release of Google Docs, educators continue to
invent new ways of incorporating this writing tool into their liberal arts
classrooms, building on a shared sense of community to enhance learning.
Some focus on creating one collaborative document by multiple authors, such
as when two or more people co-write an essay or pool together their notes.3
Others use Google Docs to highlight variations of the same text by different
authors, such as Brandon Walsh’s “Writing Out Loud” activity. While writ-
ers usually try out alternate versions of a sentence in the privacy of our own
minds or our notebooks, Walsh models how to make this editing process
more visible and tangible for the entire class. “We usually turn to the exer-
cise when a student feels a particular sentence is not working but cannot
articulate why,” he explains. By pasting the original sentence into a Google
Doc template and sharing editing privileges with the class, individual stu-
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dents can quickly suggest a range of possible rewrites, then discuss the mer-
its of different approaches as a group. From Walsh’s perspective, this shared
micro-editing process “allows you to abstract writing principles from the
actual process of revision rather than the other way around.”4
Both pedagogical approaches share a common vision of drawing upon the
wisdom of the crowd: the belief that knowledge created collectively is rich-
er than what individuals produce in isolation. Google Docs (and other col-
laborative authoring tools) can help transform the writing process from a
solitary exercise into a community-oriented learning experience, which fits
better with the broader purpose of teaching writing in a liberal arts con-
text. When my Trinity colleagues and I first conceptualized Web Writing in
fall 2012, we experimented with a simple crowd-writing exercise to clarify
what our intended audience expected from the volume. At a faculty work-
shop, I began by asking participants to respond individually (on a paper
handout) to this prompt: As a prospective reader, what would you like to see
in this book? What topics or questions should be addressed? What kind of digital
resources would be valuable to you? After individuals penned their respons-
es, they moved into small groups to share and compare their hand-written
notes. Next, each group was provided with a laptop or tablet to type their
selected comments into a publicly shared Google Document.5 For many
faculty in the room, this was their first experience with real-time co-writ-
ing in Google Docs. The exercise pushed them to consider new questions:
Should they hold back from placing untested ideas on a public document
where others can read them? Should they claim ownership of words they
typed into a group document by adding their individual names? While the
answers will vary depending on the objective of the writing exercise, the
best way for faculty to recognize these issues is to step into the role of the
student writer and experience what collaborative writing feels like, with an
eye toward enhancing liberal arts learning.
Peer Editing in the Cloud
Like collaborative writing, many faculty integrated peer editing into their
writing instruction years ago. Prior to digital technology, we asked students
to exchange papers with one another. When shared networks became more
common in the early 1990s, faculty at my campus and elsewhere created
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electronic folders of word-processor documents and set privileges to allow
students to view and comment on each others’ drafts, to build a stronger
community of writers.6 Beginning in the late 1990s, many of us began using
Learning Management Systems (at my campus, Blackboard, and then open-
source Moodle) to allow the exchange of writing and commentary inside
our classrooms.
But I began to rethink my peer editing process in 2012 and adopted the
Google Docs platform to support simultaneous commenting with multiple
readers, both inside and outside of our classroom. Clarissa Ceglio, an editor
at ConnecticutHistory.org, and I collaborated on designing a public history
digital essay assignment for my mid-level undergraduate seminar students
to interpret past episodes of discrimination and civil rights to present-day
audiences. As an experienced writing instructor, she visited our seminar to
coach students on the expectations for this online publication, then gener-
ously agreed to participate long-distance in our peer editing process. This
was not a collaborative writing assignment, as each student was respon-
sible for authoring an individual essay on a selected topic. But we relied
on Google Docs for multiple readers to insert comments in the margins
of online drafts during our tight turn-around period, especially for Ceglio,
who did not have access to our campus computer network. Furthermore,
since texts are easily imported and exported out of Google Docs, students
were allowed to compose their drafts in their preferred word processor. See
the Tutorials section of the Trinity College edition to learn how to organize
peer editing with Google Docs.7
When my students and I first tried peer editing with Google Docs in 2012,
the mechanics worked well but I failed to provide sufficient guidance on
how to thoughtfully comment on a classmate’s writing. Students did not
fully understand the difference between broad and narrow comments, nor
the ideal placement of each type on the page, and several writers reported
feeling overwhelmed when trying to sort through the feedback. To address
this concern the following year, I provided evaluation criteria and instruct-
ed each student to paste it at the top of their Google Doc draft. I hoped
that placing the criteria at the top would encourage readers to write general
comments at the top of the page, and narrower, line-specific items below.
Laying out the evaluation guidelines before the assignment, with a visible
reminder for students to refer to during the peer editing process, provides
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a common vocabulary for judging what makes “good writing” for each
assignment.8 In the current version of this public history writing assign-
ment, there are four criteria:
1) Does the essay open with a compelling argument or story that
explains the significance of the topic to Connecticut history? Does it
inspire readers to think in new ways?
2) Are the claims supported with appropriate evidence and reasoning?
Is the historical research accurate and balanced, with full source cita-
tions?
3) Does the writing style engage broad audiences, and provide suffi-
cient background for those unfamiliar with the topic? Is the text well
organized and grammatically correct?
4) [For draft 2 only:] Are digital elements (such as links, images, and
videos) thoughtfully integrated into the web essay, and properly credit-
ed?
While not all student reviewers followed my advice on posting broader
comments at the top (some found this to be cognitively challenging), the
placement of the evaluation criteria at the top of the page helped me and
my collaborator to communicate more clearly, and we agreed that the com-
ments posted in the second year were more focused than those posted in
the first year.9
Overall, the Google Docs peer editing platform works far better than alter-
natives I have used in the past, particularly emailing Word documents back-
and-forth (aka “attachment hell”). Like any collaborative assignment, the
organization requires an initial time investment by the instructor, but those
costs are far outweighed by the added benefits of commenting to devel-
op each other’s writing and building a stronger community of authors and
readers, both inside and outside the classroom.
Publishing in the Cloud
After the hard work of drafting, peer editing, developmental editing, and
revising, it is a relatively simple step to teach my students to publish their
work to the public web as a means to connect with broader communities of
readers. For the public history assignment above, all students were required
to post their drafts on our seminar’s website (based on guidelines in my
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Public Writing and Student Privacy chapter in this volume), and those who
revised even further were invited to publish on the ConnecticutHistory.org
site. My college supports a self-hosted multi-site installation of the open-
source WordPress.org tool, which I essentially use as a public Learning
Management System to share my syllabus and student posts, while pri-
vate items such as student grades and contact information remain sepa-
rate and individually password-protected. Faculty at other campuses have
impressed me by setting up their own course sites that operate on other free
blogging platforms. With any of these tools, most students quickly learn the
basics of how to post their first essay to the public web. During my third
year of teaching a writing intensive course with WordPress, my first-year
seminar of seventeen students learned how to publish in seven minutes. I
also created a four-minute video screencast as a supplemental resource for
students to view at their own pace. See Tutorials in the Trinity College edi-
tion to learn how to publish on a course site with WordPress.10
Without question, I have invested additional time as an instructor to select
and learn more about the most appropriate writing tools for my liberal
arts classes, but the payoffs have become clearer over time. When I used a
conventional Learning Management System (such as BlackBoard or Moo-
dle), all of the intellectual energy I spent on my teaching—designing syllabi,
crafting learning resources, commenting on student drafts—was locked
inside a password-protected box, making it very difficult to share with
others (or even my students after they had finished the course). Now, on
an open-access WordPress platform, all of this work is publicly accessible,
attached to my name, and linked to my reputation. Based on anecdotal
comments from professional colleagues and my personal web statistics,
thousands of people have discovered and apparently found value in my
open-access teaching resources, probably more than have read my schol-
arship. Sharing my teaching on the web reaches far outside my classroom,
connecting my students and me with communities of readers who we may
never meet face-to-face.
Listening to students reflect on their experiences of publishing on the web
reminds me of the reasons why we devote so much time to writing in the
liberal arts. In a short video with students who participated in the Con-
necticutHistory.org public history assignment, “I struggle with writing”
was one of the most common themes, even among those who persisted and
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appeared in the final publication. Academic writing can intensify this feel-
ing because it is typically done in isolation. Even though my students wrote
individual essays, they identified this process as collaborative work because
they supported each other through its stages with publicly visible peer edit-
ing. Furthermore, they wrote essays for an audience larger than one pro-
fessor. “I really felt more like a contributor, like a colleague, rather than just
a student handing in an assignment,” explained Amanda Gurren. “We felt
like we were working with people, rather than for them.” Seeing each oth-
ers’ work appear on the ConnecticutHistory.org website, and hearing how
a student in another class cited it, proved that they had contributed to the
education of someone other than themselves. While many of us have taught
long enough to remember hearing students express similar emotions on
pre-Internet assignments, it is also clear that web writing—with a broad-
er purpose—has a rich potential to connect us and engage us with broader
communities.11
About the author: Jack Dougherty is an associate professor of educational studies
at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, who tweets about web writing at
@DoughertyJack.
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Engagement

How We Learned to Drop the Quiz
Writing in Online Asynchronous Courses
Celeste Tường Vy Sharpe, Nate Sleeter, and Kelly Schrum
Directions: Select the correct answer for the following question.
1. Why are multiple-choice quizzes a common assessment tool in online
courses, even with topics that require more complex and nuanced thinking?
• A. Instructors love to write them.
• B. Taking such tests is an enriching experience for the student.
• C. Multiple-choice quizzes are the best way to assess
understanding of complex topics.
• D. None of the above.
Pencils down.
What follows is the story of how we decided to embrace the implications of
the above question for Hidden in Plain Sight and Virginia Studies, two online
courses designed for practicing K-12 teachers.1 While we make no broad
claims about the general utility of multiple-choice quizzes, for our purpose
of teaching historical thinking2 we concluded that an emphasis on itera-
tive writing exercises better suited our pedagogical goals. The opportuni-
ties for course participants to revisit and revise their interpretations over
the span of a module and the course as a whole allowed for a stronger focus
on the process of historical thinking over rote memorization. According-
ly, we dropped the multiple-choice quizzes. The difficulty and frustration
with writing good multiple-choice questions needs little documentation,
but participant responses also played a central role in the decision.
Several years ago, the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media
at George Mason University, with funding from the Virginia Department
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“Hidden in Plain Sight” course website, Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media.
of Education, designed Hidden in Plain Sight and Virginia Studies to provide
quality online professional development focused specifically on history
education. We started by asking ourselves a series of questions:
• What did we want teachers who completed the courses to learn?
• How could we model historical thinking in an online
environment?
• How could we make the courses engaging?
• How could we incorporate writing into the process?
• How could we frame the feedback on writing in a way that
encouraged teachers to engage deeply with primary sources and
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historical analysis, as well as with strategies for teaching both in
the classroom?
• And perhaps most important, how could we measure progress
and assess growth in the ability to think critically about the past
and to teach historical thinking in the classroom?
We structured the content and navigation in Hidden in Plain Sight and Vir-
ginia Studies with these questions in mind. Each course begins with an
introduction to historical thinking followed by a series of content mod-
ules. Each module opens with an object, such as an 18th-century homespun
coat or a can of instant coffee, presented without label or context. Partic-
ipants are asked to form a hypothesis based on close observation—taking
note of the details of the object—before drawing conclusions. They are also
prompted to think about the object in historical context, drawing on their
own knowledge to hypothesize how the object fits within American or Vir-
ginia history, respectively. Participants then proceed to Resources to learn
more about the object and its historical context. Materials in this section
include maps, prints, posters, handbills, personal letters, songs, and diary
entries, with accompanying text or video providing historical interpreta-
tions and models for analyzing sources.
Initially, after exploring Resources, participants completed a multiple-choice
quiz to assess comprehension. After the quiz, participants were asked to
review their initial hypothesis, which appeared on the screen, and to
Rethink their conclusions by writing a revised hypothesis. Participants then
applied their newly acquired skills and content in Classroom Connection,
where they developed an activity for their own classrooms drawing on the
resources of the module and the lessons learned. They could then view and
comment on the submissions of others on the final wrap-up page.
We originally included the multiple-choice quiz for several reasons: to
assess basic learning, to ensure that course participants read through all of
the materials in the module, and to provide immediate feedback at a spe-
cific point in the process. We created it with some ambivalence, a feeling
that deepened during the development and pilot testing phases as technical,
functional, and pedagogical questions arose. Should teachers, for example,
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be allowed to take the quiz more than once? Should they be allowed to
return to Resources while taking the quiz? Doing so could allow for deeper
learning and encourage course users to spend more time with the sources.
At the same time, it might lead some to skip to the quiz and then look
through Resources for specific answers to the questions, allowing the quiz to
define the learning experience. Another set of questions loomed even larg-
er: did the quiz questions support the overall objectives of the course? Did
they facilitate historical analysis and critical thinking? Did they allow the
course instructors to see growth in thinking?
Another drawback of including a quiz emerged while teaching the course.
Participants put far more weight on the meaning and value of the quiz
than we did as instructors. Despite extensive, personalized feedback on
written responses, we received regular emails expressing concern about
quiz scores. This was especially notable because most participants took the
course for professional development credit and not for graduate credit.
One teacher, whose written responses were exemplary, emailed the instruc-
tors to reassure us that, “I read the stuff, really,” and to ask “[will] quiz
scores affect our recertification?” Another who clearly demonstrated learn-
ing throughout the course felt “embarrassed” by less than perfect quiz
results.
This concern was by no means unique, as participants communicated sim-
ilar worries each time the courses were offered. Some asked to retake the
quiz. In response to the number and tenor of the requests for retakes, we
reformatted the course settings to allow participants to take the quizzes
multiple times. Some students decided to take the quiz repeatedly until
they achieved a perfect score. Given that the goal of these courses is not
the retention of facts, but the development of historical thinking skills and
their application in the classroom, the attention and mental energy that
course participants devoted to the multiple choice quizzes was concerning.
In contrast, the writing assignments (Hypothesis, Rethink, and Classroom
Connection) proved very successful at engaging participants in historical
thinking. Individuals taking the course demonstrated growth, often signif-
icant growth, in their ability to engage with primary sources, analyze his-
torical contexts, develop their own interpretations, and integrate strategies
for teaching students to do the same. They built on experiences from the
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first module, improving their ability to hypothesize about the context and
meaning of the initial object. Perhaps equally important, the written sub-
missions provided discrete evidence of this growth in thinking, growth that
did not necessarily correlate with quiz results. While the emphasis on writ-
ing and providing detailed feedback necessitates a considerable workload
— two graduate students working twenty hours per week can administer
a semester course to 100 participants — we have found it a worthwhile
investment in light of the demonstrable results.
The Hypothesis-Rethink-Classroom Connection-Feedback arc of each module
provides an opportunity for iterative learning, for course users to rehash
and strengthen their written interpretations over the course of the module.
We see this combination of writing assignments as central to encouraging
historical thinking in an asynchronous learning environment: since teach-
ers taking the course have the chance to revisit, amend, and expand on
their hypotheses based on additional information and evidence, much of
the pressure to write the one “right” answer is lifted. Growth is encouraged
and rewarded. In addition, these educators are engaging in the same exer-
cises that they often pose for their students—and the same processes that
historians use regularly.
Hypothesis
The first writing activity in each module involves forming a hypothesis on
the historical significance of an everyday object—an important first step
in the iterative writing process that is central to these courses. Handmade
nails, a suffragette’s dress, and a split-rail fence are a few examples. Partici-
pants are prompted to frame their hypotheses in response to two questions:
“What do you notice about this object?” and “How might this object con-
nect to broader themes in American (or Virginia) history?” Knowing that
some may hesitate to give detailed responses, afraid of not saying the “right
thing,” course instructors frequently encourage participants to take risks
and use the hypothesis for observing and brainstorming. As one instruc-
tor wrote, the hypothesis is “a space to speculate and include your thoughts
on the objects and their connection to broader histories—and also where
there’s no such thing as a wrong answer.”
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In response to an image of a World War II-era tin can, for example, one par-
ticipant noted its age and appearance and then hypothesized that the can
was used by American soldiers during the war.3 To answer the question
about the object’s broader historical significance, the participant suggested
that the can was related to “either the challenges of mobilizing an army and
the growing military technology, or just the industrialization of agriculture
and modern society.” After submitting the hypothesis, course participants
view the module’s primary sources and commentary by historians before
revisiting their original hypothesis in a written assignment entitled Rethink.
Rethink
Rethinks are structured writings prompted by two primary questions. The
first question asks course participants how the module’s object and
resources have influenced their thinking on the historical themes or topic.
In the porcelain module in Hidden in Plain Sight, for example, the first ques-
tion is “How does porcelain connect to broader themes in 18th-century his-
tory? Use specific examples.” The second question prompts an analysis of
the materials presented in the module: What sources or points of view are
missing? What is emphasized (or not)? How does the module connect to
prior knowledge of the subject? In the case of the porcelain cup, the second
question asks, “What additional information (not included in this module)
would you want to know before making an argument about the causes of
the American Revolution?”4
A quality Rethink connects the Resources to the relevant themes and histor-
ical context, and engages meaningfully with the interpretations presented.
For example, one participant of Virginia Studies discussed how the fence
module enriched her perspective on the relationship between geography
and history:
The fence symbolizes ownership and settlement. The shape and
materials show how the settlers tried to control their environment.
They used natural resources, wood, to build the fence and by building
it they were taking ownership of the land, a concept that was different
from the native peoples. The fence is an important part of Virginia’s
history. It shows us that when the settlers arrived they were planning
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on staying here. Building fences began the process of transforming the
landscape of Virginia. I thought it was interesting that all the modules
were pieces of the Virginia Studies curriculum, which most teachers
teach from a viewpoint of history. Yet, each module used geography as
the starting point. . . Virginia’s history might be better understood and
engaging to students if you use the themes of geography—location,
environment, landscape, human-environment as a starting point for
instruction.
The Rethink provides a formal opportunity for course participants to revisit
their initial thoughts on a historical object, and to synthesize and interpret
the arguments and information learned while exploring the module
resources. It encourages thoughtful engagement with the material and with
historical thinking through a structured writing exercise rather than the
rote recounting of historical facts. In feedback, instructors help course
users expand on their responses, often by posing questions to prompt more
critical analysis and the further development of connections made in their
reflections. In response to a thoughtful Rethink on the porcelain module
that discussed relationships between the tea cup and 18th-century themes
of political representation, revolution, and mercantilism, the instructor
encouraged the teacher to explore the consumer and political culture angle,
including colonist decisions to purchase (or not purchase) imported goods
as an expression of political beliefs and the decisions of American mer-
chants who simultaneously faced public pressure to refuse imports or face
lost revenue from boycotts.
Classroom Connection
After submitting the Rethink, course users move to Classroom Connection
and are asked to apply what they have learned in the module by creating
an activity for students. Unlike the more structured Rethink, Classroom Con-
nection is an unstructured writing activity. The emphasis is on developing
an inventive, practical activity based on the module’s content and historical
thinking through primary sources. Similar to the previous writing assign-
ment, course instructors provide feedback. In addition, participating teach-
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ers also receive feedback in Classroom Connection from each other in the
form of comments on activity ideas.
In a module on the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, for example, one teacher’s
Classroom Connection asked students to investigate workplace safety in local
businesses. Students compared federal (U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, OSHA) and local regulations with photographs and
documents from the 19th-century, before such laws were created. By study-
ing workplace safety and regulation over time, students could examine
the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire in its historical context. The teacher posed
thoughtful questions for students, including the benefits and drawbacks of
extensive safety regulations for businesses and workers. They then investi-
gated the causes and development of specific regulations and policies.
Participating teachers are often highly motivated to incorporate primary
sources into their classroom activities but sometimes struggle to connect
primary source analysis with the larger historical narrative. The quizzes did
not effectively address this gap, whereas the written Classroom Connections
in each module raised these issues to the surface and provided the opportu-
nity for thoughtful feedback.
The Virginia Studies module on the colonial period, for example, features
a source that many participants incorporate into classroom connections: a
letter written by an indentured servant named Richard Frethorne describ-
ing the harsh conditions of servitude and labor.5 One teacher developed
an activity in which students would read this moving letter and then write
their own letter from the viewpoint of an indentured servant. Through
feedback on Classroom Connection submissions, the instructor encouraged
the teacher to incorporate other sources and direct the lesson to a larger
historical question, suggesting that the teacher use advertisements designed
to lure individuals to the new world. Promises by the Virginia Company
could be contrasted with stories of hardship in Virginia, asking students
to consider what the colonies might represent to prospective colonists and
why they might choose to come despite rumors of hardship from indi-
viduals such as Frethorne. This teacher’s writing offered an opportunity
to provide specific feedback on how historical evidence can help students
understand the choices made by those in the past (e.g., why individuals
would choose to become indentured servants in 17th-century Virginia) and
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address larger historical questions, such as how the Virginia colony grew in
population despite a high mortality rate.
Conclusion
The team teaching these courses met regularly during pilot testing and the
first iterations of each course. At each meeting, we improved functionality,
revised content based on feedback, and adjusted the structure of the course.
We compared evaluations, student work, and instructor experiences and
discussed strategies for improving the courses for future iterations. The
decision to eliminate the quiz evolved out of these conversations and reflec-
tions.
The act of writing and, perhaps most importantly, the cycle of Hypothesis-
Rethink-Classroom Connection-Feedback, encouraged participants to go
beyond descriptive history and to think of new ways to engage students
in learning about the past. Through writing, receiving feedback, and revis-
ing initial hypotheses, participants made insightful connections between
sources and history, showed growth in their understanding of historical
thinking, and applied new knowledge to their classrooms in creative ways.
The courses’ approach to writing has also inspired participants to use a
similar hypothesis-rethink model using historical objects with their own
students. Several participants have asked about the technological aspect
with interest in adding more online work to their classrooms. Some have
even reported sharing their own work and feedback received in the course
with their students to model their own learning process as well as to
demonstrate the benefits of iterative writing for learning. Success on the
quiz did not demonstrate the same growth, and often did not correlate with
a significant development of historical thinking skills across modules.
Removing the quiz from Hidden in Plain Sight and Virginia Studies, however,
eliminates the benefits of automatic grading and instant feedback. This is
a somewhat daunting prospect for an asynchronous online course where
participants can work through modules entirely at their own pace. At the
same time, through trial and error, we learned that omitting the quiz allows
us to keep the focus of the courses on the original goals—developing and
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assessing historical thinking—and to focus all of the instructional time on
the structured and unstructured writing of participants. Feedback is com-
prehensive, ongoing, and focused on each individual’s work and progress.
This regular engagement with instructors has proven to be a key feature of
the course’s success as indicated by course evaluations. We have found it a
worthwhile investment in light of the demonstrable results.
Course evaluations have been overwhelmingly positive. Ninety-eight per-
cent of participants either agreed or strongly agreed that they learned his-
tory content, teaching strategies, and tools for analyzing and teaching with
primary sources while taking the course. One hundred percent reported
that the course structure stimulated their thinking, and that they would rec-
ommend the course to a colleague. Individuals who completed the courses
described them as “thought provoking,” “very user friendly and engaging,”
“meaningful,” and “eye opening.” One teacher noted, “This course real-
ly helps you understand the STORY behind the standard.” Formal and
informal interactions among course instructors and participants through-
out each semester via assignment submissions, comments, and emails con-
firmed the value of writing in the online course. On the same post-course
surveys, the feedback on the quiz was far more equivocal, and in fact stood
out as the only feature of the course that did not receive uniformly positive
reviews.
The structure and emphasis on writing in these courses allows us to assess
not only whether participants are retaining content (the original point of
the quiz), but also whether they are engaging with that content in meaning-
ful ways. We are exploring ways to apply this focus on deeper understand-
ing and critical learning to other online, asynchronous courses in place of
the emphasis on rote learning and discrete facts that plague many of the
current open-enrollment, online educational offerings.
From our perspective, the online asynchronous model has much to recom-
mend it. Courses such as Hidden in Plain Sight and Virginia Studies are avail-
able to individuals whose location or work-life schedules make attending a
traditional in-person course impossible. In addition, these courses have the
potential to reach large numbers of students, and demonstrate that writing
assignments, both structured and unstructured, can be effectively incorpo-
rated into an online learning environment. The completion rates for these
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courses have been encouraging as well: over 90% of participants who begin
the courses go on to complete them. Currently these courses are offered on
a semester model, but they could allow for continuous enrollment, signifi-
cantly increasing the number of participants each year.
It is this potential for online learning—the opportunity to provide mean-
ingful learning experiences while reaching a broad audience—that provides
the core focus for our reflections on and modifications to the course. While
online learning never has been and never will be a panacea, in this context,
Hidden in Plain Sight and Virginia Studies offer exciting possibilities for lib-
eral arts education beyond selecting quiz answer bubbles labeled A, B, C, or
D.
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Tweet Me A Story
Leigh Wright
When most people think about Twitter, two things come to mind: short
bursts of information containing a link to news sources and promotions
or the drivel of TMI (too much information) of celebrities and the public.
Twitter and social media curation tools, though, when used deliberately
can be an effective means of social communication and an effective means
of teaching concise writing with a creative twist for pedagogical purposes.
Using only 140 characters forces the writer to focus. Every character mat-
ters.
What is Twitter?
Although Twitter is a social media application, it is considered microblog-
ging. The service boasted more than 140 million users by March 2012.1
Microblogging descended from Short Message Service (aka texting), Inter-
net Relay Chat, and Instant Messaging.2 Users post 140 characters to
answer the prompt “What’s happening” and tweets may have a hashtag (ex:
#JMC194) or a label to help followers keep up with a conversation. The @
symbol is used as a means of identification or the user’s Twitter handle. RT
signifies a retweet, or simply passing the message along as one would by
handing someone a newspaper article, and MT signifies a modified tweet.
Ryan Cordell offers an extensive, but easy to follow, Twitter user’s guide on
ProfHacker.3 The example below illustrates how to use the @ mention and
two hashtags for a tweet concerning a class and a campus event:4
Twitter’s ease of use has made it an easy tool for journalists and public rela-
tions practitioners as well as the general public. Oriella PR Network sur-
veyed journalists in 14 countries and found 59 percent use Twitter, up from
47 percent in 2012.5 The app allows reporters to quickly take notes while
attending an event or send a burst of information along with a photo or
video to their followers.
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Sample tweet by the author.
Classroom Uses
As a journalism professor, I strive to find ways to connect the current prac-
tice of digital and social media journalism to my classes. As a former jour-
nalist, I know the world of reporting still has the same skills I learned
decades ago, but I have observed how reporters use social media tools to
supplement the traditional methods. I have used Twitter to teach students
how to write concisely, how to think quickly, and how to take the social
media conversation, weave it with their own narration and craft a social
media story on a digital platform.
When beginning journalism students start to write leads, or the introduc-
tions, to their stories, they use every fact. They assume that the standard
introduction of a freshman composition essay, where they typically outline
three points with a strong thesis statement, will work for a news story.
However, newspaper editors want leads of 35 words or less.6
During the lead-writing exercises, I provide students with a list of facts.
We start with the summary lead, which tells readers the who, what, where,
when, why and how of the story, but it may not use all those elements.7
Although I tell them not to use every piece of information listed, inevitably,
several try. When I noticed several students struggling with the conciseness
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of lead writing, I tested a social media tool they used while they were sup-
posedly listening to my lectures: Twitter.
“But it’s only 140 characters,” one student complained.
“That’s exactly why I want you to use it,” I explained. “You have to focus on
the key point for a good tweet.”
A sample lead writing exercise might look something like this:8
• Who: Backwoods State University
• What: planning to build two new residence halls at a cost of $4
million, funds come from state bonds and private fundraising
campaigns.
• Where: at the northeast corner of campus on Walnut Drive
• Why: aging residence halls, 10 percent increase in enrollment
• How: Board of Trustees approved the construction and ground will be
broken Monday, Sept. 2.
A beginning writer tends to tell the reader first about the new residence
halls, the reason behind it, the cost, and the groundbreaking. A seasoned
journalist might write the lead like this: Backwoods State University will
build two new residence halls on Walnut Drive. (12 words) Or: Backwoods
State University will break ground Monday for two new residence halls
located on Walnut Drive. (16 words) The writer then would use the other
information (the cost, the reasons behind it and the date of the ground-
breaking) in the nut graph, or the paragraph that states the reason for the
story in the second to fifth paragraph.9
I found an example of a wordy summary news lead: “The 5th Circuit Court
of Appeals has stayed the execution of Robert James Campbell, 41, on the
grounds that he did not have a ‘fair opportunity’ to argue his IQ is too
low, just two weeks after Oklahoma botched the lethal injection of a death
row inmate who was seen writhing and moaning before he eventually died
43 minutes later.”10
The 60-word lead could be shortened: A federal court has halted the execu-
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tion of an intellectually disabled Texas man hours before he was scheduled
to die.
News writers must employ an economy of words to snare their readers.
The well-crafted lead achieves this goal with 20 words. The extra infor-
mation from the lengthy lead could be used later in the story. I distribute
sample leads from national news outlets and then show examples of how
tweeting can improve wordy leads.11
As with the traditional lead writing exercise, I gave them nuggets of infor-
mation. They had to condense it into a tweet for their lead. However,
unlike the Twitter conversations they might have with friends, they had to
use proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation. They were not allowed to
abbreviate anything into what I call “text-speak” and they had to use Asso-
ciated Press style, the style manual for journalists. Thus, rather than using
a number for a digit under 10, they must write it out. They also may not
use an abbreviation for a school or government agency on first reference
unless the AP guidelines suggest otherwise. My rules on grammar and AP
style reinforce the teaching of the style manual while emphasizing concise-
ness. To enhance the point, the lead-writing tweets must be completed on
a deadline in class, similar to a real-world situation. We work together on
the first tweet lead and then they work individually. So that I could group
the conversation for purposes of illustrating it on the projector screen, I
gave them a class hashtag (#JMC194). The tweets appeared in real-time, and
we discussed why one lead worked and another did not work. The exercise
helped them to see that Twitter can be used for journalistic writing.
Since using the lead-writing exercise with beginning journalism students,
I have asked my students to maintain a professional account for Twitter.
Although students often have a personal Twitter account, the professional
account separates their personal and professional lives and forces them to
maintain a body of social media writing that can be shown to potential
employers. As a best practice, I now require my students to sign a permis-
sion form that will allow their social media writing to be published inside
and outside the classroom.12
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Live Tweeting
Once my writing students are familiar with how to use Twitter effectively, I
challenge them with a series of live-tweeting exercises. At the beginning of
the semester in a 200-level class, I distribute a scavenger hunt list of ques-
tions, ask them to look for clues on campus and interview people as they
tweet.13 To facilitate the discussion, I set up a class hashtag (#wright294).
The 10-character hashtag also requires students to write concisely. Several
students snapped photos to tweet as they unraveled my clues about the uni-
versity’s history and unique landmarks.14
For a second exercise in the same class, students were asked to attend either
the men’s or women’s basketball game and tweet. The exercise challenged
them to take notes electronically and tweet on deadline.15 As with other
assignments, I set up a class hashtag (#RacerNation) and offered sugges-
tions of people with whom they could interact via Twitter. The selected
tweeters had a connection to the athletic team, either as journalists, blog-
gers or members of the media athletics relations department, and their
tweets served as the model. I required a minimum of 12 tweets, but some
students exceeded the limit before halftime.
Of course, I had not anticipated that some students would not like bas-
ketball or even know the rules. One student developed a snarky tone as
he tweeted about the odd chants and cheers. For instance, he heard the
fans cheering “Leggo” instead of the more formal “Let’s Go” and he used
the “Leggo” chant as a funny tweet about not understanding the basketball
faithful. Those tweets actually enlivened the class feed and provided anoth-
er angle to a traditional sports story. Another student turned her attention
away from the game and live-tweeted about the variety of school color
fashions.
I taught the same 200-level class in Spring 2013. This time, their live-tweet-
ing assignment involved the Presidential Lecture Series featuring filmmak-
er Spike Lee. Prior to his visit, I asked my students to research Lee and
formulate questions they might ask. Several days before the lecture, I played
a video of a graduation speech and asked the students to live-tweet during
class to enforce concise writing. As a best practice, if a student chose to use
his personal account, I asked him to tweet a warning to his followers.16 One
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student tweeted, “Disregard. Working on a class assignment. This is about
to get weird.”
During the class period before Lee’s lecture, I distributed the assignment
sheet that listed the requirements.17 For future Presidential Lectures, I will
require a minimum of 20 tweets as I found that my better students quickly
completed the 12-tweet requirement.
Five of my seven students tweeted on their phones or laptops, but two expe-
rienced issues with technology and the wireless or cellular networks. They
took notes and then tweeted immediately after the lecture.
In my opinion, the exercise runs better if the professor attends the event,
tweets alongside the students for modeling and encouragement, and sets
clear expectations about the number and type of tweets required. I marked
several tweets as “favorites” and retweeted several others to my followers
for encouragement. The assignment was both difficult and enjoyable to
grade because each student found his own style of writing an effective
tweet. Tweeting is not like solving a math problem.
No two students tweeted the same quote or wrote in the same tone. Some
adopted a reportorial tone while others took a conversational or engaging
tone in which they offered observations and sought interactivity. The stu-
dents who were already involved with the campus newspaper were able
to correctly capture Lee’s direct quotations, and the students who had not
yet experienced live note-taking struggled. Exercises like live-tweeting can
help them to build the confidence needed to take notes quickly. Plus, with
crowd-sourcing, if a student incorrectly tweets a quote, someone in the
Twittersphere will point it out.
Although they are tweeting as reporters, they can also offer what might
be called “color commentary” about their surroundings. Reporters often
engage in observation for soft news and feature stories. Details make a story
more interesting. Social media also allows for a more informal tone, and
reporters can show their followers glimpses of their personality through
a tweet. For instance, if the reporter has admired the speaker’s work, he
can tweet about his excitement to finally meet the speaker. Followers of the
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news outlet’s account will appreciate that the reporter is a human and not a
robot.
One student tweeted so effectively about Spike Lee’s lecture that a stranger
on Twitter praised his reporting. He replied that he was working on a class
assignment, listed the class hashtag and directed his new follower to my
Twitter handle so that I would see the interaction.
Building A Story with Class Tweets
Once my students completed the live-tweeting assignment, I asked them to
compile their tweets as well as those from the university public relations
staff, fellow students, the regional media, and the community. Those tweets
were woven together using a social media curation site known as Storify.18
Founder Burt Herman worked as an Associated Press foreign correspon-
dent for ten years and started Storify as a way to merge what worked well
(a narrative story) with traditional journalism using social media tools like
Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, YouTube, and web links. Herman defines cura-
tion to journalists as, “It’s really like what you guys have always done. It’s
taking a lot of information, pulling out the relevant parts of it, giving it
context, and telling a story. That’s important to remember.” He also said
reporters need to take social media and incorporate it into their report-
ing.19
Unfortunately, some news organizations have not truly embraced the cre-
ativity of Storify. A cursory scan of the Storify home page in August 2013
showed several media outlets with “stories” that were merely a collection of
tweets in chronological order.20 However, Storify lends itself to the art of
actually crafting a story that utilizes digital social media elements and can
then be presented with multimedia and social media to tell a richer story.
To build their story, I asked my students to first write a headline of four to
eight words that summarized their story and would catch a reader’s atten-
tion. The headline helps with search engine optimization or the keywords
that will boost a piece’s rank in Google News.21 The headline reinforces
my admonition to write concisely and cleverly. Next, they had to write a
lead that would engage with the reader and give their audience a sense of
the story’s purpose. I allowed them to choose the type of journalistic writ-
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ing style for their Storify, whether they followed the traditional inverted
pyramid of the most important information coming first and narrowing
to the least important or writing the story in the Wall Street Journal style,
which features an anecdotal lead followed by facts. Most students chose the
inverted pyramid because it is the easiest to write and organize.
As with any form of writing, the writer must determine how to best orga-
nize and present his story in the social media curation form. The drag-and-
drop functionality allows the user to change his mind before publishing.
Storify auto-saves the story, but the user must hit the “publish” button
before it is uploaded online, and the owners of the tweets and other social
media elements that are used may receive a notification if the writer choos-
es. It simulates the traditional writing experience where the writer revises
the work, adds paragraphs, subtracts dialogue or eliminates scenes.
The students reported that they enjoyed the challenge of live-tweeting and
then submitting a digital story on deadline. One student chose to lead with
a photograph to tell the story chronologically while another student chose
the more traditional approach with a summary lead and the inverted pyra-
mid. Storify allowed the students to experiment with their own emerging
writing style and immediately share it. Since Storify is not well known to
the public, the students only garnered 20 views.
Examples:
• Spike Lee Rocks Lovett Stage
• Spike Lee Invades Murray State
• Lecturer Spikes Thought at Murray State22
Not only do I use Storify as a teaching tool, I use it for my own digital
writing. I combined tweets, Instagram, Vine and websites and wove them
with my own reporting notes during a Scripps Howard Foundation/Asso-
ciation of Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Social Media
Externship at the Scripps Treasure Coast Newspapers in July 2013.23
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Applications to other Writing Disciplines
Twitter and Storify are not limited in the use of teaching writing to the style
found in a journalism classroom. Both social media tools allow students to
develop their voices and their style. A student might experiment with a cre-
ative style for an English class but need to develop a more authoritative
style for a history or political science class. One style does not fit every sit-
uation.
A political science professor could ask students to curate the tweets from a
debate or lecture and have the students write analysis in the text boxes. By
choosing those elements and placing them in a certain order, the student
would have to support his or her argument.
A history professor could find social and digital media that discusses a par-
ticular historical event or time period. If scholars had debated on Twit-
ter about the commemoration of a Civil War battle, the students could use
those social media elements in support of their position about historical
accuracy of re-enactments. Or the professor could assign students to
research a public figure and tweet his findings. Those results could then be
wrapped into a Storify with narration and other social and digital media
elements. The result might take the form of a digital term paper.
Creative writing professors could ask their students to take on personas of
their characters and tweet dialogue or description. The student then could
choose elements of dialogue and build a scene based on several characters
but weave in transitions.
I used this type of exercise in a scriptwriting class where students wrote a
short script. Most lacked experience writing dialogue or a scene for creative
writing. I divided the students into groups of three to four, and I provided
them with enough background information to begin writing a scene. They
were assigned a corresponding hashtag (ex: #JMC336town or #JMC336b-
ball), but I allowed them to come up with the characters’ names and back-
grounds before they began to tweet the dialogue and description.
Students had to immerse themselves in their character and tweet. The
result was a stream of dialogue punctuated with details and rich descrip-
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tions of the character’s actions. Much like live-tweeting an event for a
journalistic purpose, students did not know what would happen next. The
exercise forced them to immediately tweet a line of succinct dialogue or
description. I monitored the groups and encouraged them to write quickly
rather than waiting for perfection. Several students froze with the pressure,
but their peers encouraged them to see where the story led. Students could
either use their smart phones or computers, and the majority said it was
easier to tweet from their phone than it was to sit in front of a computer as
they were already accustomed to thinking quickly with texting.
For example, students were assigned a scenario in which a young lawyer
moves into a small town and envisions a peaceful life filled with hunting,
fishing, and golfing. He finds that the small town has a dirty secret: a cor-
poration wants to buy the mineral rights for an oil and gas operation, but
the corporation has connections to the Mafia. I asked them to develop three
to five characters and write the dialogue that showed conflict between the
lawyer and clients by using the hashtag #JMC336town.24
Students in a scriptwriting class at Murray State University wrote dialogue for a class assign-
ment on Twitter. The exercise forced them to think creatively and quickly.
Although I did not choose to do so, the tweets then could be combined with
other elements such as websites or photos in Storify, and with the narra-
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tion, the student could build a scene in real-time and find an audience that
might offer suggestions as they wrote. One could think of this exercise as
digital crowd-sourcing meeting serial fiction.
Harriett Beecher Stowe’s classic Uncle Tom’s Cabin, written initially as a sto-
ry about “How A Man became A Thing,” found an audience as serialized fic-
tion in the National Era from June 5, 1851 to April 1, 1852. Editor Gamaliel
Bailey published a letter in the June 1866 Atlantic Monthly that addressed
the sudden rise of Stowe’s work. “Of the hundreds of letters received week-
ly, renewing subscriptions or sending new ones, there was one scarcely that
did not contain some cordial reference to Uncle Tom.”25
What would have happened if Ernest Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald
had experienced the digital social media publishing world as a way to test
their works in the public eye rather than their brief forays into serial fic-
tion? Fitzgerald sold the serial rights to his second novel, The Beautiful and
Damned, which helped him with “understanding of subsidiary publication
as a prime opportunity to remain before the public eye.”26 Contemporary
authors such as Stephen King, Tom Wolfe and Patricia Cornwell published
pieces of their larger works in magazines, harkening references to the prac-
tice of 19th century literary serial fiction.27 Imagine if they turned to social
media tools to test their market.
Some authors use social media as a way to develop their writing voice
and build their audience. Author Jennifer Weiner asserts that Twitter helps
authors build connections if they don’t have a public relations staff. Her
advice for prospective tweeters: “Whatever it is, polish it, edit it, give it the
same attention that anything else you were going to publish is going to get.
Make it funny, make it trenchant, make it pithy and relevant and smart, and
the followers will come.”28
As long as social media continues to permeate society, we, as teachers of
writing, will need to continue to find interesting ways to make the writing
process relevant and useful to digital natives. By using these tools, we can
embrace the twist of technology while giving students the tools to devel-
op their voice, tone, and unique writing style. Anne Trubek, Writer-in-Res-
idence at Oberlin College, wrote in 2011 how Twitter transformed both
her writing and that of her students.29 After two years of using Twitter in
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my journalism classes, I’m noticing clearer and more engaging writing in
their news stories. Their sentences seem clearer and crisper after tweeting
an event. Twitter has helped them to say what they need to say without
adding extra material to reach an editor’s word count. After all, every char-
acter matters.
About the author: Leigh Wright is an assistant professor of journalism and mass
communications at Murray State University. Wright worked for nearly two
decades as a reporter, section editor and columnist for a regional Kentucky news-
paper. Follow her on Twitter @leighlwright.
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Civic Engagement
Political Web Writing with the Stephen Colbert Super PAC
Susan Grogan
In the fall of 2012, as a professor of political science at an undergraduate
liberal arts college, I plunged my students—and myself—into the world of
web writing centered around a campus-based, self-protesting Super PAC
(Political Action Committee). The public writing that resulted reflected my
growing interest in changing technologies in both the political world and
the political science classroom. Super PACs after Citizens United v FEC have
changed election dynamics, and web media have become a key means of
political action.1
Web writing should be part of any political science curriculum. Our gradu-
ates aspire to careers in politics, advocacy, and journalism—all fields where
writing competency is valued. Writing encourages students to process
ideas, transcending the limits of learning by rote and periodic examination.
In particular, Christopher Lawrence and Michelle Dion note that regular
blogging is an effective learning mechanism especially well suited for polit-
ical commentary:
The unique features of blogging have lent themselves particularly well
to political commentary. Political blogs tend to combine links to, and
excerpts from, mass-media accounts of daily political events with polit-
ical commentary by their authors, links to other blogs with commen-
tary on these events, and (often, but not always) a comment forum
associated with each post for visitors to contribute their own commen-
tary and debate with other visitors or the post’s author. They foster
dialogue between bloggers and their audience, provide for the summa-
rization and dissemination of political news and events, and help read-
ers to conceptualize the political world.2
I found blogging particularly interesting for its positive correlation with
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higher levels of offline civic engagement.3 I had already planned to incor-
porate civic engagement activities in my classes, recognizing that students
who participate in elections become more familiar with the electoral
processes and tend to remain engaged throughout their lives.4 I considered
blogging an effective supplement, enhancing the value of civic assignments.
In comparison to a traditional website built with static pages, blogs have
a fluid, conversational nature that helps demonstrate the iterative nature
of writing. Blogs, however, also encourage “quicker and more haphazard
thinking, simpler (and even simplistic) analyses, and more ill-advised dud-
geon”5 rendering them less efficacious for more polished research and
essays. Consequently, I assigned my students, as a public service, to adapt
conventional research assignments for our class site, We Just Want Stephen
Colbert To Come To Our College SuperPAC. The major departure from
my past teaching was that students were now required to involve them-
selves in the political laboratory of the community and were encouraged to
write for a public audience rather than strictly for their professor. Students
were assigned online writing for my fall 2012 classes—Political Science
100: Introduction to Politics; Political Science 348: Parties and Elections;
and Political Science 303: Law, Courts and Judges—and also my spring
2014 Political Science 201: American Politics class.6
Background: We Just Want Stephen Colbert To Come To Our
College SuperPAC
In March of 2012, political satirist Stephen Colbert offered his viewers,
especially college students, an opportunity to purchase his Super Fun
Pack that included instructions on starting their own Super PACs. As an
enticement, Colbert also offered owners of Fun Packs the opportunity to
enter his Treasure Hunt where, if they found Colbert’s silver turtle hid-
den somewhere in the USA, they would win a visit by Colbert to their
campus. The more attractive idea was that they could join with Colbert’s
“Americans for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow Super PAC” in a sponta-
neous campus-based protest of Super PACs and the Supreme Court’s Cit-
izens United decision. At the time, I was planning my upcoming fall classes
around the election and was thinking in terms of creating a classroom envi-
ronment conducive to civic engagement and web writing as a new peda-
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The “We Just Want Stephen Colbert to Come to Our College SuperPAC” course site.
gogical focus. So, I jumped at the chance to center my classes on the greater
Colbert campus-based Super PAC happening. I hoped to encourage stu-
dents to act and write in terms of the audience of their peers, the demo-
graphic that watches The Colbert Report. We were one of about twenty
Colbert Super PACs in 2012 and may be the sole survivor.
Having filed the requisite papers with the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), I was caught off guard by media keeping track of new PAC reg-
istrations. Politico, recognizing the ambiguity in our Super PAC’s
name—slighting Colbert’s Treasure Hunt, wanting just the prize—opined
we might be “the most honest Super Pac ever”7 The Huffington Post and the
New York Observer also made inquiries. I responded with a press release,
desiring to maintain an ambiguous stance toward Colbert and resorting
to occasional humor, although I am not a professional satirist. The press
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release made a second joke of Colbert’s Treasure Hunt, noting I already had
a turtle collection and teasing that my Super PAC’s motto was “Treasure
None but Your Vote.” The ambiguity seemed to work, my college president
recognizing it as “political satire on political satire.”8
I wanted the class setting to encourage direct engagement with the political
process and to be interesting as well as fun. I felt it important, however,
to continue an approach to Colbert that was neither adulation nor con-
demnation in order to leave room for a variety of student viewpoints. For
example, The Colbert Report occasionally features a “Better Know a District”
segment where a Congressional guest becomes the “straight man” of Col-
bert’s pointed humor. As a foil to Colbert’s faux interviews, we instituted “A
Better Way to Know a District” where students registered voters through-
out Maryland’s Fifth Congressional District, holding two dozen voter reg-
istration events at seventeen locations.
Introducing Web Writing into My Course Design
I first considered having students build a website for the SuperPAC, but
inquiries to colleagues, discussions with college IT staff, and my own sum-
mer experiments with various templates and text editors soon dissuaded
me. I did not want mastering website development to substitute for learn-
ing political science in my classes. The web writing and civic engagement
assignments were to be integral course components and not mere add-
ons. To facilitate this, I themed each of my 2012 classes. “Intro to Politics”
became “Democratic Participation,” and “Parties & Elections” became
“Money and Votes.” The challenge was “Law, Courts, & Judges,” a junior-
level course on the judicial process. Highlighting a contentious race for a
local judgeship and the impact of the Supreme Court’s decision in the Cit-
izens United case reinforced the theme given this course: This is an election
year; who cares about courts and judges? The question came with one answer:
Al Gore certainly did in 2000, making the point that courts do matter in elec-
toral politics.
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Class Assignments
The syllabi for these themed classes included writing regular blog posts,
generally three per week, and commenting on other students’ posts. Stu-
dents were expected to demonstrate knowledge of course material and
their ability to communicate that knowledge effectively. Students in the
Parties & Elections course were assigned additional group research papers
adapted to the web as static pages of the Super PAC website. I adjusted my
grade-weighting scheme to make blogging a meaningful part of students’
grades, 15-20% for 2012. These changes also left room for civic engage-
ment activities, accounting for another 15% of final grades. In 2014, I trans-
formed assignments traditionally completed in paper form into blog spots
and web content on the Super PAC site, and therefore increased the weight
for web writing to 50% of the final course grade.
As part of their civic engagement responsibilities, students trained to
become voter registrars and took part in off-campus voter registration and
“Get Out the Vote” (GOTV) events. Students in the Parties and Elections
course were expected to serve as election judges in local precincts. Those
unable or ineligible to do so were allowed options to volunteer as precinct
“greeters” for candidates or parties, drive a shuttle to transport student vot-
ers to the polls, staff the Super PAC-sponsored Election Command Center
and Hotline on campus, or observe the official canvass of provisional and
absentee ballots.
For research assignments, students choose from placeholders on the Super
PAC’s homepage related to the theme of their class and the Super PAC’s
overall election and voting concerns. Among other assignments, my stu-
dents in 2012 formed groups and created website content for “SuperPACs,”
“Gerrymandering,” and “Voter Suppression.”9 Course syllabi are available
on my pedagogy blog.10
How-to
There are numerous options for publishing student writing on the web,
and interested readers may refer to platforms and hosting services I consid-
ered.11 Because of FEC regulations concerned about the sources and uses
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of political campaign funds, I was compelled to secure external hosting for
the Super PAC, which is a political committee unaffiliated with any college.
(The Super PAC raises funds for its pro-voter agenda and uses some funds
to provide resources to college students.) I chose Hostgator as my host-
ing provider. With a low-level reseller account, I can host as many as 1,000
students as if each was a client purchasing hosting services from the Super
PAC—only the Super PAC provides student accounts at no cost.12
Each student is provided her own WordPress web-blog. There is a trade-
off between letting students have total control over the design of their sites
or compelling them to use a standard design and format. To provide group
thematic cohesiveness, to emphasize writing over design, and to minimize
technical distractions, I generally restrict students to using the same free
default theme and header image. The 2014 WordPress default theme is my
current choice. Students are otherwise granted substantial leeway to cus-
tomize their sites.13
Overall, setting up WordPress sites for students in advance has worked well
because students can focus on content from day one rather than learning
how to set up a blog account. Within the first two weeks, students easily
become accustomed to WordPress. During this period, some class time is
dedicated to technical aspects of WordPress—some preferably in a comput-
er lab. It helps to provide simple how-to guides for a few basic tasks, which
I publish on my blog as how-to stickies.
In the Classroom
Because I had not specified particular questions to be answered or issues
to be addressed, blog content varied considerably during 2012. A few stu-
dents confined themselves to reporting political news with little commen-
tary. Most students went well beyond that minimal effort. Some students
took advantage of blogging’s creative strengths, as in Jonathan Holtzman’s
“Ben Cardin: Senator, Second Banana, Invisible-Man?” and Matt Carney’s,
“The American Political Media: Why Bipartisanship is Going Extinct.”14
Using new tools and methods in my classes reminded me that students
will rise to expectations when given motivation and encouragement. To
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improve students’ abilities “to summarize the story, to get to the heart, to
the point, to sum up quickly and concisely,”15 I now teach the Inverted
Pyramid Style of journalism adapted for the web. Successful blogs often
display the inverted structure in response to people quickly scanning web-
content while looking for something interesting to read. Such posts often
begin with compact and enticing “headlines and blurbs” that conclude the
post up front, branching out into detail from there.16
My American Politics students have always prepared “thought questions”
and “news reports” for each class. Five years ago, to improve the quality of
the exercise, I began requiring students to email their “thought questions”
to me before class. Now these assignments have been adapted to blogging.
For each class, students write headlines, blurbs, and short posts with cited
references or external links for a news item.17
I also presently require a weekly web-essay of 500 words plus blurb that is
to be more polished than the typical blog post. I expect essays to evidence
class material and current events, indicating that students have researched
the issue a bit. Many weeks have scheduled web-essay topics. Others are
student choice.18 Since 2014, I have required students to prepare well-
researched content designed for a static page of the website. This individual
assignment of 2000 – 3000 words is turned in well before the semester ends
in order to leave time for editing.
A great deal of time is invested in writing effective posts and finding one’s
topical style. As a class project, web writing taxes both students and profes-
sor. Overall, I do not assign students more work than before, but it is more
visible and they take it more seriously as a result. I find it is good practice to
give students regular feedback by grading their work every couple of weeks
using rubrics available to them on my pedagogy blog.19
Student Responses: The Results of the Experiment
As students in my 2012 Introduction to Politics course wrestled with issues
such as the difference between a nation and a state and why socialism seems
to be a dirty word, I saw that they were learning the language of politi-
cal science and the kinds of questions the field addresses. In some blogs, I
identified interests not evident in the classroom as students more willingly
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personalized the theories and abstract materials we covered in their read-
ings into “soapbox” opinion pieces, as is typical of bloggers, which became a
pedagogical advantage.20 Students in the Parties and Elections course also
experimented with the form.21 Two enterprising members of the Parties
& Elections course went so far as to live blog one of the 2012 presidential
debates. Prior to the debate, they tested several live-blogging plugins and
got one up and running on their sites.22
Many students used their blogs to reflect on their 2012 civic engagement
activities: the demographics of people they registered, what kinds of ques-
tions they were asked, how hard it was to muffle their political views during
registration and GOTV events, and the adventures they had as election
judges.23 There was an interesting spill-over effect from the class activities.
I had launched a Facebook page for the Super PAC, and in response to some
students comments, I granted them “content manager” privileges to post as
the Super PAC.24
Reflections
I made some changes for 2014. I try to grade blogs more often—every
two to three weeks, providing comments. I convey higher expectations and
structure blogging requirements more. I have added additional instructions
and readings on web writing and plan to make a habit of inviting experi-
enced bloggers to speak to the class. Class lectures now leave more time
for critiques—first of external political blogs and then of student work. The
expected class-then-blog relationship is often flipped to blog-then-class. A
thread picked up from blog posts and comments can serve as the entrée into
a subsequent class discussion. This reversal underpins blogging’s integral
role in the course.
Throughout the 2012 election, the pattern of our Super PAC-related course
activities replicated patterns found in election campaigns. Until the elec-
tion, the students (and I) had to balance limited hours, course objectives,
on-going projects, and blogging. . . all within the fixed constraint of election
timing, including the mid-October close of voter registration, the deadline
for requesting absentee ballots, and the election itself. Following the big
buildup to Election Day in early November there was a sudden release of
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tension and the question arose, “Now what?” We then shifted our focus
from one kind of community outreach to another kind of publicness via
more emphasis on the blogs. The nature of the blog writing thus changed
during the post-election season after most had gotten in a few good com-
ments on the outcome. Posts became more reflective, as in Emma Kauf-
man’s, “What is the Point of Political Activism?”25
In 2012 I had approached web writing as a supplement to civic engagement,
as a set of tools. In that sense, the semester was highly successful. Students
did write—most of them a lot—about politics. They were more involved
and invested in their writing and engaged a broader range of topics and
concerns than they would have in traditional, narrow-themed academic
papers guided by the Chicago Manual of Style. In addition, blog commenting
can circumvent the dyadic nature of classroom discussions between stu-
dents and their instructor as demonstrated by Nico Moore’s post, “The
Respect of the President.”26
Today, web writing has become less a supplement and more another civic
engagement activity in its own right. But, I believe it takes a critical mass
to make the transition. Sparse external comments can discourage students.
It has helped to have a visible website and exemplar work of previous stu-
dents available for current students’ reviews and class discussions, things
which were not available to me before. Googling “gerrymandering” in class
now returns our page twice on the first page of results. Searching “college
student election judges” returns posts written by our own students. By the
end of March 2014, Matthew Riedel’s two-month old blog topped 37,000
page views not counting bots (class average is 13,000).27 While earning
stats is not the goal, such realizations can help students visualize themselves
as taking part in something larger than just doing homework, and most
respond.
On the civic engagement side, I have witnessed some truly outstanding
commitment by my students. Some awoke at 8 a.m. on a Saturday or Sun-
day to register voters. Others spent 15 hours at the polls serving as election
judges. (This duty was not without its rewards, as Jonathan Holtzman’s post
revealed.) Another pair of students who were ineligible to serve as election
judges spent Election Day out in the cold volunteering for local candidates
and greeting voters on their way into polling locations.28
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Our Election Day efforts were recognized locally. Three of the students
who served as Election Judges were interviewed by the local newspaper,
and the Chief Election Judge at our local precinct emailed the day after
Election Day, noting a marked increase in voter turnout for her precinct
and attributed that to our efforts.29
Political scientists so far have focused mainly on the benefits and draw-
backs of blogging in regard to their own scholarship and writing. John
Sides, an author of the award-winning blog The Monkey-Cage, described
how blogging could better position the political scientist in seeking tenure
and advancement, in large part by inculcating better writing and research
habits.30 Robert Farley, an author of the less-structured Lawyers, Guns &
Money, countered Sides, charging him in complicity with a “tenure and pro-
motion system …built around an obsolete social and technological foun-
dation, with career success built around posting a few articles in a few
journals subscribed to by a few libraries and read by few people.” Farley
called instead for new incentives to reward academics who write blogs that
“concentrate less on the transmission of academic research into the policy
sphere and more on the direct application of research knowledge and skills
to political and policy questions.”31 I find both these views value too much
the political scientist as political or policy wonk and steer the focus of web
writing too far away from its potential in the classroom. I agree with Juan
Cole, author of the blog Informed Comment, that the issue of web writing
and academic careers is misplaced. Cole says the question is “shameful.”32
My own focus is on applying both Sides and Farley’s better premises to web
writing pedagogy, which means I spend my free time administering stu-
dent accounts, preparing web writing class materials in response to student
progress in writing political commentary and research for the web, advis-
ing them personally as needed, and mostly reading their work. This leaves
no time for me to routinely blog or write in the dedicated fashion of Sides,
Farley, and Cole. However, my students are very familiar with these and
other prominent political bloggers and read them more widely and in more
depth than before, including analyzing writing styles and communicative
effectiveness—from the students’ own web writing experience base.
I plan to continue the civic engagement/public writing model in my polit-
ical science courses. Plans for fall 2014 include civic engagement and web
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writing for a second Parties and Elections class, and I will launch The Mary-
land Poll as a project distinct from but with a similar pedagogical deploy-
ment as the Super PACs.33 I have been awarded two Mellon Grants for
Service Learning to cover the expense of civic engagement assignments in
both fall classes, which also have been approved as Experiencing Liberal
Arts in the World (ELAW) courses, satisfying a general College require-
ment.
Finally, I should note that Stephen Colbert has not come to our col-
lege. After agreeing to sell our t-shirts (with no profit to me or the Super
PAC), my campus bookstore encouraged me to print a brochure that
addresses the question, “Will Stephen Colbert Come To Our College?”34. I
stated that I would prefer if Colbert came for what we had accomplished,
implying I wouldn’t want him to come too soon, not just because we have
a catchy name and have adopted an adorable clown for a mascot. Also, I
thought it impractical for Colbert to visit us back then out of fairness to
the winner of his Treasure Hunt and the many other Colbertesque campus-
based Super PACs. After all, the idea of a visit may be more civically engag-
ing than the event. But in considering what on earth else we might have to
accomplish to earn a freebie visit from His Grace, I must say, it does appear
Stephen Colbert has set high expectations.
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Public Writing and Student Privacy
Jack Dougherty
A Dilemma of Competing Values
Well into the fall semester of 2011, when I first assigned my class to write
on the open web, I discovered a dilemma. On one hand, I had praised the
pedagogical virtues of requiring my students to share our writing with the
public. The reasons were both principled and pragmatic. The object of a lib-
eral arts education is to fully engage with ideas that differ from our own
in order to “free the mind of parochialism and prejudice,” I told my stu-
dents, quoting from our college mission statement.1 One of the best ways
to improve critical thinking and writing skills is to post work in public,
beyond the four walls of the classroom, and to invite others to respond. Our
prose has greater potential to improve when we author for real audiences
(not just the professor), and revise our work in consideration of thought-
ful feedback and alternative points of view. On the other hand, all students
deserve—and are legally entitled under U.S. law—some degree of privacy
in our educational institutions and ownership over the words they have
authored. I was aware of these general issues due to my graduate training in
educational policy, and as a digital scholar I had recently drafted an intel-
lectual property statement for essays voluntarily submitted by contributors
for another open peer-reviewed book at that time. But as a college educa-
tor, I was searching for an ethical way to balance the competing values of
public writing and student privacy in my classroom.
Making student writing more public is not a new issue, and several faculty
and librarians have devised ways to achieve this goal within legal guide-
lines. Some solutions are very low-tech. Down the hall from my office,
for instance, a philosophy professor occasionally tapes anonymized student
papers, with his comments, on the wall for other students and passersby
to read.2 Elsewhere on my campus, faculty assign students to post essays
and comment on other students’ work on password-protected course sites,
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or even deliver poster presentations at campus-wide events. Some academ-
ic units require senior thesis students to upload their final works into the
library digital repository, where they have the option to limit readership to
the college network or open it to the public. Some students volunteer to
write for the college newspaper or literary publications, and a few publish
their own blogs. Furthermore, a small number of students are invited to co-
author scholarly journal articles or book chapters that may appear in print
or online. But my pedagogical goal differed from the campus norm because
I wanted all students in my mid-level undergraduate course to publish their
writing on the public web, preferably under their real names, yet to retain
control over their own words.
Current U.S. student privacy law is grounded in FERPA, the Family Edu-
cation Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and its subsequent amendments.3
Greater awareness of this federal law has sharply curtailed past practices of
openly posting student grades on a department bulletin board, or leaving
graded papers for students to pick up on a hallway table, where anyone
can flip through them. But exactly how the pre-Internet FERPA law applies
to student writing on the public web is not perfectly clear. One crisis that
prompted my dilemma in November 2011 was Georgia Tech’s decision to
erase class wikis with student writing on grounds that it violated FER-
PA.4 The Georgia Tech decision was controversial because FERPA does not
directly address the issue of student writing on the public web. For exam-
ple, most colleges and universities interpret FERPA to prohibit the public
disclosure of class rosters, as this is more detailed academic information
than allowed in the standard “directory information” exemption of the law.
In this sense, a faculty member who requires students to write on the pub-
lic web, using their full names, effectively opens up the class roster for all to
see. But does the law permit faculty to require students to publish student
writing to the public web if names are optional?5
Since I am not a lawyer and have no legal expertise in this subject, I looked
for guidance on how other academics interpret FERPA. My general under-
standing at that time (supported by subsequent writings by Kevin Smith
and others) suggested that I may require students to post their writing in
public as a course assignment (especially if my syllabus clearly states this
in advance), but I may not require students to attach their names. Similar-
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ly, other students and I may publicly comment on writing, but all grades
must be delivered privately to the student.6 Based on my layperson’s under-
standing of FERPA, I wrote up the following statement for my online syl-
labi, which explains my motivating principle behind public writing, while
affirming students’ rights to control their own words, with instructions on
how to do so. See the statement with visuals and links in context.7
Public writing and student privacy policy:
This course requires students to post their writing on the public web
because our ideas become clearer and more valuable when we share
them and receive feedback from others. Unless marked otherwise, all
content on this site is freely shared by Jack Dougherty and students
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
3.0 license. This means that the author(s) listed in the byline holds the
copyright, but content may be freely adapted and redistributed under
the same terms, if the original source is cited.
Although all student posts are publicly viewable and searchable, all
grades are private and accessible only by the individual student, in
accordance with the federal Family Education Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA). If a student desires additional privacy on the public web, s/he
may publish posts for this course using only a first name, or initials, or
a pseudonym approved by the instructor. If a student needs additional
privacy, please speak with the instructor to arrange accommodations.
After an assignment has received a grade, students also have the right to
change its visibility (to password-only, or private) or delete it from the
site entirely. Students who co-author a post must reach this decision
jointly. In turn, the instructor promises to maintain student posts until
the course is offered again (or longer, if feasible), so that students have
the option to link to their work on their resumes or personal websites.
Additionally, the instructor will moderate and remove any inappropri-
ate comments on student work on the class site.
Nowadays, when introducing this policy to my class, it is accompanied by
a brief “Google Yourself” demonstration, usually by a volunteer student
who has enrolled in one of my previous courses with web writing assign-
ments. The volunteer types her or his full name (sometimes with the college
name, if the surname is a common one) into Google Search on the class-
room computer projector unit to find out where her or his prior course-
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work appears in the search rankings. The student’s results usually appear
within the top five listings. Judging from the audible gasps, several students
are surprised by the outcome—and it still surprises me that some so-called
“digital native” millennials do not already know this—and I briefly explain
how Google’s PageRank algorithm favors human-created links, particularly
those from educational institutions. We briefly discuss the pros and cons
of listing their full name, first name, or a pseudonym in the byline, and I
offer two real examples. In the first case, a former student published a web
essay under her full name, which helped her to earn a prestigious internship
with a non-profit organization. In the second case, another former student
published a web essay on a controversial legal topic, and initially decided to
identify herself only with initials in the byline to reduce the risk of detec-
tion by authorities, then deleted it after the course ended. To wrap up the
lesson, I demonstrate how students have control over how to display their
name in their user profile settings of our site, and ask them to make an
informed decision when assigning their first post. While this public-private
side lesson takes only five minutes during the first day of class, the power
to name oneself—or not—on the web lasts far longer.
How have students responded to the public-private policy? After imple-
menting this change in 2011, I tracked responses by a total of 71 students
in two different classes over two years. Both classes enrolled mid-level
undergraduates from my academic unit and affiliated departments. Educ
308 Cities Suburbs and Schools is an elective seminar, and Educ 300 Education
Reform, Past and Present is a required survey course for Educational Studies
majors, which also counts for major credit in American Studies and Public
Policy & Law. For all classes, I reviewed the students’ final web essays to
examine how they exercised their right to display their names in the byline
or remove their writing from the class site, months after the class conclud-
ed (as of September 2013). Overall, the vast majority of students (87 per-
cent) elected to display their full names on their public essays, while far
smaller percentages chose to limit their essay by password, list themselves
by first name only or a pseudonym, or removed the essay from the class
website after the class ended. While the privacy protections are occasional-
ly utilized, most of my students opt to modify their profile on our college’s
WordPress system from the default setting (their network username such
as jsmith3) to their full name. 8
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Ed 308 (2011) 17 71% 18% 12%
Ed 308 (2012) 11 100%
Ed 300 (2012) 23 91% 4% 4%
Ed 300 (2013) 20 90% 5% 5%
Total 71 87% 4% 3% 1% 4%
If You Build It, Will They Come. . . and Comment?
In addition, some students express pride in their web writing by voluntarily
adding brief “about the author” biographical statements at the end of their
web essays to make more personal connections with readers. Other stu-
dents demonstrate ownership over their works by including links to their
essays in e-portfolios, job letters, or requests to other professors to admit
them into advanced courses. When students discover ways to engage with
broader audiences with their words, particularly in ways that I never
intended or foresaw, it reminds all of us of the importance of writing for
people other than the professor.
What if no one actually reads what I wrote? That may be the greatest fear
of public writing on the web today. An empty comment box heightens
this phobia, by suggesting (mistakenly) that the absence of visible feedback
means that a writer’s words did not successfully generate a public
response.9 By comparison, print authors do not experience this fear to the
same degree. If no one thumbs through your obscure journal article or
checks out your weighty tome from its dusty shelf, there is little evidence
that your work has gone unread, except perhaps for library databases and
citation metrics. For better or worse, web authors tend to rely on readers’
comments for validation that our words have been seen and have value.
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While introducing students to academic web writing over the past two
years, I have experimented with different strategies for cultivating external
readers and commenters. Mark Sample and other thoughtful educators
have designed better blogging assignments and commenting roles for stu-
dents in their classes.10 But my focus has been on public engagement with
readers outside our classroom walls. How might we build richer connec-
tions between students and broader audiences?
One experiment was the laissez-faire approach. During the spring 2012
semester of my Educ 300 Education Reform, Past & Present class, I did
absolutely nothing to attract readers to my students’ web writing. I did not
email, tweet, nor promote their existence. In total, the entire class received
precisely one external comment, or technically a “pingback” notification
that one student’s essay had been listed as an “online article that may be of
interest” to readers of an academic journal.11 While the absence of com-
ments may suggest that my students had few readers, the web statistics
tell a very different story. To avoid counting active student use, I tabulat-
ed web hits during the six-month break in this spring course, from mid-
May 2012 through December 2012. Nearly 25,000 unique users visited our
non-advertised course site. While most of these hits quickly bounced away
from the site, and may have been robot web crawlers, most web traffic was
driven by Google search queries on specific topics, which suggested signif-
icant interest by real readers. For example, the most popular student web
essay, “Was Hurricane Katrina Good for the Education of Students in New
Orleans?” attracted over 6,000 unique page views during this period, peak-
ing on the seventh anniversary of the storm in late August 2012. Other
widely-viewed student web essays—on topics such as community service in
higher education, classroom technology, and the history of disability edu-
cation law—attracted fewer unique page views (800 to 2,000), but retained
visitors on the page for longer periods of time (between 5 to 7 minutes, on
average). Of course, the quantity of hits is not necessarily linked to the qual-
ity of the student essay, but the average length of time spent by visitors on
our course site suggested that, despite the absence of visible comments, my
students had successfully engaged the public through their writing.12
A second experiment in public engagement was to commission recent
alumni to serve as guest commentators on student web essays. At the con-
clusion of the Educ 308 Cities Suburbs & Schools seminar in Fall 2011,
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I invited two recent Trinity College graduates (Claudia Dresser ’10 and
Devlin Hughes ’09) to split a set of ten student web essays, post public
comments based on our seminar’s evaluation criteria, and then afterwards,
meet the students in person to discuss the feedback they had delivered. The
guest evaluators also privately shared with me their numerical scores for
each essay, and with college funding I paid each a modest stipend of $150
for their time. As expected, these carefully selected commentators wrote
substantive remarks that focused on desired aspects of expository student
writing, such as the insightfulness of arguments, persuasive use of evidence,
and effective integration of digital elements. While the guest evaluators
posted at least one substantive comment per web essay, this exercise did
not spark additional comments nor noticeably increase web traffic (about
3,000 unique visitors, averaging over 1 minute per page during the off-sea-
son from mid-December 2011 thru August 2012), perhaps due to the nar-
row focus of this specialized seminar. Still, the quality of reader feedback
always beats the quantity of readers.13
A third experiment expanded upon the guest evaluator model to include
student peers at other liberal arts colleges as part of a planned academic
exchange. In Fall 2012, the second year of my Educ 308 Cities Suburbs &
Schools seminar web writing assignment, a group of students from near-
by Wesleyan University and I made a deal. The co-organizers of a student-
taught course, Sociology 419: Education Policy in the United States, (Syd-
ney Lewis ’14, Catherine Doren ’13, and Andrew Ribner ’14) invited me to
deliver a guest lecture at their campus.14 In return, they arranged for the
fifteen Wesleyan students in their course to divide up the work of guest
evaluating seven web essays published by my Trinity students, based on our
evaluation criteria, during a five-day period near the end of the semester.
Furthermore, two of the co-organizers agreed to review all of the essays
and guest evaluator comments, and to privately send me their numerical
scores, which I averaged together as the assignment grade, to emphasize
the importance of writing for real audiences beyond the instructor. Given
that our two campuses are so close geographically, yet our students seem
to rarely interact outside of athletic competitions, I was intrigued but ner-
vous about this experiment, as the two groups never met face-to-face or
even via videoconference. Overall, a vast majority of the guest student com-
menters made substantive remarks on my students’ writing, and while not
as in-depth as the two recent alumni commentators the prior year, the lev-
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el of public engagement by arranged, yet unpaid readers made the exercise
worthwhile.15
In sum, my approach to resolving the pedagogical dilemma between public
writing and student privacy leaves some questions unanswered. Where is
the line that divides instructor comments on students’ public posts versus
the private act of evaluating them? Should student writing be evaluated by
other students? What would happen if a student agreed to post an essay,
but objected to sharing it under the Creative Commons site license? These
issues and others are not fully resolved. Nevertheless, while I do not argue
that web writing is appropriate for every class, these initial results should
challenge liberal arts faculty to consider news ways of engaging our student
writers with the public, while protecting their privacy.
About the author: Jack Dougherty is an associate professor of educational studies
at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, who tweets about web writing at
@DoughertyJack.
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Consider the Audience
Jen Rajchel
“Technology proposes itself as the architect of our intimacies.”
—Sherry Turkle1
At one level, web writing is about writing on the web: the flexibility as a
multimodal piece, the ability to nimbly circulate, and the capacity to create
a network of texts. At another level, the practice is about writing for the web
and situating ourselves as readers and writers within its evolving architec-
ture.
The advent of social media platforms necessitates that the web may in
fact be many places such as a WordPress blog (an open-source content
management site often used for website and blogs), Twitter (a social net-
working site that allows its users to correspond in 140 character snippets),
or Snapchat (an app that sends photos which delete from the recipients’
phones after designated time period).2 One of the biggest challenges and
opportunities in digital publication is reaching out across multiple audi-
ences with varied interests and deciphering which platforms are best suited
to one’s content.
However, such complexities of context and audience are not new. I first
thought about these issues as an undergraduate English major through
reading and classes, especially through poetry. Whether a poem be lowered
through a window accompanied by gingerbread or delivered to a flickering
screen on a subway, the spirit of its invitation often remains the same: to
begin a conversation.
My thoughts about web writing and its connection with the liberal arts
are shaped by my experience as a recent undergraduate English major at
Bryn Mawr College, during which time I created a digital, poetry thesis.
After graduating in 2011, my conversations about digital publication and its
various manifestations continued with faculty, staff, and students at Bryn
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Mawr, Haverford, and Swarthmore Colleges through my work with the
Tri-College Digital Humanities Initiative (Tri-Co DH). I hope that my expe-
riences might continue these conversations as part of the exciting and crit-
ical pieces in this volume.3
Web writing is about more than writing for the web—including the flexi-
bility of multimodal pieces, the ability to nimbly circulate, and the capacity
to create a network of texts. Web writing is also inherently about seeding
the development of more opportunities to circulate student work while still
foregrounding the difficult navigation of the public/private that accompa-
ny them.
A Multimodal Approach to Poetry
What originally attracted me to the English major — or rather who — was
Emily Dickinson. I was intrigued by her emphasis on reading “The Way I
Read a Letter’s This,” complete with instructions on how I too might par-
take in her ritual of how to ready a space for reading.4 Her role as author
was just as carefully crafted; she even designed “envelope-poems.”5 It was
through investigating Dickinson’s blurred boundaries of agency between
the reader and author and her bold approach to form that I began to explore
the possibilities of new media publication and its role in the evolving,
hybrid relationships between authors and readers.6
My thesis capitalized on my interests in poetic form and representations
of readers across media by exploring the early poems of Marianne Moore
(another poet who performed an intricate balance of public and private
through her poetry) from Bryn Mawr’s Special Collections via a website
publication. I used hyperlinks to approach new ways of reading Moore’s
poems: the use of web design to visualize the ways in which poems opened
out beyond a linear structure.
For example, Moore’s poem “To My Cup-bearer” packs in allusions to Clas-
sical myths, literary works, and even a Bryn Mawr student secret ceremony.
In visualizing these allusions together the weight of the role of the cup-
bearer could be felt. By physically overwhelming the screen with hyper-
linked windows to each allusion, the reader is both enlightened by the
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knowledge described in the poem and also engulfed by the ambition of its
scope.7
Rajchel, “Mooring Gaps: Marianne Moore’s Bryn Mawr Poetry.”
Before I was able to hack the hyperlink as a vehicle to various multimodal
qualities, I had to learn more about the larger information ecosystem. But
at the early stages of my web thesis, I didn’t know what a server was or how
it functioned, I wasn’t clear on copyright, and I didn’t know how to code.
Too often, the digital fluencies of incoming students are confused with
mastery of platforms and software skills. Sophistication with media plat-
forms should not be defined only by the ability to successfully complete a
task on an interface (e.g. send a “private” message to another user, upload a
video into a public channel, or complete forms on a profile page). Instead,
we should define digital acumen by an overall awareness of the digital
infrastructure. As an incoming freshman, considered a “millennial,” my
knowledge of digital tools was fragmented. I could hack Microsoft Word to
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work like a (very limited) version Photoshop, but I didn’t read the terms of
service or think about what happened to my data.
Constructing a digital senior thesis provided an opportunity for me to
explore questions related to how information functions on the web, how
to negotiate issues related to public versus private audiences, and a myriad
of other questions related to media translation across platforms. When I
began my work on a web-based thesis, the most beneficial experience was
not jumping into the backend of WordPress (a skill I still use on a daily
basis) but learning what kinds of questions I should ask when considering
web writing of any sort.
I surveyed the platforms supported by Bryn Mawr College and talked with
Information Technology staff about what it meant to be open-source. I nar-
rowed the scope of the primary materials that I was using in Special Col-
lections both as a way to ground my own work and to limit my materials
to those in the public domain. Some of the letters that I originally intend-
ed to use were bound up in copyright, and while I learned the process for
requesting permission, I knew being granted permission was unlikely to fit
within my timetable.
This experience provided me with a set of guidelines that I use with every
new media project. These guidelines allow me to critically approach plat-
forms and assess the complexities of audience in ways that begin to build
the kinds of interactions I hope for, and thus, position me to become an
architect of my new media environment.
1. Is this medium adding a critical lens to the design of my
argument?
2. Is this the audience I hope to be part of?
3. What are the terms of service and do I feel comfortable with
the kind and amount of information I am sharing? (e.g. metadata
and location services)
Negotiating Publicness
In addition to having a better understanding of the infrastructure, the cycle
of publication from an author’s perspective also helped me to rethink my
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own writing practices. In my previous papers, I viewed citations and foot-
notes as ways of tracing my thoughts or simply referencing evidence. How-
ever, when writing for the web, I began to think of citations as a way
of creating a path to discussion. Citations became central to my writing
process because they contributed towards a broader dialogue among schol-
ars and texts.
As Kathleen Fitzpatrick describes, web writing is a way of entering the are-
na. Speaking at the Modern Language Association presidential forum in
2012, Fitzpatrick extended the boundaries of the blog so that it is defined
not only as a “kind” of writing but as a location where both dynamic read-
ing and writing occur:
. . . the blog instead provides an arena in which scholars can work
through ideas in an ongoing process of engagement with their peers.
That spatial metaphor – the arena – is much to the point here: really
grasping how something like a blog might serve scholarly communica-
tion requires understanding that a blog is not a form, but a platform –
not a shape through which are extruded certain fixed kinds of mater-
ial, but a stage on which material of many different varieties – differ-
ent lengths, different time signatures, different modes of mediation –
might be performed.8
Fitzpatrick reminds us that through our writing we engage in performance
and that when we choose a platform, we are also setting up a stage with
multimodal capacities. When students write for the web, they should be
prompted to become critical users who delineate the context, content, and
circulation for each platform. Instead of merely advocating for one format
or type of work, web writing assignments can provide room in a classroom
setting to decide whether to converse on Twitter or Facebook, whether
to write using Medium or WordPress, and how students might develop a
rubric for platform adoption.
As an example of how the web can be used as a scholarly platform, I recently
talked with a professor who was concerned about her privacy, copyrights,
and intellectual property. She wanted a web presence but was thinking
about deleting her Facebook account. However, when she considered her
audience and the benefits of participating in conversations via Facebook,
she recognized that some of the most exciting debates in her field are hap-
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pening spontaneously on Facebook. While still critical of the trade-offs,
she decided kept her Facebook account but committed to being thoughtful
about which ideas she posted.
Transparency around scenarios like these are especially crucial for students
who might not have begun to think about copyright or the long trail of their
digital archive. Natalia Cecire, in her piece, “How Public Like a Blog: On
Academic Blogging,” illustrates the tensions of blogging. Cecile says acade-
mic blogging is filled with possibility and with potential risk for less estab-
lished writers:
Thinking in public is a difficult habit to get into, though, because public
is the place where we’re supposed to not screw up, and thinking on
the fly inevitably involves screwing up. Blogging with any regularity in
essence means committing oneself to making one’s intellectual fallibil-
ity visible to the world and to the unforgiving memory of the Google
cache.9
When students publish online, they assume the responsibilities of author-
ship. As Cecire notes, online authorship includes an online archival record
that exists long after its publication. The consideration of such implications
for visibility is crucial for students, especially those who might not have
picked a career path.
One way we hope to raise awareness of such issues as part of the Tri-Co DH
initiative is to ask our summer interns and researchers to report their work
through blogging. Before publishing each blog, we ask to meet with stu-
dents for a pre-publication discussion during which we draw out the possi-
ble stakeholders and readers: Think about how someone from your internship
might read this? How might that differ from your professor? Will you be sending
this to family and friends? A potential employer? A scholar whose work you cite?
The goal of such questions is to reflect upon layered interests and stake-
holders and to give students the opportunity to respond to such possibili-
ties if they have not already.
Hema Surendranathan, a recent Tri-Co DH intern, points to the challenges
of such performance in her blog, “How to be Cool or Thinking about Audi-
ence.” Her post narrates her internship experience of being charged with
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sending emails to publicize the site’s newly-published fiction. Knowing that
there would be a deluge of emails that came before and after hers, she real-
ized that she had to develop her pitch in the email subject line—and that
to prompt a reader to read that it had to be “cool.” Surendranathan further
reflects in her blog post, “who could be interested?” and “how can I get them
to listen?”10
Audience is perhaps the most difficult negotiation of web writing, especial-
ly as we manage the circulation through various social platforms and code-
switch for several interested parties. Audience is also the most exciting.
When students were surveyed about why they chose to work in the digital
humanities at Re:Humanities, a Tri-College undergraduate symposium on
digital media, they unanimously responded that they want their work to
circulate beyond the classroom. Stephanie Cawley, a recent Re:Humanities
presenter, highlights the heightened sense of scholarly responsibility when
writing online. As she explained in this short video about the symposium,
“When you’re producing something that’s going to be online. . . you have a
greater responsibility to engage more deeply, to understand everything you
need to understand, because you have a greater responsibility to educate
and reach out to a larger audience.”11 When students feel an increased lev-
el of investment in their projects and a heightened sense of responsibility
to an actual audience, the work becomes less about grades and more about
shaping their scholarship.
One way to increase opportunities for students to engage in public schol-
arship is to invite serious discussions in the classroom about social media
platforms. Engineering opportunities for low-stakes media adoption that
allows students to reflect thoughtfully and openly about their impact can
invite a fruitful mingling between vernaculars of the scholarly and the
social.
Take for example, Robinson Meyer, who Alex Madrigal profiles in his arti-
cle, “How to Actually Get a Job on Twitter.”12 Madrigral emphasizes that it
was not Meyer’s “Klout score” which earned him the position of associate
editor at The Atlantic as a freshly graduated Northwestern college student.
Rather, it was his ability to synthesize information, read quickly and deeply,
and also to engage in discussions with candor and humility.
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These are the same skills that students learn in seminar style courses
offered by liberal arts colleges: reading across disciplines, developing
expertise, and delving into discussions. Students learn to challenge each
other, and more importantly, themselves. But first, students have to be able
to recognize that they are on stage and then they have to allow themselves
to write for it.
I experienced this opportunity to write for a more public stage as a member
of Katherine Rowe’s “Global Shakespeares” course. We began the course by
explicitly laying out a social media policy and our expectations for each
other as a class.13 We discussed the benefits of adding Twitter to the class-
room, but also its limitations. After a robust discussion of what Twitter is
and why we might use it, we decided to revisit the possibility of incorporat-
ing Twitter later in the semester.
Midway through the course, during two students’ presentation on audience
interaction, they asked their classmates to “paper-tweet” during a
20-second movie clip. After a quick introduction to the “rules of Twitter,”
notecards for tweets were passed out and the clip was played. Paper tweets
were written and read aloud. What ensued was a variety of tweets: some the
epitome of Shakespearean wit, others condensed, elegant meta-commen-
taries, and still others inside jokes that referenced class conversations.
Two main considerations arose from this experiment. The first concerned
the length of audience participation. For the first time, everyone in class
talked, and for the same length of time. We began to consider the economy
of a medium that allowed for a variety of voices and how such a constraint
could helpfully influence engagement. The flow of replying and attributing
became conscious, and the act of thinking aloud stimulated the collabora-
tive shaping of an idea. The second consideration emerged from the cre-
ative tenor of the tweets: why do we sometimes feel uncomfortable talking
in the classroom in ways that engage wit and humor?
In the following class, the next pair of student presenters decided to run the
paper-tweet experiment again. This time participants were asked to switch
cards with a partner so that no one read their original post. The additional
layer created authorial distance that mimicked the sometimes-removed self
of online interaction. Our post paper-tweet reflections grappled with the
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questions of authorship and persona, topics that drew on theoretical texts
we had read in class.
Following these paper tweets, we revised the class policy to allow tweeting
in class for those who were interested. We confirmed the spaces and
moments in which recorded interactions hindered rather than advanced
our conversation and created cues for tweeting so that is was still possible
to think through ideas that were unrecorded. The original concern of stu-
dents who wanted to maintain the classroom as a place of thought experi-
ment was upheld but others began to forge out into the Twitterstream with
developed twitter voices. Ultimately, we were able to recognize the costs
and benefits of Twitter as a platform in a low-stakes environment as well as
within a thoughtful scholarly community.
Looking Forward
There will never be a perfect schema for writing for the web. Interfaces
are reconfigured regularly. Platforms wax and wane. From one day to the
next, the conventions of how we interact online from reading and writing
to connecting with friends, family, and employers rapidly shifts. Fortunate-
ly, liberal arts students who graduate with an understanding of historicized
technological shifts and who are encouraged to recognize their experiences
as part of a larger and longer framework of media change, are well-posi-
tioned to push the boundaries of their own scholarship and to become
sophisticated readers and writers of the web.
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Creating the Reader-Viewer
Engaging Students with Scholarly Web Texts
Anita M. DeRouen
It is late April, 2012. I am sitting in a small seminar room in our college
library, eager to see the results of my Rhetoric of New Media class’s engage-
ments with their final project: a digital rendering of their final scholarly
essays in the course. I am pleased with their results, chalking any misgivings
I may have about their choices up to my own inadequacies as a teacher and
the challenges of designing a new technology-focused course on a campus
that often feels it would be more at home with the mimeograph and a fleet
of IBM Selectrics.
The projects are varied: one student, interested in issues related to privacy
and intimacy, renders her paper in the form of a Facebook wall. A business
student turns his essay into the static Constant Contact newsletter; another
student creates a dynamic video presentation of her data. Every project
plays with existing forms, shaving and transforming the content to take
advantage of the affordances of the new medium, but each proceeding in
the same linear fashion as the original essay.
The project that excited—and challenged—me the most belonged to Mo
Wilson. Mo, then a sophomore, used Tumblr to render his analysis of
Kreyshawn’s then-ascendance up the ladder of musical success through the
lens of Richard Lanham’s Economics of Attention.1 The page was difficult
to follow—like all Tumblr pages, it is a loose collection of curated images,
words, and sounds. While there is something akin to linearity present, the
reader who comes upon the page will have to cobble together an idea of
the central arguments of Mo’s project, the expected linkages and linguistic
turns signaling the significance of one idea or the shift to another unseen in
the gutter between the various posts that make up the rendering.2
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Mo Wilson, “Kreayshawn: The Attention Trap.”
What I found most exciting about Mo’s project was the difficulty it pre-
sented to the reader. Where does one begin? At the top? At the bottom?
How does one “read” the videos and the GIFs and to what should the reader
attach significance? As I turned over the challenges posed by the text, I real-
ized that it could be read “as is.” Perhaps the savvy reader could use a frame-
work like Lanham’s rules for creating an attention trap to muse on why a
cluster of words and moving images helps us to understand Kreayshawn’s
success. Not all readers are savvy, though, and it’s easy to imagine another
reader—a fan, perhaps—coming across the site and not quite knowing what
to make of it.
Mo’s project intrigued me because it challenged my classroom practice. By
selecting the Tumblr platform, Mo had chosen a site designed to “trap”
attention; Tumblr pages provide endless opportunities to scroll deeper and
deeper into a blogger’s patterns of curation, and accessing site-wide con-
tent through the tag search features is a surefire way to kill many an idle
hour. He also chose a site that relies upon reader association for making
ideas—if any are intended by the site author—cohere. As I reflected on the
term, I realized that as a teacher—teaching, of all things, a course focused
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on the rhetorical challenges and opportunities presented by this new set of
media tools and platforms—I had focused on writing in a way that failed
to give equal weight to the demands placed upon the reader. Planning
the webtext—like any text—requires that the author do so with an eye
toward communicating effectively, even when experimenting with new
forms. Because I hadn’t taught my students how to read the texts they were
encountering, I hadn’t made them as aware as I could have of how to read,
let alone craft, a scholarly webtext that would best share the quality of their
thinking. Here I share what we know about the challenges of reading web-
texts to better understand the shifting literacy environment we currently
occupy. By so doing, I hope to encourage faculty to pay closer attention to
the connection between effective reading and effective writing and to help
students become adept readers and creators of useful attention traps.
***
We tend to think of the reading portion of the literacy enterprise as the
“already gotten,” while writing is the “always to be gained.” For exam-
ple, Donald Leu et al note that, as written, the Common Core Standards
(CCS) for writing are more progressive and aware of the need for sustained
and explicit attention to developing student literacy in the areas of technol-
ogy.3 They go on to state that this is not the case for the standards pertain-
ing to reading, a continuation of the under-recognized deficiency in our
cultural model for literacy education. In my writing program administra-
tion (WPA) work, I have found myself constantly addressing the issue of
student reading struggles with writing teachers who come to understand
the relationship between the two components while trying to teach that
even more elusive third element—critical thinking.
Add to that complexity the new challenges posed by multimodal platforms
and approaches to writing—challenges we in the academy have largely been
able to dodge so far—and the need for more explicit attention to the read-
ing side of literacy development seems more urgent. We have been talk-
ing about hypertext and multimodal composition for quite some time; we
should pause for a moment to consider the effects of hypertext and multi-
modality on reading.
In 1990, John Slatin wrote of hypertext’s potential value and weakness:
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Perhaps the greatest value of hypertext is its ability to link enormous
quantities of material that, in a conventional text environment, would
be kept separate, perhaps even in different buildings, so that things
which someone perceives as being related do in fact become related. 4
The relationships between ideas—the connectives, transitions, qualifica-
tions, and other frameworks we use to “glue” ideas together—can easily go
missing (or be multitudinous) in a hypertext, and so, as readers, we must be
more and more aware of the various ways in which we are being led to put
them together.
As readers, we always make our own roadmaps. Some are just harder to
draw than others. We need to help students become what Frank Serafini
calls a “reader-viewer,” a term that “expands the concept of reading to
include multimodal texts, graphic design elements, and visual images”.5 We
also need to be more aware of the challenges placed upon our comprehen-
sion skills—adopting the role of reader-viewer means, as Mary McNabb
notes, “continually [facing] decisions about which hyperlink to click on next
and why” and “[being] forced to make associations among lexias and create
[your] own narratives as [you] go”.6 These statements about reading and the
web may seem obvious, but the lack of attention to the changing realities of
what Donald Leu and Elena Forzani term the New Literacy in the Common
Core Standards for reading should alert us to an imbalance in the way that
we culturally consider and teach the enterprise of literacy.7 It is not enough
to draw student attention to these new modes of communication as spaces
for creation of content; we need to attend to their development as reader-
viewers of the content as well.
An area of particular concern is the academic or scholarly webtext. I draw
attention to this genre because it is a place where I believe we can do more
work to advance the study of literacy in the multimodal environment. The
bulk of the work being done in multimodal literacy is conducted in the
K-12 setting and is conducted with texts that are fairly informative. Schol-
arly texts provide a particular set of challenges for undergraduate read-
ers. Karen Manarin details her experiences teaching and researching the
strategies that undergraduate students use in reading texts.8 She notes a
disconnect between student perceptions of themselves as readers and fac-
ulty perceptions of the students’ ability to read in the manner that they
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are expected to. Manarin asked students in two first year critical writing
and reading courses to maintain a log of the strategies they used in the
non-fiction reading they were doing for the course.9 What she found was
that students seemed to lean overwhelmingly to personal connection and
imagery as the primary comprehension strategies, even when the material
in the course was specifically selected for the difficulty of utilizing these
approaches. When faced with challenges requiring new strategies, students
tend to go with what they know even when they have been equipped with
new things to try. We need to challenge our students’ views of reading.
Reading comprehension is complicated and, like writing, should be con-
sidered in terms of both process and product. In a review essay, Paul van
den Broek and Christine Espin present an Integrated Model of Reading
Comprehension (IMREC) in an attempt to bring together what is known
about comprehension to better instruct and assess students of reading.10
The desired product of comprehension is a coherent mental representation
of the text, “that is, the text elements (events, facts, and so on) are inter-
connected through semantic relations and form an integrated whole”.11
Readers build these representations through a variety of activities including
inference and connection to background knowledge; this is what Walter
Kintsch (1998) terms the “reader’s situation model of the text” as opposed to
the textbase itself and the surface model or “visual-perceptual representa-
tion of the text.”12 Like the paper submitted for external review, the product
of reading comprehension is a more clearly definable goal. The compre-
hension process is more complicated. Van den Broek and Espin offer three
overall observations about the process of “coherence-building”: that read-
ers constantly seek equilibrium between their understanding of the com-
plete text and their “limited attentional or working memory resources”;
that readers employ automatic and strategic processes; and that readers will
use multiple strategies in a variety of combinations to understand any one
text.13
The second of these observations—that “strategic processes must be
learned,” is of most value to this discussion; as van den Broek and Espin
note in their discussion of automatic processes, the act of repeatedly engag-
ing in explicitly taught strategies results in the creation of new automatic
processes. The more practice we have reading a particular genre of text,
the more adept we become at building coherent situation models of them.
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Attention to process—and drawing our students’ attention to the processes
of developing their reading skills—should result in readers who better
understand the demands of a world where literacy is now a deictic skill and
who are well equipped to grow and shift with it.
Returning to Serafini, we get another insight into the changes demanded of
readers in this new environment. Reading is a social activity, with readers
adopting particular roles in relation to the author and the text. As texts shift
from singular to multimodal forms they increase in processing complexi-
ty, shifting readers from four traditionally understood social practices (or
“resources”) in the first column of the table below to a new set of roles con-
ceived by Serafini.14
Traditional and Multimodal Reading Roles or Resources





These reconceived roles require a great deal more from readers of webtexts,
readers for whom the entire enterprise of reading—particularly in a new
knowledge area—is already fraught with obstacles to their coherence-
building activity.
Literacy studies focused on the acquisition of content knowledge in print
and hypertext reading have repeatedly shown that the largest factor affect-
ing a reader’s understanding and coherence-building is the amount of prior
knowledge of the subject matter readers bring to bear.15 In particular,
novice readers (those with the least amount of prior knowledge in a partic-
ular content area) need more in the way of explicit, coherent scaffolding to
help offset the cognitive load of coherence-building in a new area. To put it
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another way: the more explicit the roadmap for the reader, the easier it is
for the reader to make it to the writer’s destination.
Our traditional mode of presenting scholarly work—in the case of this
essay, the peer-reviewed journal article—has provided a challenging, but
stable, means for students to engage with scholarly work as they explore
disciplinary content. The IMRAD structure, for example, governs many
texts in the sciences (Introduction, Methodology, Results, Analysis, Discus-
sion), providing an excellent scaffold for novice and more advanced readers
alike. For the novice reader, the sections signal rhetorical shifts in the writ-
ing, freeing readers to focus on the content of each section without having
to ascertain the relationship of the section to the coherence of the piece.
For the advanced reader, sections act as shortcuts to the information they
seek.16
Moving the academic text from the static space of the journal or the print
book to the dynamic web changes the game. As I shared my thinking and
work on this project with colleagues, I often got blank stares when I stated
that we needed to be more explicit in our teaching so as to prepare students
to deal with scholarly webtexts. No doubt, my colleagues were visualizing
the electronic version of a traditional print journal article, and wondering
why on earth I thought students needed special training to read those (I
do, a point I’ll return to later). When I showed them what I meant, taking
them to see something like Johndan Johnson Eilola’s “Polymorphous Per-
versity and Texts” essay on the KAIROS website, they got the picture. These
are not your advisor’s journal articles, but they are indexed in the database
right alongside them. When we as teachers and scholars embrace the pos-
sibilities inherent in what Johndan Johnson-Eilola calls the “polymorphous
perversity” of text in this new environment, what does that mean for our
students?17 It means they’ve arrived in a new space that is, in essence, the
old space with shifting architecture, the scholarly equivalent, perhaps, of
the shifting staircases in Hogwarts.
We have to teach them attentiveness not only to text as object to be looked
“through” but also as object to be looked “at.” And so we return to Mo,
my student with the webtext, and Richard Lanham’s Economics of Attention,
wherein we learn the difference between looking “at” and looking
“through” and are challenged to “be able to relate judgments of [style] to
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judgments of [substance], to put style and substance into relationships that
are as complex as human reality”.18 When reading a scholarly webtext, the
style of the thing—the visual landscape, or, to bring our conversation back
to Kintsch’s model, the surface model of the textbase—can be of as much
importance in developing the reader’s situational model of the text as the
textbase itself. Whereas we can more readily see the textbase and the sur-
face model of the text as nearly indistinguishable in the traditional model
of scholarly publishing, the webtext presents a less-stable and less readily
discerned textbase.
Take Johnson-Eilola’s “Polymorphous Perversity and Texts” for example.
While the opening image is followed by several paragraphs of linearly-pre-
sented introductory text, the textbase is really found in the (reader’s) sum
of its parts—the path that the reader takes through the thirty lexias linked
through the boxes in the graphic at the top of the page. Clicking the hyper-
links in the introductory text will take the reader to certain of the thirty
lexias—or not, with several of the links actually pulling the reader off-site,
away from Johnson-Eilola’s text entirely, perhaps never to return. This is,
perhaps, an intentional pushing of the reader into the sort of perversity that
Johnson-Eilola explores in the webtext, but for the novice reader guided
to this text via their university library’s electronic search (indexed in ERIC
under subject headings like “Computer Uses in Education,” “Written Lan-
guage,” and “Writing (Composition)”) the potential value of the text to their
research and education may be utterly lost in the very perversity the author
seeks to explore.
I don’t mean to criticize Johnson-Eilola—or any of KAIROS’s contributors
or, for that matter, any scholar seeking to explore all that the web has
to offer for communicative expression. What I hope, instead, is that I’ve
enkindled in you, dear reader, a bit of a sense of the urgency and magnitude
of the literacy problem our students are facing and will continue to face as
our tools for communication allow for the building of more sophisticated
and multi-faceted representations of our scholarly understandings of the
world. Even if I never teach a student to craft their own multimodal web-
text, I feel obligated to equip them with a more explicit understanding of
themselves as always-developing readers and a more thorough grounding
in strategies for reading across modalities of textual presentation.
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The good news is that we already have the tools to do this. Jacqueline
Urakami and Josef F. Krems, for example, found that providing novice
readers with advanced organizers for texts where causal relationships may
be missing (texts like Mo’s Kreayshawn Tumblr, for example) created
enough scaffolding to help them build more coherent representations of
hypertexts.19 Webtext authors frequently build such scaffolding into their
texts, as Mo did, but readers may not always know to be on the lookout for
them.20
Another possible tool is the reading log, which Manarin found useful for
monitoring the strategies her students were using as they worked through
the increasingly complex reading assignments in her first year course; it’s
easy to imagine the reading log maintained through any number of elec-
tronic spaces where students would be able to include their marked-up
screenshots of particularly challenging lexias.21
Perhaps some of the strongest tools in the toolbox, though, are ones not
necessarily meant for undergraduate eyes. Allison Warner’s webtext, “Con-
structing a Tool for Assessing Scholarly Webtexts,” presents a set of assess-
ment criteria for web scholarship. The criteria incorporate expectations
for print scholarship with regard to issues connected to coherence (like
“content,” “arrangement,” and “documentation”) while extending those cri-
teria to document design concerns (like “form/content relationship,” “link
strategy,” and “multimedia incorporation”).22 Cheryl Ball explores the ped-
agogical challenges of teaching and assessing the scholarly webtext and
offers, if not a reusable scaffold for such assessment, a compelling discus-
sion of what’s at stake when we bring student writers into contact with
these modes of production.23 By sharing criteria of this type, we can draw
student attention to the correspondences and differences between various
modes of presenting scholarly work, thereby helping them to see both print
and multimodal offerings as part of the larger enterprise of scholarly texts.
I’ve only scratched the surface of what we can do as instructors to encour-
age our students to develop their reading skills to better engage all types of
scholarly materials they may encounter. We do not know what tomorrow
will bring or what tomorrow’s writers will create. What we can do to equip
our students to meet the challenge, though, is to “talk about reading as a
series of choices students can control.”24
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Pulling Back the Curtain
Writing History Through Video Games
Shawn Graham
Let us dispense with the idea that there are such things as “digital natives”.1
The phrase has outlived whatever usefulness it may have had due to magic.
Arthur C. Clarke said, “any sufficiently advanced technology is indistin-
guishable from magic”.2 Unless you can build and program an iPad from
scratch, it is magic. Unless you can build the algorithms that populate your
browser with content, the web and associated technologies are again: mag-
ic. The Wizard of Oz, on the other hand, said, “Pay no attention to that man
behind the curtain!” Maybe it’s like the magic that the Wizard of Oz prac-
tices. Let’s pull back the curtain. In this essay, I recount a pedagogical expe-
rience with 60 undergraduate history majors at Carleton University where
students learned to write for the web and learned how the web is written,
including how algorithms (sets of rules) create the content and the experi-
ences that we have online.
I am not talking about writing essays. I am talking about making video
games. Or more accurately, about learning to write history-through-algo-
rithms.
The students’ tasks explicitly included writing one’s own algorithms to gen-
erate particular kinds of emergent engagement with historical materials.
Think about a small child who is playing with a Lego playset, and the sto-
ries the child tells as she plays: that’s emergent engagement.3
This kind of writing is alien to how we normally teach our students to write
for it explicitly demands that the “writer” think about how the “reader” will
make the story in the process of “reading.” In 2005, William Urrichio point-
ed out the ways that video games represented history. He was not over-
ly concerned with the graphical representation of the past (period-correct
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clothing and architecture) but rather with the ways that the rule-sets of the
games allowed for different understandings of history itself to be repre-
sented. He suggested that historians should engage with video games, and
the point of intersection was historiography. The rule-sets of games direct-
ly correspond with the historiographic traditions, the rule-sets of historical
practice, within which historians write.4
In 2007, Ian Bogost coined the phrase, “procedural rhetoric” to express
much the same thought.5 The idea that the processes of computation
embodies a kind of rhetoric and representation of how the world works is
also a kind of cosmology. One can learn a lot about how game designers
view the world by closely reading their code.6 In the spring of 2013 I set out
to explore these ideas with a seminar called HIST 3812 Video Games and
Simulations for Historians.7
Let us agree that the rules of games represent something of how the game-
makers/players view the world’s workings. I put it to the students that what
we were engaged upon, in learning to write history-through-algorithms,
was akin to a kind of oracle or riddle building, a way of describing the
world that the player – the reader – needs to explore. In this way, the read-
er may construct or build their own understandings not by reading and
intellectually understanding arguments, but through experience.8 Because
we are engaged with the human past, it is also a kind of necromancy in
that we might summon the spirits of the past forward, recreated and re-
substantiated in digital form. These spirits of the past represent our own
best ideas about the past, not the past directly, which of course we can
never know. We project onto historical actors our best understandings. So
too with these digitally-substantiated simulacra: the meanings of the past
emerge from our playing with these digital spectres. We are more familiar
with these when we encounter them pinned to the pages of a book or essay;
but in silico they write themselves through interaction with each other and
with the player.9
There was a bit of attrition during these first few weeks of the class.
There are a couple of reasons for this. Angela Cox identifies one of these
when she writes about her own experiences treating games as texts to be
analyzed in a composition class. On Cox’s reading of her experience, one
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point of resistance is our colonization of what students perceive as a non-
academic space: academics don’t play games. It may be a surprise that this
first issue should emerge in a classroom where “video games” was in the
title, but:
Postcolonialism may in fact provide the best explanation for some of
the most frustrating student behavior I have witnessed in these classes,
because if we see students as the marginalized group and the estab-
lished academics as the center then student resistance to classroom
activity and homework becomes a colonial struggle at the margins […].
[…] videogames are outside the center’s power and must be defend-
ed from further colonization. That is, [students] are resisting cultural
appropriation.10
Bill Caraher has reflected on similar themes of student resistance to what
and how we teach. He situates one location of resistance in student per-
ceptions of the “trivial,” that the learning is not “serious” enough.11 This
accords well with my own experience in another class (where we wrote
for Wikipedia), where resistance emerged amongst my most historically-
minded of students: what we were doing neither looked nor felt like what
History was supposed to be about.12 Kapell and Elliot identify a similar
theme in the academic study (by historians) of video games and other sim-
ulations of the past, within intersections of historiography with ludology
and narratology. If the process of history is composed of both selection (of
facts) and assembly (of a convincing and sound narrative), then the kind of
assembly that a video game allows is both good history and good pedagogy
because the player actively constructs (reads) “history as a process” rather
than grand narrative. The objection then, such as it is, is that video games
allow the “non-professional to do her or his own ‘assembly’ of the past.”13
Historians and students object, and resist, alike.
Assignment
The students had one major project to complete over the duration of this
course: to design what the ideal game would look/feel/behave like.14 The
assignment prompt was:
In small groups (assigned by the instructor), you will produce a 40-50
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page game design document for an ideal history game (or meta game; a
game about games) that distills what you have learned about telling his-
tory through interactive media. This document will also demonstrate in
passing what you have learned as a result of this course. You will need
to reference the appropriate games, history learning, games and histo-
ry, design, psychology, cognitive science or other literatures to explain
and show how your game/simulation would achieve its desired ends.
For the purposes of this course you do not need to produce the actu-
al game. Although, you may wish to create a playable mock-up or ‘beta’
of what the game might look like. It should demonstrate key concepts
or gameplay mechanics, and be about 10 minutes worth of play. If you
create a mockup along those lines, your written document can be cor-
respondingly shorter.
Such a big project holds much potential for running off the rails. Numerous
checkpoints were established throughout the term to keep the project on
track (our term ran for twelve weeks).15 The idea was that the students
could then re-use these checkpoint materials in their final project design
document. The first checkpoint was “the pitch”, where they would be con-
strained to a single short paragraph to describe the game and their intended
historical outcome. The next checkpoint asked them, in a single page, to
identify the “problem space” and the principle game mechanic for address-
ing this space.16 The problem spaces of a game are the challenges that the
player must overcome; hence, to think of “history” as replete with problem
spaces forces the student to think of how actors in the past were “confined
by resources and rules of interactions with others.” 17 This is a crucial bene-
fit of writing history with video games: it forces understanding that the past
was contingent, and not pre-ordained. Moreover, video games foreground
the act of (re-)creation of the past in the present, focusing on the contingent
rather than the grand master narrative.18
These two checkpoints were due during the third and fifth weeks of the
term. It was not until the seventh week (over halfway) that students pro-
duced a document that finally addressed the game structures and the rela-
tionship to the “skin” of the game (that is, the difference between what the
game is ostensibly “about” and what it actually “does”). The final checkpoint
(week nine) described in detail the player’s experience at each stage of the
game, what they experience, feel, learn and do. Two weeks later each group
had to present their work in progress in lightening timed presentations;
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each group had ten minutes and thirty slides (set to auto-timer) to cut to the
heart of their process. Writing algorithmically is about writing spare, being
lean, and using the most effective amount of code to get the job done. While
these students did not write code per se, they wrote academic code in a way
that mimicked computer code, in contrast to that normal tendency to fluff,
to expand, to meet page requirements.
Again, in keeping with the desire to promote lean and effective coding, the
students also had to blog weekly, reacting to not just the readings and the
class discussion, but also to what was happening in their groups.19 “Accu-
racy” is a recurring theme. In the earliest posts, “accuracy” is conceived in
terms of visual fidelity to the props of history such as proper uniforms, cor-
rectly rendered architecture, period-appropriate speech (that is, with the
“skin” of the game rather than its underlying rhetorics). Roughly halfway
through the course there is a pivot. I had the students play “Depression
Quest,” an interactive fiction (text adventure). The website provides this
description:
Depression Quest is an interactive fiction game where you play as
someone living with depression. You are given a series of everyday
life events and have to attempt to manage your illness, relationships,
job, and possible treatment. This game aims to show other sufferers of
depression that they are not alone in their feelings, and to illustrate to
people who may not understand the illness the depths of what it can do
to people. 20
Working through how interactive fiction can produce emotional impact
wrought a change in the idea of “accuracy” held by the class. By removing
the graphics, by confronting them with a story generated by their own
choices that focused on the experience of an illness, the earlier lessons of
the course began to click with the students. Subsequent discussions in class
were richer and nuanced (and the video game fan-boy element receded
somewhat). As one student put it during a class discussion, “the strength of
video games like this is that they create empathy; they’re more like what
we’re used to reading when we read history, but because our interests and
choices make a difference, we care more about what’s happening to the
characters.”
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Outcomes
At the end of the course, there were six group projects submitted. Did stu-
dents learn to be magicians? Did they see how algorithmic writing could
produce knowledge, understanding, and empathy for actors in the past?
Did they make the connection between what they were doing and the
way information on the web is presented to them? For the most part, yes.
One project ultimately missed the point entirely, but another project, “The
Medic’s War”, exceeded all my expectations. Its creators wrote,
Our [world war I] game looks to broaden the emotional range of video
games and the players. We strive to illuminate the tragedy of war by
creating an empathy with a group that has not been explored yet – the
field medic. Many games that show history are focused colonizing, on
conquering, about playing at war […] Our game doesn’t rely on domi-
nation but rather attempting to show the true nature of war; no matter
which side you’re playing on, there will be casualties, soldiers who are
following orders, that need aid.21
A screenshot from the game prototype, “The Medic’s War.” It combined role-playing game ele-
ments (as in the left panel) with code words that unlocked interactive fiction texts (as in the
right panel) to create empathy and an algorithmic experience of the pity of war.
I had worried about these particular students. In one regard, they had
bought in to what we were doing in this course too much. Every checkpoint
document was vast and complicated. In their zeal to create the perfect
game they had adopted a kind of kitchen-sink approach. The moment with
Depression Quest was powerful for this particular group because it was also
alienating. Angela Cox, in her class teaching games as texts, notes (when
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introducing older games and their conventions), “The notion that they had
to type commands into the older games was utterly foreign to them; they
struggled with it in much the same way that students struggle to read Mid-
dle English when we assign them Chaucer.”22 The zenith of interactive
fiction occurred before these students were born; interacting with Depres-
sion Quest confronted the students with something that bewildered in its
restraint. To drive home the idea of restraint, I had this particular group
resubmit each of their checkpoint documents in the style of a tweet (140
characters only). In their resubmissions, they recognized that engaging
with algorithmically generated (and read) texts could be used to create in
the player the sense of confusion and despair that they identified in the
diaries and letters of First World War soldiers and civilians. Thus, by writ-
ing not at the level of narrative but in the construction of possible out-
comes, these students designed an emergent narrative to evoke the pity of
war.
Conclusion
Our last few sessions included a discussion about how the lessons that this
course taught translated into other digital media, including Google Schol-
ar, Wikipedia, and even the robots who are starting to write the sporting
news.23 Brittney, a self-described non-gamer, wrote on the course blog:
If games [read, ‘digital media’] allow the player to immerse themselves
into the game in a natural manner, the choices and actions in the game
become a sort of digital extension of the player’s mind. This way, it
is not just the never ending question of the accuracy of the facts and
what is included or excluded […] the player is left to their own devices
and the more engaged they become, the more they take away from
the game. THIS is what I consider good history. A person can engage
with the storyline, the events of the past reconstructed in the game, and
when they are able to immerse themselves into the game, they absorb
the facts and repercussions of the past without having to be conscious-
ly aware of all of the minute details. Thus engaging them on a personal
level with the past. Learning to play WHILE they are playing to learn.24
This is the value of encouraging students to use technology to learn how
knowledge is produced, how history is constructed, and how values are
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passed on. In this digital era, we serve our students best by teaching them
to pull back the curtain and look at what happens behind it.
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Identity Exploration in a Multi-Class Blog
Rochelle Rodrigo and Jennifer Kidd
In the United States, the K-12 student population is increasingly children of
color while teachers remain largely Caucasian. In 2010, only 52% of Ameri-
can students were white,1 while 84% of teachers were white.2 Research sug-
gests white, middle class teachers are often poorly prepared to effectively
teach students from minority and lower income backgrounds,3 meanwhile,
a significant achievement gap persists between students from these back-
grounds and their white, Asian, and middle-class peers.4
To become effective and culturally responsive, preservice teachers need to
explore power, privilege, and prejudice, and to contemplate institutional
and societal structures impeding the success of affected populations. How-
ever, teacher educators frequently report student resistance to discussing
race.5 Students deny race as a salient factor in their lives and see racism as
a problem of the past.6 They claim not to notice race7 and to adopt what is
known as a colorblind perspective.8 Colorblindness suggests that because
race should not matter, it does not matter. From a colorblind perspective,
acknowledging a person’s race is offensive and suggestive of underlying
prejudice.9 Accordingly, race is treated as an invisible characteristic that
polite people neither see nor discuss. Such beliefs make frank discussions
of power, privilege and prejudice challenging for educators and students.
The Assignment
We designed a pilot project for pre-service teachers to write and share iden-
tity narratives in a multi-course blog in Spring 2013 with five sections of
an educational foundations course at Old Dominion University. Shelley, the
writing instructor/digital humanities scholar, and Jennifer, along with two
other participating instructors, designed The Identity Exploration Assign-
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ment. This scaffolded web writing project asked students to engage with
texts about identity development, reflect on their memberships in various
social and demographic groups, produce “This I Believe” style essays
exploring their most self-defining group membership, and submit their
writing to a course blog.10 Participants tagged their posts to help classmates
identify and respond to peers both similar to and different from themselves
and then concluded with a piece of reflective writing.
We hypothesized that students who reflected on their childhood identity
development while reading narratives from diverse peers would discover
how group memberships shape K-12 students’ identities. We hoped wit-
nessing diverse experiences via writing would increase participant recep-
tivity to discussions of race and ethnicity in students’ educational experi-
ences and provide opportunities to improve writing skills. When students
discuss racial/ethnic issues in interracial groups there is often a positive
effect on student attitudes and learning.11 Web 2.0 applications, such as
blogs, enable such interactions.
The Identity Exploration course site.
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Identity development was a natural fit for this assignment for several rea-
sons. First, attitudes associated with colorblindness are typical of white
students in the first stage of racial identity development, what Helms12
calls the contact developmental status.13 We hoped studying identity would
help students be cognizant of their own development and understand that
developmental growth can be accompanied by feelings of anger, guilt, and
discomfort. Second, as future teachers, these students will profoundly
impact the identities of young people. Reading stories of young people’s
identity development — especially ones recounting the influences of teach-
ers and peers — illuminates the powerful role and responsibility teachers
have in shaping students’ identities. Finally, engaging in reflective writing
and thinking, exploring personal histories, acknowledging membership in
different groups, and learning about the lives and experiences of other
groups are specific activities suggested for education students to become
culturally responsive teachers.14
We wanted participants to do most of their intellectual work, as well as
demonstrate their learning, through writing for three reasons. First,
writing-to-learn is a well-documented pedagogical strategy that provides
students with writing assignments that allow them to think through what
they are learning.15 Students needed to slow down and critically think
about the importance of group memberships and connect them to their
own identity. Second, students would improve their writing while writing
to learn.16 Part of learning any discipline is understanding its theoretical
and philosophical underpinnings which are present in the type, style, and
genres of writing privileged in that discipline. Writing to learn would help
the students process their own learning; learning to write would help them
mature as future educators.
We layered the project so that students could write their way through their
learning and continue to build upon their thinking in a scaffolded man-
ner. Faculty who teach writing typically argue for scaffolding larger assign-
ments,17 especially research projects,18 as a way to help students break up
the tough intellectual labor of finding, analyzing, and synthesizing infor-
mation from the similarly difficult work of arranging and presenting their
thinking through writing.19 Through the scaffolded process, students used
write-to-learn activities to process what they were learning about diversity
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and their own identity development and then worked to present what they
learned in a more polished manner.
We used a blog for two reasons: functionality and audience. Many scholars
suggest benefits of various Web 2.0 applications20 including the ability to
share work more widely, and with a more diverse audience.21 Of the stu-
dents who participated, approximately 80% were female; 75% were white,
15% were Black, and 10% were other racial/ethnic backgrounds. These
demographics are not so dissimilar to the current teaching population.
With the tagging capabilities of the blog, however, students were able to
select posts based on group memberships and purposefully seek out expe-
riences both similar to and different from their own. All students were able
to share their stories and then read others from students in different sec-
tions (and, eventually, prior semesters). User accounts in WordPress, out-
side of any institutionally affiliated software, gave students the option of
using pseudonyms to discuss sensitive issues freely.
Results
This Identity Exploration assignment was implemented in five course sec-
tions with a total of 153 students. Many students who completed the
assignment appeared to meet both the primary objective of improving
understanding of diversity as well as the secondary objective of improving
writing skills. Prior to an instructional unit on diversity, students complet-
ed three diversity related surveys: the Professional Beliefs Scale,22 measur-
ing students’ beliefs related to teaching; the Color-Blind Racial Attitudes
Scale,23 assessing students’ racial attitudes; and fifteen items from the Mul-
ticultural Sensitivity Scale,24 assessing interracial personal and teaching
interactions. At the end of the course, students completed the same scales
and responded to a researcher-designed survey evaluating students’ atti-
tudes toward the project. Ninety-one students participated in the study.
Identity Development and Diversity
The three diversity-related instruments revealed a surprising combination
of results. A significant difference in Professional Beliefs indicated partic-
ipants had attitudes more accepting of diversity and more knowledgeable
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of institutional inequities at the end of the course. In contrast, there was no
significant change in Colorblind Racial Attitudes suggesting beliefs about
the salience of race did not alter much over the semester. Most interesting-
ly, a significant difference in Multicultural Sensitivity scores suggested par-
ticipants were more insensitive to multicultural interactions at the end of
the semester. Specifically, students reported greater discomfort interacting
with people from racial/ethnic groups other than their own at the posttest.
Although the students’ experiences during the diversity unit seemed to
make them uncomfortable, students evaluated the Identity Exploration
Assignment very highly. The great majority of students found it a beneficial
learning activity (84%) and enjoyed participating (84%). Participants report-
ed learning about themselves (83%) and the effects of group memberships
on identity (91%), often in ways they hadn’t previously considered (86%).
And, almost all the students found benefit in reading (90%) and reflecting
on (91%) other students’ stories, emphasizing the importance of the inter-
action facilitated by the blog.
Approximately twenty percent of students wrote about race or ethnicity;
two thirds of these students were black, Asian or Hispanic. Interestingly,
several black students did not mark their post with a race-specific tag (e.g.
black), even if they named their race in their title (e.g.“You’re not like most
black girls…”), instead opting for broader themed tags such as “Stereotypes”
or “Expectations”. This may indicate resistance to labeling, but it is likely
the students did not realize the importance of the tags in helping readers
find stories written by people from different demographic groups. Many
students may not have posted in a blog previously nor used tags to label
their writing. This is a technical detail the instructors need to address more
thoughtfully in future iterations.
A few students appeared defensive about associating themselves with per-
ceived privilege:
Poor me, poor little white boy, that grew up in a white community,
that was an only child, that had parents that loved him and supported
him while encouraging him to be everything he wanted to be. So what
defines someone like me you might ask?
This highlights the instructors’ need to be sensitive to and supportive of
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members in dominant groups, to help them understand that privilege does
not discredit their accomplishments nor make them a “bad person” and
to broaden the definition of diversity so all students can celebrate their
uniqueness.
The students who wrote about their race and ethnicity produced powerful
narratives with lessons their peers could (and in some cases, did) learn
from. Several African American females in the course challenged the notion
of “acting white”:
They said to me that I am ‘acting white’. I guess that acting white meant
that I talked like them, I was smart like them, and I was listening to the
same music, and dressing like them. But I didn’t see it as me being more
like them-but me just being me. I thought to myself, why is it that I have
to be acting like them and not them acting like me?
About half of the responses to stories of “acting white” were made by
black women sympathizing with similar accounts. Occasionally, comments
from students outside the demographic group documented new personal
insights:
Your story was really inspiring to me. As a white male its often hard to
think in terms of how other races might be dealing with having friends
of different races and/or back grounds.
Another student wrote:
It’s so mind blowing to me that just because you are a certain race or
ethnicity you are expected to ‘act’ a certain way or associate yourself
with those specific people.
One student described how even her teachers adopted the stereotype that
good students are white:
In high school, my teachers always expected me to do very well. I have
had 3 teachers that I can remember tell me that I wasn’t black, ‘because
I show up for class,’ or ‘because I make good grades and behave well.’
They really must have thought I was white. They were bashing my race
right in front of me like it wasn’t a big deal. I was born an African Amer-
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ican, and no matter what I do, how I pronounce my words, nor how I
act can change that.
This powerful and expressive post unfortunately received only one
response. None of the posts about acting white received more than five
comments, further evidence of the need for the instructors to do more
to centralize stories of individuals from traditionally marginalized demo-
graphic groups.
Students frequently offered statements of support to their peers and the
theme of overcoming hardships, especially when participants wrote about
low expectations or criticism. For example, this comment was posted to the
story of a Hispanic student whose aspirations to be a police officer were
scoffed at by family and friends:
What a great story. I am impressed by your motivation and the fact that
you stuck to what you wanted in life. Sometimes children just except
the answers their parents give them. When your parents told you that
it was just a dream and assumed it would not come true you still went
for what you wanted. This is a very inspirational story. I love the sto-
ries that show what individuals can do if they keep their focus set in the
right direction.
Instead of critiquing expectations—their origin or influence, students
focused on their peers’ ability to resist prejudice and defy stereotypes. This
fits well with colorblind ideology, suggesting people should be able to suc-
ceed regardless of circumstance, and a commitment to individual account-
ability rather than collective responsibility for equitable opportunities.
The most popular category of group memberships was extracurricular
activities. Many students reported developing a strong sense of identity
from participating on a team (e.g. sports, cheerleading, and band). The post
that received the most comments (19), focused on the pervasive stereotypes
of cheerleaders as unintelligent and promiscuous and provided a com-
pelling account of hurtful comments and unfounded prejudices conveyed
not only by the author’s peers, but also her teachers.
I got called all the names you could think of. I was told by my peers
I wouldn’t get good grades, I’d be called a slut, the whole nine yards.
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Teachers would pick on me and make fun of me because I was the
stereotypical ‘dumb blonde cheerleader.’ Funny thing was though, I was
a brunette and had all A’s and B’s throughout high school.
Students appreciated one another’s narratives and most reached similar
conclusions in their reflections. They acknowledged that everyone faced
hardships; everyone “has a story”. They preferred to frame experiences of
discrimination as opportunities for personal growth rather than indict-
ments of an unjust society. They focused on similarities and strengths,
rather than on differences, injustice, or ignorance. There were critical
reflections, however and calls to action:
I really liked reading your story, because it gave me a whole new per-
spective. Unfortunately, I was always one of those to stereotype cheer-
leaders into the same categories you described. . . I never really thought
about what you guys go through. It shocked me that so many people
would be so cruel directly to you, or even behind your back.
As a teacher it is beyond important to understand the stereotypes for all
the different students in class. Certain stereotypes can discourage students
from not wanting to do their best in class, not wanting to really be them-
selves. As a teacher, if you don’t try and understand why students are acting
out or not doing their best, we can only make it worse on them.
Writing
The primary goal of the Identity Exploration Assignment was to increase
student understanding of diversity-related issues within the American edu-
cation system, and in particular how students’ identities are shaped by their
group memberships and interactions with others. However, in using writ-
ing as a primary tool to help facilitate this learning, a secondary goal was to
help students improve their writing. Many (78%) of the students somewhat
or strongly agreed that the assignment “was a good opportunity to prac-
tice my writing skills.” About one-third (35%) of the students made gener-
al comments about the benefit of reading and learning from one another’s
texts; they may have become more aware of themselves as potential audi-
ence members. Six made comments that demonstrated their awareness of
the others reading their work; some of these comments included:
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When people commented on my story they gave praise and I knew that
they were engaged into what I was saying. . .
I was a little disappointed because I really put myself out there and only
received feedback from one person. . .
At first I was apprehensive about others being able to read my story. . .
I did not feel comfortable sharing my story at all, and did not feel com-
fortable reading others as well.
Conversely, one student who claimed “It should be simply turned in on
Blackboard” missed the assignment objective of learning from reading oth-
er students’ work as well as learning from comments left by other students.
Four more students emphasized that the assignment was “hard work” and
took a lot of time. Three more participants mentioned the scaffolding, one
praised the assignment being broken up into smaller pieces and two other
students suggested that the assignment should have been smaller/shorter
and had fewer sections.
We did not explicitly assess the writing of students during this implemen-
tation of the assignment; however, we plan to do so in the future. The gen-
eral positive feedback on the assignment, especially the benefit of reading
their peers’ work, suggests students both learned, and were metacognitively
aware they learned, through writing, reading, and comparing. To build on
what we’ve started, we are revising the assignment so that students under-
stand and practice the scaffolding process to both improve their thinking
and learning as well as their writing (for example, we have explicitly built in
a peer- and self-review process).
Conclusions
The multi-course blog allowed students to explore the influence of group
memberships on identity development with a more diverse cohort of peers
than possible within their individual cohorts. Findings suggest students
better understood the effects of group membership on interpersonal inter-
actions and educational experiences as a result. Students’ awareness of edu-
cational inequities increased. The most interesting finding was the increase
in students’ Multicultural Sensitivity Scale scores showing that students
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perceived greater discomfort interacting with others outside their racial/
ethnic group at the posttest. It is, however, unclear exactly what caused
these results. The class discussions on diversity-related topics, the Identity
Exploration blog assignment, and 30-hour classroom observation place-
ments may all have been contributing factors. Caution must be also used
interpreting this finding as it is not clear whether students actually became
less comfortable interacting interracially, if they became more aware of
their discomfort, or if they are more willing to admit discomfort.
From a colorblind perspective, acknowledgement of race/ethnicity sug-
gests underlying prejudice.25 That participants in this study were more
willing at posttest to admit they notice race/ethnicity and concede that
interracial interactions are less comfortable for them to negotiate can be
seen as a positive development. This discomfort may be indicative of the
second stage of racial identity development, disintegration26 where indi-
viduals become conflicted over unresolvable racial moral dilemmas, like
believing one is nonracist yet not wanting to work with students of a dif-
ferent racial group. By sharing stories of identity, students may have pro-
gressed in their own identity development.
Although we believe that this version of the assignment was successful in
making students more “uncomfortable” and therefore more aware of issues
of diversity, we also believe we can more explicitly take advantage of the
affordances of the blogging technology to help students emerge from their
“filter bubble.”27 More thought needs to go into the tagging protocol to cen-
tralize narratives from authors of traditionally marginalized groups with-
out making these individuals feel defined by their demographics and simul-
taneously allowing members of dominant groups to find and celebrate their
own diversities. Students need more guidance identifying and critiquing
power and prejudice in interactions in schools and discussing methods for
teachers to dismantle dominant power structures in their schools and class-
rooms.
It is important to acknowledge that these changes are occurring in the first
course in a teacher preparation program and that more instruction and
intercultural interactions are needed before students graduate if these pre-
service teachers are to feel comfortable and competent interacting with stu-
dents from diverse backgrounds in their future classrooms. While discom-
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fort is a hopeful first step in the right direction, it necessitates subsequent
steps. If the initial step is left unsupported, it could result in pre-service stu-
dents stepping away from opportunities to work with diverse populations.
The use of writing-to-learn activities supported by Web 2.0 technologies,
like blogs, can be essential tools to facilitate greater intercultural interac-
tion that enables this process.
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Writing as Curation
Using a 'Building' and 'Breaking' Pedagogy to Teach Culture in the Digital Age
Pete Coco and M. Gabriela Torres
As Wheaton College explores blended learning in the liberal arts, we have
found that the technologies our students use for learning are fruitful objects
of critical engagement in their own right. Re-orienting student writing
onto the web potentially leverages liberal arts learning by engaging a crit-
ical process we call “building and breaking.” This process asks students
to think of their writing as a peculiarly digital form of curation in which
they use digital platforms to “build” (curate new collections of alike digital
objects), and “break” (critically engage with the curatorial decisions behind
existing collections of alike digital objects).
This essay applies the frame of “building” and “breaking” to other class-
rooms where students engage critically with digital objects and collections.
Drawing on case studies of students writing blogs at Wheaton College, this
chapter uses excerpts of student writing from two blogging assignments
in a course in anthropology to explore curation as a mode of online writ-
ing that simultaneously “builds” and “breaks.” We suggest that as students
learn to build web content they do so by engaging in two related process-
es: gathering a collection of relevant digital content and composing a writ-
ten framework that reflects on the selected content’s relevance. We propose
that writing as curation, guided by assignments that direct student reflec-
tion, has the potential to encourage students to “break” the cognitive frame-
work—both disciplinary and technological—when such writing takes place.
Blog Writing as Curation
Blogs can “build” or curate knowledge about culture through reflection on
key issues in the social sciences: the politics and ethics of representation,
power imbalance and the circulation of knowledge, and social responsi-
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bility. In one online writing assignment, students were asked to draw on
existing anthropological research and blog in response to the following
question: “What can you do with anthropology?” Madison Spigel highlights
research by anthropologist Morgan Ames on the negative effects that short-
term visitors have on non-governmental organization technology projects
and makes her own conclusion: the assessment of development projects
requires ethnographic research because of the power imbalances inherent
in development itself.1 This kind of “building” assignment asks students to
curate existing digital content in order to define and gather a new collec-
tion of digital items that has a signature logic and coherence.
The blogging assignment becomes a “breaking” activity that prompts crit-
ical reflection about the application of disciplinary knowledge when stu-
dents begin to make conscious choices about what to include, why to
include it in their collection, and how to organize and provide access to it.
Writing on the politics and ethics of representation, student Lual Charles
tackles his own reservations about engaging with the study of culture by
drawing on the work of black anthropologist James Alves. Charles’ reflec-
tion challenges or “breaks” the discipline’s key methodology suggesting for
himself a satisfactory way to engage with the study of culture.2
Assignment design, like blog writing, that pushes the real world application
of knowledge borrows its ethic from current conversations in the digital
humanities around “making” and its learning benefits, succinctly described
by English professor Stephen Ramsay’s “On Building” post.3
‘Building’ and ‘Breaking’ in Liberal Arts Teaching
Curating collections of similar digital objects can be assigned across the
curriculum. For example, consider the following sample “building” assign-
ments at Wheaton College:
• In a course on American folk music, students choose from a list
of songs that each have a rich and varied recording tradition.
Students create playlists in Spotify that show this change for one
song and embed these playlists into blog posts that explain their
choices and process.
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• In a literary theory course, students use the MLA International
Bibliography to find citations that together demonstrate how the
critical response to a canonical novel has changed over time.
Using TimelineJS, they create a timeline that includes
particularly illustrative examples of that change. On the course
message boards, students write about the citations they were
closest to selecting but ultimately decided against.
• In a course on the history of Boston, students use Google Forms
to nominate and choose a neighborhood of the city to visually
annotate in Google Earth. They then use the Boston Public
Library’s collection of archival photographs to find images that
they can plot to Google Earth.
Defining and collecting digital items through “building” activities like these
encourage liberal arts students to understand the logic and coherence of
information. On the other hand, assignments that use “breaking” make stu-
dents critical users of existing digital objects and collections. For example,
consider the following sample “breaking” assignments:
• Students examine a Wikipedia page with a high number of edits
and consider the changes that were made to the page over
time—and why.
• Students look at Google Poetics and use it to consider questions
about authorship (who is the author of a “Google poem”?) and
the definition of literature (Is a Google Poem literature?) while
also exploring Google’s design choices in its autocomplete
search function.
• Students use a large image collection using a tagging folksonomy
(Flickr) and compare its treatment of a particularly thorny or
contested terminology to its treatment in a collection that uses
controlled vocabulary (a library catalog).
Through critical and inferential engagement with the object(s), these
assignments tease out the decisions made by designers. Students develop a
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critique of the designer’s purpose and execution of that purpose. The focus
of that critique can hinge on the discipline being taught, the tool itself,
and/or student initiative. This method of assignment design stems from the
scholarly conversation around critical information literacy, of which inter-
ested readers can find an elegant and comprehensive treatment in Critical
Library Instruction as well as the work of James Elmborg.4
In both sorts of assignments (and particularly in their combination), writing
output, as process-oriented reflection but also a product itself, is great for
driving home the information fluency and content outcomes in a conver-
gent way. By building knowledge in digital tools that visualize, organize,
contextualize or otherwise curate our course content, our students engage
with potential audiences in new ways. When we critically analyze, test,
and attempt to “break” digital writing platforms and disciplinary principles
that curate course-related content and then reflect on that act together and
as individual writers, we become more critical users of digital technolo-
gy. In fact, there are specific learning outcomes associated with each type of
assignment:
Learning Outcomes for Assignments that Build
Make and reflect on choices to:
• Find digital content
• Group digital content
• Present digital content
• Put together digital content with traditional print sources or
data collected offline
Learning Outcomes for Assignments that Break
Identify and critique choices implicit in an existing digital object:
• Where the objects came from
• How the content is grouped
• How the design is presented
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Beyond Blogging: Designing Assignments that ‘Build’
Beyond blogging, digital objects can be collected on pretty much any web-
site you and your students could build via three basic features of html: (1)
hyperlinks, allow designers to connect pages within sites and to webpages
outside of them, (2) embed codes, which allow you to borrow or “embed”
content from other sites (like YouTube) directly onto your own pages, and
(3) hosted image files, which are stored on your own sites and displayed
there.
Other platforms make certain kinds of visualization and arrangements of
collection objects easier to construct or can serve specialized needs. Prezi
and other tools like Popplet allow you and your students to visually arrange
collection items in a way that demonstrates their interconnections at mul-
tiple scales. Google Earth plots collection items to geographic location and
TimelineJS plots them chronologically.5
Certain logistics are worth planning for in an assignment that builds. Crit-
ical questions to ask yourself upfront:
• Will students curate collaboratively or individually? What would
be the trade-offs in each case?
• Will students need training to use the tools they need to
complete the assignment? If so, will that be provided by you or
by a guest presenter?
• Will students somehow use the final product of the assignment
in-class, accompanying a presentation?
• What platforms will the class use to gather and display the final
product(s)?
• Will the final products have a life beyond the classroom or the
present semester? How will you plan for that?
• How much content will students be curating? How will students
be prompted to reflect on curation? Will their reflections be
apart of the content presentation or be pushed to another
platform (a blog, a paper, a presentation, etc)?
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• How much scaffolding can the assignment provide as students
move through a potentially complex workflow?
• How will the student work be assessed? Will all projects be
assessed along a single set of criteria or are there any
circumstantial/topic-related factors that would make that
unfair? Is the grading criteria focused on process and due
diligence or the end product?
• To what extent will you give your students a role in making the
above decisions–or access to your thinking as you make these
decisions on their behalf?
It might be counter-intuitive, but using the assignment prompt to limit
where students look for content can teach them more than leaving them to
figure it out on their own. Restricting their search parameters allows the
instructor to develop, in advance, a good sense of what sorts of content stu-
dents will find and whether that truly fits with your goals.
Designing Assignments that ‘Break’
Assignments that “break” tend to begin with certain questions: How can
students learn about a digital object’s purpose and function by investigating
its output? What choices and values went into the construction of this dig-
ital object? What learning outcomes related to course content can be deep-
ened or complicated by a critical understanding of the given digital object?
Assignments that “break” can be logistically simpler than those that “build,”
but not all digital objects “break” equally well. Some will get to rich ques-
tions like the above more directly than others. Assignment design is crucial.
Your students may not use most digital objects in the way you do.
“Breaking” assignments should be messy. Students will not all have the
same experience “breaking” a digital object and that’s okay. Sharing their
experiences with each other via face-to-face or online discussion–as well as
having you or a visiting expert on-hand to explain the variations of experi-
ence–is key and gives the fullest sense of the object being explored.
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Consider an example of an assignment that we have used and revised over
the years. To prompt students to consider the fundamental differences
between using Google as opposed to a scholarly database, we designed an
activity that asked them to search “Batman” in both systems and then com-
pare and discuss the results. This worked well because Batman is consid-
ered in a lot of different and interesting ways in both scholarly and popular
contexts. If the research activity were to allow students their own choice
of superhero, more of them would have had, at least in the moment, a
more bemusing experience. “I didn’t really find anything on the Power-
Puff Girls in the college library database,” a student might complain. We
are not surprised when this happens, but the students are. So together, we
ask: why? There are several answers, and going through them with stu-
dents—particularly as a group—can help them later with seemingly unre-
lated tasks, like choosing a manageable topic for their big research paper.
One way to think about “breaking” is to think of it as reverse engineering:
given this output, what can we deduce about the design of this system? As a
pedagogy, it puts students in a critical frame from the start. This is partic-
ularly important for assignments that leverage technologies that students
already use for uncritical and goal-oriented purposes (like Google Search).
Depending on the focus, “breaking” can achieve learning outcomes about
the cultural role that information systems play in the human experience.
More pragmatically, however, “breaking” teaches information literacy.
Curating Culture Online: Cross-Cultural Blogging Project
It is clear that writing blogs have the potential to guide students into “build-
ing” and “breaking” the online space as an extension of classroom practices
that deconstruct culture. Between 2007-2013 more than four hundred stu-
dents blogged at Wheaton College in an Introduction to Anthropology
course.
The assignment required each student to document the process of learning
about culture in a public blog that curated the individual’s encounter with
unfamiliar cultural practice. Students learned to assume that culture is
everywhere and that understanding this requires engaging with commu-
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nities, and, crucially, a challenge to their own and each other’s misunder-
standings.
To learn cultural relativism, a basic concept of social anthropology, stu-
dents are charged to “build” and “break” cultural knowledge online and in
public either using their own names or pseudonyms. Curating self-reflec-
tion, together with web-based information and data collected in interviews
or participant observation, the Cross-Cultural Blog Assignment challenged
students to reframe both their conceptions of culture and writing:
A cross-cultural encounter puts us in a situation where our under-
standing or our belief in how things ‘are’ or how things ‘should be’
is severely challenged. Cross-cultural encounters provide an excellent
opportunity for understanding the discipline and practice of anthro-
pology because they force us rethink ourselves and the worlds in which
we live.
Your professor and your peers will read your writing and it will be
available to the public at large. Anyone may comment on your writing
(your colleagues will) and part of your job will be to rethink your
encounter with other’s commentaries in mind.6
In our experience, student-authored blogs became a reflexive curatorial
exercise that both creates and questions knowledge in public. In practice,
students actively engaged with web communities and with each other to
begin their journey into understanding how culture works and how knowl-
edge about culture is created. In a liberal arts curriculum that focuses on
developing writing skills as well as multidisciplinary and global learning,
writing in collaborative online spaces opens a unique space to “build” and
“break” culture. Through blogging, our students began to understand the
politics of representation and the complexity of public scholarship and cul-
ture; key learning goals of more advanced anthropological research.
The inherently interactive and public format of blogging pushed students
beyond their comfort zone by design. Writing and rewriting with an audi-
ence in mind, students regularly reported how their online interactions
proved transformative to their ideas and perspectives. The opportunity and
space to rethink, rewrite and “break” the very idea of authorship. This was
often a frustrating experience for students used to handing in research
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papers for a single audience. They carefully crafted their narratives as they
engaged with the questions: “Why does this thing go with this other thing
and not that one?” and “How will my audience react?” In their narratives
and responses to commentary, student-bloggers typically were compelled
to make their taxonomies, hierarchies and breadth of cross-cultural experi-
ence explicit.
Curating the knowledge of informants with their own, student-authored
blogs challenged the usual approach to undergraduate paper writing. Kyla
Baxter’s An Unfamiliar Culture blog used insight from her informants via
online messaging or direct conversation to reflect upon. What emerged is
a complex process of thinking and writing that enables students to curate
already circulating information in sophisticated ways:
I was reading through my comments and someone posted a very
insightful and interesting comment on the blog I wrote about the man
who was an ex-Baha’i turned Christian. They said how it was true about
the Baha’i faith as seeking individual exploration but it wasn’t only
about that. I think this is true, there is a social aspect to the Baha’i com-
munity, but I think the important thing about the individual explo-
ration of faith is that you are able to explore those parts of faith that
you most connect with and you can explore other faiths and in that way
link the faiths up together.7
Kyla’s example is one of many that show that students can develop,
strengthen, and sustain a voice and space of one’s own as it relates to the
work and practice of other writers or knowledge producers.
Blogs that elicited engaged audience commentary demonstrate the poten-
tial of web writing to develop the curatorial skills of public scholarship.
Students acted as audiences for their peers but their writing was also
offered up to an infinite public community. One example of this is found
through the exchange that occurred after a comment was posted on Laura
Starr’s Culture of War blog on Ugandan child soldiers. In a thorough and
charged comment, one of her readers concluded the following reaction to
her blog. He wrote:
I just stumbled across your blog, so first things first, welcome to Ugan-
da (when you get here …) Secondly, I don’t know who the source of
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your information on Uganda is, but most of it is outrageously incor-
rect.8
After reading this comment, Laura reached out to the reader and began an
offline conversation that became key to her cross-cultural encounter. The
learning experience is eloquently represented in the concluding entry to
her blog. She writes:
This experience was the closest I have had to an actual cultural
encounter and this encounter, while only communicating online, was
what helped me most in writing my blog. I had my first flash of recogni-
tion after receiving the comment from Tumwijuke in Uganda. I realized
the power that words have, especially when you are writing or talking
about something that you are unfamiliar with. I now understand how
important it is to dismiss my own beliefs and thoughts before engaging
in something I am unfamiliar with and become open to learning about
something new. People are not all so different when it comes to war and
trauma. Writing this blog has been one of the most eye opening experi-
ences because it allowed me to learn about another culture through my
own mistakes, which I believe are inevitable, and expanded by encoun-
ters with others outside of my life circle.9
Comments to blog posts allow student authors to curate their own voice
with a collective sense of shared knowledge that resides in a public sphere.
Blogging about culture required an understanding of the author’s culture,
and it required the search for a collaboratively-inclined ethnographic voice
through which we can speak respectfully about others and ourselves. The
collaboration in this practice of web writing extends beyond the students
own experience and forces students to simultaneously “build” and “break”
their own cultural knowledge.
Caroline Letourneau, writing in her Understanding the United States Military
Academy blog, curates information from the course on language with infor-
mation on West Point Military Academy in print and information from
informants to “build” and “break” knowledge about the workings of lan-
guage and culture:
Within the first dozen pages of Absolutely American, David Lipsky
brings up ‘The Theory and Practice of Huah’ (11). Huah? Right. In addi-
tion to basing everyday speech on acronyms, apparently the military
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has its own vocabulary. Lipsky writes ‘There’s a word you hear a lot at
West Point: huah. . . Huah is an all-purpose word’ (11). It seems that
huah is something that you can say to anyone at any time. It can be
attached to the end of a question signifying ‘right?’, it can be used as an
adjective to describe someone who is ready for action, or it can be used
as a response to most questions (‘How are you doing today?’ ‘HUAH!’).
I guess that huah is the military’s version of ‘Supercalifragilisticexpiali-
docious,’ something to say when there’s nothing else to say.
I decided to bring up the idea of ‘huah’ with my ever-patient acquain-
tances at West Point. I received an instant response when I uttered the
word, but it was not quite the response I had anticipated. I was imme-
diately told that I was spelling it wrong. Apparently the spelling has
changed since the publishing of Absolutely American in 2003. Nowa-
days it seems that this magic word is spelled H-O-O-A-H. Once we
moved away from the technicalities of the word, I asked the cadets
what hooah meant. I received an absolutely brilliant response: ‘hooah
is everything and anything, but “no” ‘ (Anonymous). The cadets then
went on to describe how hooah is the Army version of ‘good,’ except if
you’re good then you’re alright, but if you’re hooah then you’re moti-
vated, physically and mentally prepared, and ready to perform. It seems
that hooah carries more baggage than one would originally think.
Tying this word into the anthropological study of culture, I think that it
serves to create identity. According to the dictionary, hooah/huah is not
a word, yet it is quite obvious that at the United States Military Acade-
my it is a word, and a very important one at that.10
Conclusion: Everyone’s a Curator
Both “building” and “breaking” work from the same assumption: everyone
using and sharing digital content is a curator, whether they mean to be one
or not. Curation is best done deliberately. It also involves skills we can cul-
tivate in our students.
Because the scale of digital content and data now accessible is sublimely
massive, none of us can engage with it without first making choices about
which discrete segments are relevant. Curation of cultural knowledge dis-
cussed in our case study of blog writing demonstrates that online curation
is an art that requires students to foreground audience and to sequence and
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stage the presentation of information. Most importantly, however, curato-
rial writing that “builds” and “breaks” culture online requires a self-con-
scious understanding of the student author as culture-maker.
“Building” and “breaking” work especially well in tandem. Putting students
on both sides of the decisions that content curators make for their users
makes easy answers less satisfying. The point, in our experience with blog
writing and beyond, is never that designers and curators are “wrong” to
make the decisions they make, but those decisions involve trade-offs and
are too easily obscured to users. As a practice of reflexive writing, curation
is not simply an administrative task in information sorting but a form of
critical reflection in its own right.
Moreover, as curation becomes a greater factor in commerce and culture
we increasingly find ourselves at the mercy of curators. The stakes can be
high. Some will curate irresponsibly or for reasons that might be obscure,
intentionally or otherwise. Whether we are discussing how Reddit users
up-voted conspiracy theories that accused innocents of the Boston
Marathon bombings to the “front page of the Internet,”11 or the provenance
of an ad in a given user’s Facebook newsfeed, curation is an act with human,
ethical, and technical dimensions that can be explored in any classroom that
engages with digital objects.
In fact, we would argue that curation is a matter of such broad consequence
that it can be considered meaningfully across disciplines and as a key skill
for liberal arts graduates to bring into the workforce. A humanities class-
room might ask whether a collection fairly or fully represents the human
record and relevant experiences of a topic; social science courses can con-
sider how and why people curate as they do; natural science courses can
explore the vagaries of algorithmic function or as an example, at scale, of
emergence. In an important sense, these are all different approaches to the
same question.
Whatever the questions we ask about curation, they can be framed by an
approach of “building” and “breaking.” But the fundamental question is uni-
versal: “Why does this thing go with this other thing and not that one?” The
space for subjectivity and judgment in any curator’s answer to that question
makes it a solid foundation for writing in the digital age.
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Student Digital Research and Writing on Slavery
Alisea Williams McLeod
In Holly Springs, Mississippi, where Rust College (where I teach) is located,
there are intact former slave dwellings still situated behind their respective
“big houses.”1 For the last three years, I have invited students taking my
Composition II (research and writing) course to go on a walking tour of
the town. We have walked through both antebellum mansions and slave
dwellings. Were it not for the tour, the students might not even know of the
existence of these remnants of slavery. The students seldom find reason to
venture into the town’s old neighborhoods. The experiential study of his-
tory is part of an introduction I provide to the study of American slavery
and African American Civil War experience, an ongoing research focus for
the course. Students can choose to study this history as their course pro-
ject or propose other topics. In the two years that I have offered the his-
torical research option, about twenty percent of my students have elected
it. When they do choose to participate, they become involved as student-
researchers in the Eaton-Bailey-Williams Freedpeople’s Transcription Pro-
ject (hereafter referred to as the Freedpeople’s Transcription Project or
FTP). The project is named for John Eaton, Jr., General Superintendent
of Freedmen. Two former slaves, Africa Bailey and Daniel Williams, were
enlisted in Eaton’s army unit. The families of Bailey and Williams lived at
a “contraband” or refugee camp during the war; the names of their fami-
ly members are included in the Register of Freedmen (ROF), the Civil War
camp log upon which FTP is based.
FTP is my own research project, centered upon transcription and analysis
of the ROF. This 1864 record includes names of more than 2,100 formerly
enslaved persons living at Camp Shiloh in Memphis and the names of sev-
eral hundred former masters. Since 2010, the transcribed ROF has been
available online.2 In the first year of student involvement, 2012, these
emerging researchers were assigned to study slaveholders from Marshall
County, where the college is located, as well as planters from two nearby
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Tennessee counties: Shelby and Fayette. The objective of this second phase
of FTP, following transcription, was to abstract, from eight to ten-page
research papers, short (100 to 250-word) biographies to be freely published
on a project wiki.3 A collection of student-authored biographies, published
at (but not written at) the project wiki, Digisense, would complement the
transcribed and published ROF.4 The biographies are transferred to the
site rather than composed there. Most of the writing instruction students
received was for the purposes of the longer, traditional paper; however, stu-
dents were also given instruction and directives on authoring and publish-
ing on the project site.5 Because many of our students come from areas
represented in the ROF, I considered the possibility that some might dis-
cover personal connections. This was a pedagogical goal that seemed in
keeping with the main goals of FTP: giving history new dimension and
reconnecting descendants, including student-researchers, to the past. Con-
nections have occurred in both expected and unexpected ways. In theory,
WikiSpaces are powerful platforms for disseminating knowledge of lost
or obscure histories, but recovery and commitment to its lengthy process
require buy-in from would-be student authors who may not be prepared to
engage a cosmology and an epistemology of the past.6
The Digisense Wikispace.
From the outset of this initiative I have been hyper-conscious of the ethics
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of merging teaching and learning within a college setting with what could
be fairly viewed as social, digital activism. I find some justification for
the merger in the pedagogy of service learning (SL). Still, I realize that
unlike with perhaps other SL projects, even if a majority of my students
do not discover a personal connection to the ROF, I am nudging them
into a past they might—for conscious or unconscious reasons—rather not
enter. Students electing not to do slavery research undoubtedly make such
a choice for all kinds of reasons including simply having greater interests
in other topics. However, it is plausible to suggest that they also, through
such choice, exercise control over their own temporal constructions. Their
choices and acts of temporal construction have a relationship to society, so
it may be reasonable to expect that the level of interest students have in
the topic of slavery may be influenced by the degree to which the larger
society engages history. Other influences may include students’ families
and the professor’s valuations of history communicated to students both
knowingly and unknowingly.7 My students’ historical scholarship assists
reconstruction of American and African American history while potentially
reconstructing their own senses of time. I have no better proof of possible
effects of the work of FTP on some students than from post-research sur-
vey comments and in conversations after the course had ended. The com-
ments ranged from changed, more positive, attitudes about history, slavery,
and the research process, to personal stories of mystical experiences. Of
the twelve students involved the first year, half shared views and expe-
riences that suggest they had become more deeply involved in the work
than they had expected. However, disappointingly, of these six students, a
majority chose to end involvement in the work after the course was over
while two, who seemed from the beginning to have deep interest in and
commitment to our subject, chose to continue working without course
credit. While I feel confident in stating that these two students (as well
as the others) exercised a right of choice in determining their focus for
the course, I believe that an imminent infusion of history into American
culture—through digitization and through social media as purveyor—may
before long raise an issue of a students’ right to his or her own temporali-
ty as we increase exposure to controversial, historical documents. Electing
not to be an active purveyor of history through web writing/digitization
may be a choice that appears quite rational in both modern and postmodern
milieus, an allowance that Sara Ahmed gets at when she suggests that we
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are happily oriented toward certain objects and unhappily oriented toward
others.8 It is not difficult to believe that some students, if not all of them,
are not happily oriented toward slavery, in which case moving them toward
activism in this area may be a challenge from the outset.9
A significant factor preventing greater student involvement in FTP is their
hesitance to buy into the idea of membership in the Digisense site, reluc-
tance that has translated into most of them not uploading the biographies
of the slaveholders assigned them. In fact, of the first group of student-
researchers, only one uploaded his writing. With student permission
obtained, I uploaded and published the work of some of the other students.
The biographies were abstracted from the “Findings” section of the I-
Search paper, which was due very near the end of the course. The longer
paper was in fact the main work of the class, making up the bulk of the stu-
dents’ grades, and it included several steps (a bibliography and an annotat-
ed bibliography, for instance) and drafts. By comparison, the biography was
worth only five percent of the grade, equal to a required PowerPoint pre-
sentation. Clearly, practical matters such as completing the various course
assignments and consideration of incentives for performing well on one
type of work versus another played a part in the low-level of participation
by the students in the project wiki. When the course ended, I quickly real-
ized that student buy-in could undoubtedly have been improved by weight-
ing the wiki participation more heavily, placing it at the center of the
course, and having it take the place of the PowerPoint. Issues of timing and
student evaluation of requirements would be easy to fix. However, with-
out department approval, I cannot substitute digital publication of the short
biographies for the traditional paper (its structure, length, and purpose),
radically moving the biographies from a placement, which may have felt
to the students like an afterthought, to the center of our course activities.
Changing student views of digital publication might be achieved through
intense moral suasion—stronger statements by me concerning the poten-
tial value of our work to the public and also through conversation among
colleagues about new formats for academic publication.
In a post-research survey, several students offered a somewhat surprising
evaluation of the work of the course even without their own active partic-
ipation in final digital publication.10 One student, Larance, a social work
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major, wrote concerning a paucity of information currently available on
American slave owners:
Certain information should be available, and because slavery was such
a big part of American history, the biography of a slave-owner should
be one of those things. Such records should be kept accurate and able to
be easily accessed by anyone, but in particular, African Americans.11
Larance’s sense of “historical accountability” comes through in his state-
ment, yet his expressed concern does not include a suggestion that persons
like himself—students, African Americans, or private individuals—might
become providers of the desired information.12 Larance was one of several
students who did not publish his research, and he was no longer involved
in FTP after the course despite his having indicated on his survey that he
would likely continue such research. I did not speak further with him about
his decisions. While I would continue to see him around campus, he never
again mentioned the topic of slavery. For most of his peers as well, involve-
ment in the project and even conversation about it ended with the course.
However, two other students, Naomi and Joshua, both English majors,
immediately expressed interest in continuing the work once the course
ended. For Naomi, investigations into the life of Ebenezer Nelms Davis,
one of the largest slave owners in Marshall County, had become political.
She had been outraged to learn that Davis had owned a second plantation
in Alabama. After finding that he had “refugeed” in Alabama during the
war, she concluded that as war had approached, he had become even more
committed to the institution. Before our course ended, she and another
student, Terry—who was researching Mississippi Governor Joseph
Matthews—engaged in several heated debates after class on the question of
whether slave owners and slave holding were humane. A month after the
end of the course, Naomi revised her initial paper for an upcoming under-
graduate research conference; this time framing it around the central ques-
tion of slavery and (in)humanity. Her biography of Davis would eventually
be published at Digisense, but–like her other classmates–she expressed lit-
tle interest in helping to develop the wiki. Rather, she seemed especially
motivated by more traditional formats and publication. Joshua likewise
prepared a paper for the conference. His strong interest in Internet
research seemed to lead naturally to active involvement in the project wiki.
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He was the only student to publish his work there without my nudging or
assistance.
The level of student participation in our project wiki should not be the sole
standard by which I judge the success either of Digisense or FTP. I had
hoped to get this work underway at Rust because of the college’s history
and mission, its location, and the demographics of its student population.
Despite not achieving the level of participation I had hoped for, I neverthe-
less revel in the fact that Naomi and Joshua have continued the research,
even working on related papers in the summer of 2013 while studying as
fellows at Emory. I see their conventional work as parallel with writings
published at Digisense. This prompted me to consider whether more tra-
ditional forms of writing and publication better fit student purposes—a
focus on course completion—and if more traditional writing assignments,
because they have a clear beginning and ending and because they usual-
ly remain private, also are a buffer between the student and the public on
the one hand and the student and uncertain elements (figurative or liter-
al ghosts of the past) on the other hand. Simply put, I thought maybe stu-
dents are reticent about allowing the public to read their writing even when
it is offered anonymously. Entry into the public realm of the Internet may,
in the minds of these students, decrease their sense of control over their
work—who gets to view, comment, and evaluate it, as well as their active
and serious participation in the universe of the Internet. Larance’s com-
ments, for instance, might be described as pre-activist in that he sees an
injustice in need of redress, but he has not yet imagined himself as a public
researcher or writer. His hesitance may involve several issues that include
the difficulty of the topic of slavery. Additionally, there may be some con-
cern not solely for protecting privacy but for protecting one’s sense of self
in history. While on the surface of things this possibility seems not to have
been a concern for Joshua (who in fact has continually sought engagement
with the public about our work), Naomi’s view of public interest in her
research is expressed in a description of her experience visiting one of the
town’s antebellum homes. In her conference paper, she wrote that she felt
“swarmed” by Holly Springs’ elite matrons and gentleman, who held her
captive to their entreaties concerning the “better” sides of slavery and the
benevolence of their ancestors.13 Long after the visit, Naomi’s experience
as a researcher of slavery continued to be characterized by this same sense
of being swarmed or overwhelmed if not by actual persons then by subcon-
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scious thoughts expressed mostly in her dreams. Joshua too indicated that
the theme of slavery was surfacing in his dreams.
In the fall of 2012, Naomi and I were selected as William Winter Fel-
lows. We later attended the 2013 Natchez Film and Literary Festival whose
theme for the year was the Civil War in Film. At this point, Naomi contin-
ued experiencing a heightened sense of the past. As we traveled even deep-
er into the South, her feelings grew even more intense and she implored
me to explain to future students who might become involved in FTP what
she felt was a spiritual or mystical aspect of the work. I promised her that I
would. I also explained that my neglect in doing so with her cohort was due
to an assumed inappropriateness in bridging the spiritual and the academ-
ic, especially in a traditional research course involving mostly conventional
methodology. It was not so much that I doubted students would disassoci-
ate themselves from anything “ghostly,” but I doubted that the modern field
of composition studies lacked a contemporary discourse for even broach-
ing the topic of the spiritual in writing and research. Even while Naomi
was attending and I was teaching at a private, religious-affiliated institu-
tion, I had found no easy way to suggest that taking, as Larance put it, “steps
back into history,” might in fact engage a cosmology and an epistemolo-
gy more in keeping with my students’ African ancestors than with the per-
spectives of their living elders or with the teaching practices of most of the
professors at Rust. How might I reasonably suggest and defend a step back
as a spiritual crossing of a delicate line between The Good Red Road of
the living and the blue or black roads that are “the worlds of the grandfa-
thers and grandmothers?”14 Despite the fact that Rust is affiliated with the
United Methodist Church, students at the college who profess a Christian
faith do not appear to consider their own prayers to Spirit or their belief in
Christ’s transcendence of time and space as being related to academic work
in which they might summon and engage ancestral spirits. The idea that
writers and researchers might experience visitation or assistance from the
spirit world might resonate with creative writers who insist on the reality
of the muse, but how might one explain such experience as a part of “objec-
tive” research? Both in his paper and in subsequent conversations, Joshua
suggested that we were indeed awakening sleeping dogs, an act about which
his family had forewarned him. Although he expressed the deepest commit-
ment to the work, he saw journeying into the past both as a movement back
and as a reopening.15
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One could certainly argue that engagement of the spiritual is a decentering
of the subject or researcher. For many years, I have been intrigued by
the research theory and practice of anthropologist Paul Stoller, who has
suggested not that the ethnographer is merely decentered but that she is
consumed.16 Offering a sensual and embodied scholarship that challenges
Cartesianism, Stoller goes beyond resurrection of the human body—as
text—to an acceptance of the body as receiver of spirits. He writes, “. . . I
argue that embodiment is not primarily textual; rather, the sentient body is
culturally consumed by a world filled with forces, smells, textures, sights,
sounds, and tastes, all of which trigger cultural memories.”17 Might it be
appropriate to ask if the kind of information found in the ROF, as well
as findings of my student-researchers concerning former slave owners, is
experienced through the bodies of these students if not through their whole
beings? And could this be the reason that a majority of them chose to lim-
it their involvement in slavery research to the confines of our course? The
challenger to Naomi’s thesis concerning slavery and inhumanity, Terry, res-
urrecting Gov. Matthews, wrote of his own experience:
It was almost as if I was living out his life through third person just by
reading, and trying to imagine the things he had been through or seen.
. . I couldn’t put the book down or turn off my computer while doing
research. However, I was still far from done with my journey traveling
through this gentleman’s life.18
As with Larance, Terry, a biology major, did not choose to continue his
involvement in FTP despite or perhaps because of feeling, as Stoller sug-
gests, consumed. In conversation with me, Terry expressed trouble with
sleeping during his research experience. Focus and extra energy, their
source or sources unclear, had kept him late into the night working on
recovering the life of Gov. Matthews. During the course, Terry seemed to
have given over control of his own habits of structuring time.
In the field of Rhetoric and Composition, scholars have renewed considera-
tions of the once abstract concept of time and its potential role in the teach-
ing of writing. Deborah Mutnick, arguing for a reconfiguration of a cultural
polarity of academic writing and personal writing, suggests that Bakhtin’s
chronotope, or time and space, might be a way to invite young writers to
engage “the personal” in the writing classroom.19 Mutnick’s appeal is part
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of ongoing debate of the place of the personal within composition, and in
her approach to this question, a turn toward investigation of time and space
in the lives of students, she perhaps unwittingly expands the universe of
the classroom as she nudges students to go where they have perhaps not
thought to or been encouraged to go before. On the one hand, this turn
brings the political as well into the classroom in a new way since, as Mut-
nick explains, “worldviews and social realities are forged by the interaction
of space and time, history and location, content and form.”20 Because stu-
dents, like their instructors, are situated within certain temporalities, both
constructed and acculturated, they cannot be said to be innocent of the
implications of the worldviews and social realities that rely on the tempo-
ral and spatial constructions. Does this mean that neither I nor my student-
researchers can claim innocence as some of them seek to keep history at bay
and as I, at the same time, gently push them to engage it? Mutnick’s sense
of the value of the chronotope may be more worldly than spiritual; howev-
er, I think she would agree both that student writing about “the personal”
might invite the spiritual and that teaching that suppresses the supernatur-
al constructs time and space for students and perhaps teachers alike. It may
be that most, if not all, of my students have accepted this order of things:
an efficient world that leaves the pasts of those who were enslaved, as well
as those who enslaved, unexplored. However, while Rust students taking
my Composition II course may have had the option not to engage the top-
ic of slavery, or to shy away from playing an active role in disseminating
information on the subject within the digital sphere, ongoing digitization
of historic records like the ROF make it all but inevitable that they, and
the entire world, will soon have to confront problems and possibilities that
come from widespread re-infusion of the historical. In his theorization of
the work of archivists, James O’Toole writes that historians are just begin-
ning to use records to understand the slave’s point of view.21 He is correct,
and the digital universe promises that such use will multiply exponential-
ly in the next few years and that the democratization of access to records
is also likely to increase continually. Political, theological, and pedagogical
implications of these two facts cannot be ignored if we intend our students
to be digitally active.
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Web Writing as Intercultural Dialogue
Holly Oberle
My original motivation to begin experimenting with blogging in my class-
room was twofold: first, a commitment to a feminist pedagogy and thereby
a desire to explore alternative modes of the “classroom discussion,” which
has the tendency to alienate female students; and similarly, a desire to har-
ness the cultural diversity of my students, especially those not inclined to
speak, as a pedagogical resource in and of itself. The former stems from
my academic interests in feminist linguistics and international relations;
the latter from my personal experience of being an international student
for seven years in four different countries. As an international student, I
often found my personal blog to be one of few places where I was able to
process culture shock. As an educator, my goal was to find a tool that had
the potential to recalibrate the face-to-face discussion as well as foster more
meaningful intercultural learning among diverse students. My experiment
with web writing serves as a call for educators to treat their increasingly
diverse classrooms as an instructional resource rather than a happy acci-
dent—a resource that can be (carefully) cultivated through the web. This
essay explores the delicate relationship between diversity and the web and,
by extension, the potential difficulties and risks of web writing in the liber-
al arts classroom.
Defining Intercultural Dialogue
While the term “intercultural” is often used to refer to the interaction
between people of different nationalities, I use it here to encompass not
only the international, but also the exchange among those of different eth-
nicities, genders, sexual orientations, religions, and socioeconomic class-
es. Due to my own international orientation, however, the examples dis-
cussed herein focus on dialogue among different nationalities, but my
strategies and recommendations can be applied to any form of diversity.
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Diversity policies in higher education take on many forms including the
recruitment of traditionally under-represented domestic populations as
well as international students, institutional support structures targeting
these students, and the development of curriculum designed to satisfy an
intercultural learning requirement. These approaches aim not only to
increase the number of students from different backgrounds, but also
towards specific educational outcomes related to cultural awareness and
identity exploration. However, there is little evidence to indicate that these
desired outcomes are actually happening, an issue to which I will return
shortly.
If diversity policies are designed to foster intercultural learning, the time
has never been better than now. According to the Institute for International
Education, the 2011-2012 academic year was witness to the largest ever
enrollment of international students in the United States with nearly
765,000 students.1 And a recent report from the Western Interstate Com-
mission for Higher Education predicts that by 2020, 45 percent of high
school graduates in the US will be “minorities,” most of whom are destined
for college admission.2 These trends indicate both a challenge and a chance
for educators to go beyond merely adding a “global perspective” to their
curriculum and truly seize upon the increasingly diverse classroom as an
avenue through which to achieve that perspective.
Strange Bedfellows: The Web and Diversity Policies
The web and educational policies have a number of rather remarkable
things in common. First, both have been credited with the power to foster
a “global village:” a more inclusive global society and a space free of preju-
dice.3 Perhaps it is because of this imagined outcome that both continue to
aggressively shape the mission statements of institutions worldwide. And
while the enthusiasm for the utopian vision of the web’s potential has
quelled somewhat, it is also finding new traction with the rise of Web 2.0
platforms and social media.4
Yet, as Selfe points out, the global village may be less about the dissolution
of borders and more about the age-old American belief in technological
progress as social progress.5 Scholars are now fleeing the village for what
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Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson call “cyber-Balkans:” fiercely isolated and
homogeneous groups identifying along more salient dimensions than mere
geography.6 Similarly, several have observed that students in otherwise
diverse institutions tend to self-segregate along ethnic, religious, or even
gendered lines, leaving the classroom as the most promising setting for
cross-cultural exchange.7
I suspect that the failure of both the web and diversity programs to con-
struct an open space for intercultural dialogue stems from the same root:
the belief that simple contact with others will lead to significant cultural
interactions.8 This is a seductive theory to be sure. However, while contact
is a productive first step, meaningful intercultural learning requires
more. It demands thoughtful and deliberate approaches that are sensitive
to a variety of learning styles as well as those that incentivize students to
collaborate with those outside their normal circle. I have found that using
strategically structured blogging assignments as a complement to, and at
times, a substitute for, in-class discussion has the potential to prompt not
only contact with others, but the application of these experiences towards a
more sophisticated and culturally-informed understanding of the curricu-
lum itself.
Web Writing as Intercultural Dialogue: Exploring Women and
Leadership
The following is a description of a web writing project that I have attempt-
ed to streamline over the teaching of several separate “Introduction to Gen-
der and International Relations” classes taught in Berlin, Germany. These
courses were always attended by students from multiple European coun-
tries, several North American exchange students, a significant number from
the Middle East, and a few from elsewhere. This is a class that counts
towards a diversity requirement for undergraduates and, for most, it is their
very first exposure to gender studies. While the blogging assignment has
certainly evolved since my first attempt, I still consider the specific struc-
ture of the assignment to be a work in progress.
I set up a restricted-access WordPress site to facilitate the course. The site
is dedicated to two separate on-going web writing projects that progress
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throughout the semester, the first of which aims to create an “ethnography”
of female leaders worldwide. First, I asked students to think about an influ-
ential woman in their own country or personal experience and to write a
very short blog post about her. For example, an Indian student wrote about
Sampat Pal Devi, the founder of a woman’s activist organization in North-
ern India that trains women in self-defense and puts pressure on local
police departments to more seriously address rape. Second, I asked students
to review a handful of their peers’ posts and to leave one to three questions
in the comments section. Over the course of the next few weeks, the orig-
inal posters were instructed to choose a few of the questions to respond
to. I then assigned each student one of the women being discussed in the
blog (apart from their own original contribution) and asked them to do a bit
more digging and post content from the public web about her (if available),
along with questions or comments on that article.
Following this exercise, we took a break from structured blogging
(although students were encouraged to continue posting) and focused
instead on in-depth class discussions and lectures on particularly theoreti-
cal or complex ideas. The examples and questions on the blog were contin-
ually brought into the face-to-face conversation or the lecture in an attempt
to bridge the gap between the abstract ideas found in the required readings
and the students’ own lives. Educators often attempt to draw theory out
of the clouds through the use of vivid examples, but this exercise utilized
illustrations drawn directly from student’s own work, narrowing that gap
even further. We discussed why, for example, the majority of the Western
students chose to blog about a female politician, while many of the non-
Western students wrote about women in more varied capacities. this dis-
cussion was related to a reading on cultural and gendered definitions of
leadership.9
I attempted to draw cultural comparisons between the ever-evolving
research on the blog during class discussions. We compared the description
of Sampat Pal Devi from the student-generated blog post with the media
portrayals from the public web. The Indian student who wrote the original
post pressed the Western students to explain why the American media por-
trays the Gulabi Gang, the organization Devi founded, as “vigilantes.” In
response, an American student pointed out that the American media was
not always kind in its portrayal of Code Pink, a somewhat similar orga-
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nization in the United States that challenges the priorities of authority
figures. A conversation began about whether women are more peaceful
than men. Various examples from nearly everyone’s personal experiences
were offered to either support this hypothesis or refute it. Although it was
not on the original syllabus, I canceled the assignment for the follow-
ing week and opted for a new reading that tackled the issue of women as
peacekeepers and whether this is naturally or socially constructed.
Students were assigned yet another woman and this time they were asked
to provide a lengthier piece of original research to be appended to the
original post and the article from the public web, and the original posters
were asked to review the research and make comments. This peer review
system reinforces, once again, that students are not merely passive recipi-
ents of information but can also take on the role of the instructor and guide
the research process. In my experience, students seem genuinely pleased to
have a second opinion about their work from someone other than the pro-
fessor.
Throughout this process, I attempted to allow the online discussions to
unfold organically without much intervention unless necessary. If I felt
that the blog, in general, or a certain line of discussion was getting off-
track somehow, I endeavored to redirect it in class rather than through the
blog. Admittedly, I did not even attempt to read every comment and every
response. A particularly active group of students can easily produce hun-
dreds of comments in a short period of time. I did not purposely read all
the comments in order to facilitate a sense of ownership and accountability
by the students for their peers and to contrast the authoritative style of in-
class discussions and lectures, which are largely guided by the instructor.
The Evidence of Intercultural Learning
No consensus has been reached as to what specifically constitutes “inter-
cultural competence.”10 However, I find compelling evidence of intercul-
tural competence in the students’ final research papers. Before introducing
the blog assignment, students would consistently write about either a per-
son or event that the student had some sort of preexisting knowledge of,
or they would ask me for a topic. After the blog assignment, students began
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writing their final papers on one of the women introduced by other stu-
dents on the blog rather than their own original post. Because the women
being researched were often local (and sometimes without even so much as
a Wikipedia page), students had to rely on their peers as secondary sources,
and these students directed their colleagues to local newspapers or web-
sites to further their projects. I encouraged students to use their peer’s com-
ments from the blog as a resource to improve their papers and even cite
them when appropriate.
Some of the international students later reported to me that they were
completely taken aback by the fact that someone might find a local leader
in their community worth researching. It seemed to improve their intel-
lectual confidence, their sense of self-worth, and I also speculate that it
might have helped them process culture shock. I believe this to be the case
due to subtle changes in international students’ behavior in class as well
as the evolving nature of their writing, which can be easily traced using
WordPress. Research suggests that international students, non-native Eng-
lish speakers, women and other traditionally under-represented groups can
be hesitant about participating in face-to-face discussions due to individu-
alist or combative argumentation styles, language ability, learning culture
and general social adjustment factors.11 Once their peers took a genuine
interest in their lives and cultures, I noticed some of the previously hesi-
tant students tentatively participating in face-to-face discussions on a more
consistent basis. I also found that the more vocal students began to listen
more in class, and I also noticed that as the blog took shape, the quality of
everyone’s written and oral contributions improved. Therefore, the blog
was not just a way to accommodate students who are less inclined to speak
in class; it seemed to elevate everyone’s intellectual development.
Because this is a project that is almost entirely peer-facilitated, students
are learning from each other and using their colleagues’ experiences as the
source of serious academic research. As Christopher Hager describes in this
volume, students can begin to see themselves and their experiences as valu-
able sources of research and thereby creators of knowledge. Finally, some
students developed an attachment throughout the semester with some of
the women on the blog, and they were honestly interested in learning more
about them. They requested that, with the author’s permission, the final
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research papers be published on the blog so that the entire class could read
them. When was the last time you had undergraduates requesting to read
each other’s final research projects?
Public Versus Semi-Private Web Writing
While the web has blurred the boundaries between the public and the pri-
vate, web writing need not be public in order to count as such. Due to
concerns by German universities (and my own) about student privacy in
regards to public blogging, links to or even screenshots of the project I dis-
cuss in this chapter are not available for public consumption. In fact, all of
the blogs were permanently deleted two months following the conclusion
of the course. Many of the contributors to this volume see the public aspect
of web writing as one of the most compelling reasons for its adoption. With
the exception of Jack Dougherty’s chapter, few consider the potential legal
and ethical consequences. Certain courses may benefit greatly from public
engagement on the web. But as I have suggested, the web can be a rather
hostile environment. Feminists have done a particularly good job at docu-
menting the use of extreme sexist, racist, and abusive language on Twitter
and elsewhere and how those attacks haunt victims in their real lives.12 As
someone who has been on the receiving end of such language on the web, I
am not prepared to subject my students to the potential trauma that cyber-
balkanization poses as they grapple with complex issues that are often
directly relevant to their own lives and identities. In this sense, web writ-
ing is not always as reflective and accountable as we might hope. Further-
more, we should not underestimate the conceivable consequences of a blog
post written by a young undergraduate that, without the benefit of context,
might appear insensitive, ignorant, or even offensive. We know that com-
panies are now Googling potential hires and even requesting access to their
Facebook page. Therefore, we should assume that any public writing will be
used to evaluate a student’s credentials, a practice which could either help
or severely hurt a student’s future career prospects.
Keeping a course’s web writing amongst the immediate participants allows
students to “experiment” with public writing before throwing themselves
into the multifarious and unpredictable world of the Internet. Writing
within the safe space of the course also gives them the opportunity to prop-
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erly reflect on the nature of public writing before actually doing it. When
students see how their peers respond to their writing, they are given the
opportunity to consider how to communicate clearly in order to avoid
being misunderstood, and they learn how to keep web discussions on topic
and to be respectful. Part of our mission in molding more culturally compe-
tent students should also be producing more thoughtful digital citizens, but
this requires guidance. To this end, I plan to incorporate Storify into future
classes to demonstrate how a seemingly innocuous tweet can quickly go
viral and how sexism and racism can fuel the epidemic.13
However, while I plan to continue to keep class blogs closed, the contribu-
tions to this volume have inspired me to think of creative ways to broad-
en my student’s audience in ways that do not risk their privacy or their
integrity. I think the best way to accomplish this is to maintain a private
course blog for safe reflection and peer review, and then filter that con-
tent into existing public infrastructures with clear guidelines. The result
of my ethnography project is a loose but remarkably profound collec-
tion of under-researched women from all over the world. Considering that
Wikipedia has a well-known “woman problem” among other biases,14 I
may follow Siobhan Senier, also in this volume, and encourage students to
use their blogging assignment as a stepping stone towards contributing to
the Wikipedia and improve upon the site’s breadth and global scope. Final-
ly, I would like to utilize Global Voices Online in future courses. This com-
munity of international bloggers brings together young, voluntary writers
who contribute unique stories with a particular focus on those parts of the
world the professional media tends to ignore. Not only does the site pro-
vide a wealth of creative stories to inspire further inquiry by my students,
they may also suggest topics from their own countries and perhaps even
make contributions. In my view, Global Voices provides a model for how
intercultural web writing should be done.15
Choosing the Right Platform
Issues of privacy and culture provoke the question, “What sort of web-
based platform should we use to best accomplish our pedagogical goals?” If
our goal is to employ intercultural exchange as an educational resource, the
tool we use to achieve this end must be deliberately collaborative in nature,
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flexible in its architecture, and able to accommodate both horizontal and
vertical content sharing.
It is for this reason that I use WordPress rather than an existing Learning
Management System (LMS). While LMS platforms may be secure and pri-
vate, they also tend to be rather rigid and primarily designed for admin-
istrative efficiency rather than student-generated activities.16 In short,
Learning Management Systems are a remnant of a Cartesian epistemology,
while blogging sites such as WordPress represent the shift towards social
learning. Many Learning Management Systems by now include interactive
elements such as discussion boards, wikis, and even integration with social
media, but I often feel as though these additions are after-thoughts rather
than part of the system’s philosophical underpinnings. WordPress has
proved to be extremely adaptable for any number of purposes due to its
openness, simplicity, and endless options for customization. Most impor-
tantly for my purposes, WordPress is easy enough to learn for those stu-
dents with no previous experience, and does not operate with any sort
of preexisting workflow except that which the user defines. The former
is important because it needs to be accessible to all students of varying
degrees of digital literacy; the latter is important so as to inspire critical
thinking rather than forcing students into a strict and predefined pattern. I
also like WordPress because, with only minimal effort, it can be made to
look professional and unique, which I find encourages students to partici-
pate because it is easier for them to imagine it as their space, rather than an
institutional one.
This is not to suggest that WordPress is a flawless platform or that there
is no room for an LMS in the modern classroom. In fact, a platform that
blends the best of both worlds might be the most productive. There are now
WordPress/LMS plugins and some universities are beginning to utilize the
metrics and automation features of an LMS and feed that information into
course-specific and student-owned blogs.17 But as a tool to harness cultur-
al diversity in the classroom, most Learning Management Systems are too
steeped in institutional culture rather than student culture to be suitable.
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Some Conclusions and Cautions
In summary, the best promise to inspire meaningful intercultural dialogue
in the classroom is an expansive repertoire of teaching methods; one of
which should include writing on the web. Fusing traditional pedagogy with
web-based methods has the potential to accommodate different learning
backgrounds, develop better dialogue among diverse students, and culti-
vate more responsible users of technology.
We should approach web writing with the full knowledge that the web is
not a value-free or powerless environment. Even the most well designed
online forums can be just as intimidating as face-to-face conversation, and
the voices of traditionally under-represented groups can easily dissolve
into consensus as defined by all the usual power structures from the real-
world. As web writers, we must resist the naive and indeed Western per-
ception of technology as the “great leveler.” I see web writing as a medium
that can prompt intercultural dialogue, but that dialogue must extend from
the digital to the physical classroom in order to be effective. Thus, as stu-
dents write more on the web and bring those insights into the “real” world,
it is essential that we constantly interrogate our relationship to the digital
and make our students not only culturally sensitive individuals, but sensi-
tive and critical users of technology as well.
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Citation and Annotation

The Secondary Source Sitting Next To You
Christopher Hager
Like a lot of people who teach in the humanities, I have spent years com-
plaining about the ways my students use secondary sources in their
research papers. Most often, a choice excerpt gets dropped into a paragraph
with only quotation marks separating it from the surrounding prose.
Slightly better, a student may call out the author of the source—“Smith
writes, ‘The Great Gatsby is a scathing critique of the American
Dream’”—without showing any awareness of what Smith has to say beyond
the single quoted sentence. Students come to my office hours and tell me,
“I’m not too worried about this paper—I found some good sources and
have a lot of quotes that support my point.” When I explain why a writer
shouldn’t be citing only those sources which support his or her point, the
student sitting my office generally looks at me as if I am extolling the
virtues of driving on the wrong side of the road. Why cite a source, the stu-
dent seems to think, if not to borrow its authority for my argument?1
Cobbling together isolated, disconnected “quotes” to produce a research
paper is not just a bane of writing teachers. It is symptomatic of students’
deficiencies in what many librarians now refer to as “information literacy.”
Researchers with The Citation Project studied a sample of student writing
and found (unsurprisingly, any humanities professor will probably say) that
students virtually never summarize entire sources but rather pluck individ-
ual sentences out of them for quotation or paraphrase—raising the ques-
tion of whether student researchers actually read their sources or merely
skim them for useful bits. Wendy Holliday and Jim Rogers have observed
tendencies among students—and, to an extent, among writing instructors
and librarians—to talk about “finding sources” rather than “learning about”
a subject. The consequence, they argue, is that sources become “reified as
objects”—of which, in many common assignments, students are required
to track down and cite some minimum number. When students regard
sources as acquisitions toward a quota, they do not see them as ideas, out-
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comes of a fellow researcher’s analysis, or reflections of an author’s schol-
arly agenda.2
An Experiment
A few years ago, when I was preparing to teach one of my college’s First-
Year Seminars, I asked myself: what am I most dissatisfied with about stu-
dents’ preparedness for my courses, and how could I try to prepare them
better at their point of entry into college? It was this shallow and utilitari-
an relationship to secondary sources that I wanted to change, and I decided
that changing it would be the hidden curriculum of my seminar on a single
year in American history and literature, “1862: America Undeceived.” I had
also been interested, for a variety of reasons, in moving more of my stu-
dents’ writing on to the public web, and I conceived an idea to marry the
two goals.
If I could “publish” my students’ writing—and I very easily could, using
WordPress—could students see their peers’ essays as secondary literature?
If I asked them to cite sources written by the very people sitting next to
them in the classroom—to see “sources” as the work of actual peers, rather
than of invisible “authorities”—would they begin to regard those sources
not just as reservoirs of ready-to-use quotations but as the products of par-
ticular thinkers’ research processes, inflected by particular points of view?
In a two-part assignment that was the centerpiece of my seminar, I first
asked the fifteen students to conduct primary-source research on the events
of a single day in 1862. They used digitized newspapers and periodicals,
among other sources, to locate artifacts of their chosen day. They practiced
writing about these artifacts in blog posts (on Moodle, my college’s course
management system—visible only to other students in the class). After a
series of in-class workshops focused on these blogs—designed to model
and teach effective description and interpretation of primary sources—the
students crafted essays reporting their research on single days. These essays
were posted to a WordPress site near the middle of the semester, and they
became required reading for the class.
In the second phase of the assignment, the students had to construct an
argument about continuity or change over time in 1862. They needed
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to cite at least three essays written by their peers (about three different
days), supplementing that with additional secondary research. These final
essays were published online, too, to form a student-authored anthology on
America in 1862.3
The student-authored anthology, “1862: American Undeceived.”
My most basic goal was that students would leave the course with a clear
understanding of the difference between primary and secondary sources.
Further, I hoped that, when students cited their peers in the final essays,
they would be highly aware that their “secondary sources” were not the
final word on how to interpret historical material. They would have seen
the research process behind each source, beginning with the blog posts in
which their fellow authors initially described their primary sources. Stu-
dents reading a peer’s essay might see that the peer had further developed
or even changed his or her analysis since the blogging stage.
I also aimed for students to understand that research is the work of a schol-
arly community. Their anthology would be, necessarily, an interconnected
web of cross-referenced research. I announced to the seminar at the out-
set that, at the end, I would measure each class member’s “impact factor” —
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how many times was each of the first-round essays cited during the second
phase? — and award a prize to the most frequently cited author.4
Its Results
What were this experiment’s outcomes? In certain respects, they were dis-
appointing. A majority of students (about 10 out of 15) persisted in engag-
ing with secondary sources—the work of their peers—primarily by quoting
isolated excerpts. At worst, a few students only re-used primary source
material from peer essays (“quoted in. . .”) or cited their fellow students’
work as the source for such information as that 22,000 men died at the Bat-
tle of Antietam.
In other respects, the results were more satisfying. The students’ final essays
did evince a greater tendency (compared with my experience giving
research assignments to other beginning college students) to assimilate
research and adapt it to new ends. Even those students who primarily only
quoted from their peers’ work, as opposed to summarizing it, were not lin-
ing up those quotations to bolster a prefabricated thesis they had hatched.
Most of them were drawing connections among multiple researchers’ ana-
lytical assertions, if only at the level of isolated sentences. In some of the
best essays, students apprehended both the information and the point of
view in their peers’ essays and—as good researchers do—applied that infor-
mation in other contexts. One student, writing about the role of religion in
Americans’ endurance of the Civil War, cited a peer’s essay about December
25, 1862. The student summarized part of that essay (“argues that Christ-
mas gave soldiers a break from the harsh realities of war”), quoted a rele-
vant portion of it, and adduced soldiers’ Christmas celebrations as evidence
of Americans’ recourse to religious observances for coping with the dura-
tion of the conflict.
It pleased me to see my students taking each other seriously and treating
their peers as authorities. The student writer I just mentioned engaged with
her peer’s work (the Christmas essay) no differently than she did (in back-
to-back paragraphs) with the work of James McPherson, one of the most
eminent living Civil War historians. In this sense, the class really did come
to function as a small scholarly community. Although my students were
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universally unaware of the role “impact factor” plays as a metric in acade-
mic literature, and at first only dimly grasped the idea that citations regis-
ter kinds of influence, my end-of-term review showed that they had been
astute readers of their secondary sources. Although I feared they might
tend to cite mainly the essays from which they found it easy to pull quo-
tations—ones about high-profile topics, for instance — the essay with the
highest impact factor turned out to be the one to which I had given the
highest grade: a subtle analysis with little topical connection to other stu-
dents’ essays but with a thoughtful and illuminating perspective.
There were some ancillary benefits of this assignment, too. Although its
effectiveness in addressing the problems I set out to tackle was mixed, it
had an apparently positive impact on other aspects of students’ writing. In
evaluating the seminar, one student reported feeling “very motivated to do
great work since I knew all my classmates were going to see my work.”
Another found that seeing—and reading carefully—other students’ essays
“allowed me to get a better grasp for what I was and was not doing right in
my own writing.” And several students appreciated the way in which online
publication dignified their writing. As one student put it, turning student
writing into assigned reading was a way of “giving our hard work the credit
it deserves.”5
As an intervention in students’ information literacy, then, the experiment
was at best partially successful. It was not powerful enough—at least as
a one-time exercise—to dislodge all students’ habits in writing research
papers. Those who see “research” as plucking quotations from sources will
not easily be transformed into deep readers of secondary literature. A First-
Year Seminar may not have been the ideal setting in which to try this, and I
hope to undertake something similar with more advanced students.
The assignment seems to have been more successful as a form of academic
socialization. It did literalize the metaphor of scholarly “conversation.” And
it definitely succeeded in getting students to assimilate new knowledge and
adapt it to new contexts. They really read and synthesized their secondary
sources. This success may not have been an effect of the assignment’s web-
based dimension at all, or even of its peer-authorship feature. Probably
more important is that I did not ask the students to begin their research by
coming up with a topic. Unlike the classic research-paper sequence (choose
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a topic, go find sources, then write paper), in effect I gave the class a finite
repository of sources — their own first-round essays — in which they had
to find meaning. The assignment redirected students’ energy from finding
sources to understanding what the sources had to say. That restriction of
scope is not exactly a feature of doing a web-based assignment—almost the
contrary—but web-based publishing did ease the logistics of it.
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Web Writing and Citation
The Authority of Communities
Elizabeth Switaj
The web is made of citations. Without citations, there would be a world-
wide collection of unconnected digital spaces instead of a web. Hypertext
markup language (HTML) would be text markup language. In the online
world, citation is not an arbitrary requirement enforced by authority fig-
ures but, rather, a necessary, community-based value. The communities and
cultures that come together online tend to value citation, even if they do
not value copyright. Downloading a movie is fine; claiming to have made it
is not.
Despite the importance of citation to its organization and architecture, the
Internet has often been blamed for plagiarism.1 Certainly students can copy
and paste passages from websites and other digital documents more easily
than from printed matter. Instead of looking at the influence of the web and
digital cultures as a problem to be solved, however, instructors should take
advantage of the importance of citation in online communities to help stu-
dents understand the logic behind different ways of crediting sources and
to help them see that, while academic citation formats may seem esoteric
and arbitrary, they are akin to practices in which students who are active
online engage on a daily basis. In other words, web writing presents an
opportunity to teach citation as a community practice—and to make giving
credit something students want to do, rather than something they have to
do. In composition and writing-intensive courses, this goal can be reached
by studying existing web writing, producing web writing embedded within
existing communities, and by developing a unique set of citation standards
based on the class’s authority as a community.
Traditional ways of teaching citation are authoritarian and follow what
Paulo Freire called the “banking model” of education.2 Knowledge is treat-
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ed as a set quantity; citation standards are depicted as unchanging ideals
that must be deposited into students’ minds. Teaching citation through
observation of and participation in online communities, by contrast,
acknowledges that expectations for giving credit depend upon culture and
community. By allowing students to engage with the logic of citation in dif-
ferent communities instead of asking them to follow regulations, instruc-
tors prepare them to discuss and debate the role of citation. Students can
contribute to our understanding of what citation should be if we give them
the tools to understand current expectations and the reasons for them.
This approach resembles the one taken by Gerald Graff and Cathy Birken-
stein’s They Say / I Say in that it focuses on teaching students how to join
conversations in their writing.3 Where it differs is in locating these con-
versations specifically within communities and in viewing these commu-
nities as authorities on the rules of these discussions. Such a focus could
be achieved without the online element, but using web writing for this
task makes explicit the connections between students’ activities outside the
classroom and the practice of citation in academic writing. Also, on the
Internet, conversations happen faster and more visibly, making the com-
munities in which they take place easier to observe and participate in, espe-
cially given the time limitations imposed by semesters or quarters.
Communities develop citation standards, and authorities codify them. A
number of examples of these two aspects of the development of expecta-
tions for giving others credit online can be given to students. Ryan Cordell
has described using examples from social media to explain citation prac-
tices to students: “You wouldn’t steal somebody’s post on Twitter, he
explains to them. Instead you mark it with ‘RT,’ for retweet. Same with
Facebook: ‘If you get something cool from someone, you tag them’.” Acade-
mic citation, similarly, shows where ideas comes from.4 Descriptions of the
connections between the logic of academic and of social-media citation can
be much more detailed, however.
The history of citation on Twitter provides examples of the importance of
citation and of various kinds of citation practices. Users quote each other
by retweeting. This feature only became automatic a few years ago. Orig-
inally, retweeting had to be done manually, by copying text and prefac-
ing it with “RT @[username]”—a convention that became widespread on
Twitter within a year of its launch. Some people on Twitter still use this
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method, especially when they want to add a comment before the quotation.
(Sometimes the comment is placed afterwards, with a character such as “|”
dividing the quoted material from the original.) “RT” is changed to “MT”
(“modified tweet”) when the wording is altered. Less commonly used, and
originating with blogs, are “via” and “h/t” (“hat tip”) to denote intermedi-
ary sources. The early development of “RT” by Twitter users illustrates how
much online communities value giving credit. The distinctions between
“RT,” “MT,” and “via” or “h/t” show the value placed on accuracy in giving
credit; they can be compared to academic citation practices for quotations,
paraphrased passages, and intermediary sources. Including “@[username]”
also creates a conversation, since the cited user receives a notification of
the tweet from Twitter. Scholarly citation, too, is a kind of conversation,
though a less efficient one. On Twitter, linking to external articles is also
a citational practice, especially when those links are prefaced with a quo-
tation from or summary of the piece. This particular practice, however, is
about more than credit: the whole article provides an additional, fuller con-
text as well. One of the purposes of citation in both online and academic
communities is to allow one’s readers to access one’s sources. Finally, Twit-
ter provides an example of how academic citation standards are formed by
communities, as the Modern Language Association (MLA) released a stan-
dard style for citing tweets due to demands from the community that uses
the MLA style. Discussing this particular example also provides an oppor-
tunity to illustrate that academic disciplines form communities.
At the same time, not every borrowing of material on Twitter needs to
be cited. Memes in which specific phrases or pictures are played with to
respond to different situations are rarely credited to their creators. No one
ever provides a citation when they do something “for great justice.” Memes
are an example of the kind of intertextuality that Susan Blum refers to
when she describes students quoting media to each other without the kind
of boundaries between the speaker’s and others’ ideas that academic writ-
ing requires.5 In fact, web communities regard memes as a kind of com-
mon knowledge. Some pieces of common knowledge are, as Amy England
argues, used to proclaim membership in a discourse community.6 Only
someone who is new to a community, and thus not fully cognizant of the
community’s standards and assumptions, would think that I invented Seri-
ous Cat if I tweeted a picture of him with the caption “Serious Cat. He’s
seriously common knowledge.”7 Teaching how the discourse communi-
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ty determines what is considered common knowledge presents a challenge
for teaching, as students without direct experience within said commu-
nity will struggle to judge precisely what knowledge is considered com-
mon. New members of online and academic communities should proceed
cautiously, citing whenever in doubt and checking with more experienced
community members along the way.
In addition to describing the history of citation within a particular digital
community, instructors can also assign students to observe and describe
the citation practices of specific communities. The description can take the
form of an essay, a blog post, or an oral presentation and can be complet-
ed individually or in small groups. In any case, making this project public
(through an unprotected blog post or a recorded presentation uploaded to
YouTube, for example) will potentially allow members of the community
discussed to comment on whether they believe the students have accurately
described their expectations. Students might also contact community
members directly and quote or paraphrase them in their reports. Having
students explore and consider the role of citation on the web in this way
allows them to understand more deeply the uses of citation (perhaps even
discovering functions unknown to the instructor) and to develop their abil-
ities to adapt to the expectations for citation of different communities.
Online communities also provide examples of what happens when expec-
tations for giving credit are violated, and when members of a community
hold different expectations. A widely debated case occurred when white
feminist blogger Amanda Marcotte of Pandagon was accused of plagiariz-
ing the work of a woman of color blogger who, at the time, went by the
pseudonym Brownfemipower.8 The ensuing discussions, which took place
in posts and comments on numerous blogs, considered not only the pre-
cise definition of plagiarism but also how issues of power and privilege
affect citation. For many in the communities drawn into this debate, citing
commentators who represent less-heard perspectives is a matter of social
justice. A blogger for major feminist blog Feministe, going under the name
Holly (no surname), related the controversy to a broader context in which
ideas espoused by people of color are not heard, let alone valued, until a
white person restates them.9
During the Spring 2014 semester, I divided my ENG 102: Composition II
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course at the College of the Marshall Islands into small groups to write
rhetorical analyses of blog posts about this controversy, using a Google Dri-
ve document to collaborate. This assignment could also be used in var-
ious cultural studies courses. After students read each other’s analyses,
they discussed the issue and generally agreed that it mattered less whether
something can be labeled plagiarism and mattered more that failure to pay
attention to what someone else has said on a subject, and to demonstrate
that attention through citation, is disrespectful. Asked how such actions
differ from their collaborative writing, since Google Drive does not record
who wrote which sentence, students pointed out that they had agreed to
work together—if they had so wished, they could have each written a para-
graph and signed it—while in the case discussed no such agreement had
been made.
Failing to cite someone else’s work on a subject, whether through inten-
tional plagiarism or a failure to fully explore what had already been written,
can be disenfranchising. Good citation requires good research first, and
while the precise definition of plagiarism does matter, it is more important
that students understand how to cite well. Instead of teaching the avoidance
of plagiarism, we must teach the practice of good research and citation so
that when students, through their writing, participate in conversations they
do so as conscientious members of the communities in which they are writ-
ing.
Having explored community-based citation practices online, classes can
consider the distinction between these expectations and the legal standard
of copyright. Sometimes, copyright overlaps these expectations. For exam-
ple, in the Cooks Source case, a small magazine copied content from food
bloggers without permission or sufficient credit; the initial discovery of a
theft of material led to a crowdsourced search for examples of plagiarized
content. Traci Gardner has described a lesson-plan on plagiarism, the Inter-
net, and the public domain based around this controversy. Gardner sug-
gests a number of pages on the incident that students can read before
answering such questions as, “Where are public domain materials on the
Internet?” and “When do you need permission [to reproduce others’
work]?”10 In contrast to that situation, sometimes copyright stifles discus-
sions within communities—perhaps the most famous academic case being
that of the James Joyce Estate. While many of us would prefer to live in a
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more ideal world where alternative sharing-based models such as Creative
Commons or Copyleft reign, students should still be aware of the potential
implications of copyright law for any public web-writing they might pro-
duce.
Once students have practiced observing and analyzing the citation prac-
tices of online communities, and understand the implications of copyright
for citation practices, the next step is for them to produce work embedded
in such communities. Doing so provides students with the experience of
meeting standards and (potentially) being corrected by peers and author-
ities beyond the classroom. Moreover, as they become more involved in
these communities, they also become more likely to continue participating
and writing in them even after the course concludes. Online communities,
even ones without specifically pedagogical aims, can support life-long
learning.
Given that citation matters so much to Wikipedia that the community’s
designation for insufficiently sourced information (“[citation needed]”)
became the subject of a web comic that spurred a meme, Wikipedia may
seem to be an ideal community for this kind of project. Indeed, plagiarism
and insufficient citation are often caught quickly by Wikipedians. Recently,
however, there has been some negativity among active, experienced
Wikipedia editors towards such assignments. They believe student editors
are more prone to making flawed edits that have to be reverted.11 These
stories can be used to frame assignments that involve editing Wikipedia
pages in order to emphasize the need to understand and follow the com-
munity’s standards. Siobhan Senier’s “Indigenizing Wikipedia” essay (in this
volume) describes one possible assignment that engages with community
standards about what kinds of sources need to be cited to establish nota-
bility in particular. My own favorite Wikipedia assignment to give students
is embedded in a longer research project. I require students to consult the
site as part of their initial research. Then, after they complete the bulk of
their secondary research, they must return to the articles they read and
add any new information they have found. This process allows them to see
not only that citation matters (as failure to cite sources will result in their
edits being reverted) but also how to gauge the value of Wikipedia articles
more accurately. Because the original articles vary in quality, I either use
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this assignment as an ungraded in-class activity or grade students based on
a reflection paper.
Another way to allow students to produce web-writing embedded in com-
munities is for students to begin their own blogs, or contribute to a group
blog, designed to be part of a specific blogosphere (feminist, fandom, etc.).
The disadvantage of this assignment is that, at least at first, the writing will
be less immersed in the community; fewer readers from the community
means fewer chances for the community to react to violations of its expec-
tations for giving credit. The advantage is that, in order to make their blogs
part of a community, students must cite blogs already established in the
community, especially through links within blogposts that send trackback
comments; they must, in other words, conduct online research and partici-
pate in ongoing conversations.
At the same time that students writing publicly can participate in outside
communities, a class creating web writing forms its own community. The
classroom community is entitled to create its own standards for citation,
though the development of these standards has to be constrained somewhat
by membership in broader institutional and academic communities. It
would be a disservice to allow students to decide, for instance, that they
should be allowed to copy and paste whatever they want without any credit
(and if students did suggest such a standard, it would likely indicate that
they had not taken the assignment to develop standards seriously).
Demanding that students use an existing citation style can cause developing
writers anxiety and, especially given the proliferation of formats in differ-
ent disciplines, has questionable value in undergraduate education.12 When
students are responsible for their own citation rules, instead of running a
white-knuckle Google search for “MLA citation animated GIF linked Face-
book hosted Tumblr” (for example), they can ask their classmates to decide
on a standard, if time permits. Otherwise, they are more likely to be able to
make a logical decision about how to cite a resource for which there is no
specific citation format because they will have a thorough understanding of
the reasons why their footnotes, endnotes, or in-text citations look the way
they do.
As part of the process of inventing their own standardized citation style,
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students might also be asked to consider whether it would suit any of the
purposes of citation to name things that have contributed to their papers
that are not usually credited in academic work. How much of the research
process should be documented? At the end of a brief article on the effects
of Google, Chris DiBona suggests an alternative approach to citation in the
age of Google by listing the searches he undertook while completing the
piece.13 A list of search terms might help readers discover the broader intel-
lectual context of issues and ideas being discussed and to more thoroughly
understand the writer’s approach. That search results change over time and
due to “personalized search” settings is an issue that might be raised during
the discussion about whether to include search terms. Another example of
work that could be credited, but usually is not, is software used by students.
Do word processing programs, citation managers, and their developers not
deserve credit?
Whatever students decide, their knowledge about the kinds of consider-
ations that go into the development of citation styles will allow them to
understand whatever systems they may be required to use in the future
and to make similar judgments later in life. Because they will be required
to think about the placement of commas, periods, and other punctuation
marks, they will also have a greater awareness of the level of detail at which
citation templates need to be read. Those students who go on to work in
academia or in publishing may also be able to apply this experience to the
revision of existing stylesheets and citation formats.
Citation is not condemned to cramped footnotes in arcane tomes and
single-reader term papers. However, students will think that citation prac-
tices are simply rules to follow when citation guides are presented without
any indication of where they came from or how they connect to practices
many students already engage in on a daily basis. Perhaps even more trou-
bling, many pedagogical approaches to citation do not focus on engaging
in good practices but instead focus on avoiding bad ones. This negative
focus creates distrust of the online world and a climate of fear in the class-
room. Instead of wanting to give credit where it is due and to participate in
community conversations, conscientious students panic over periods ver-
sus commas in bibliographic entries. Less well-intentioned students try to
game the system—doing just enough work to avoid (provable) plagiarism.
Teaching citation through web writing will not prevent all such cases, but
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it can help students develop intrinsic motivation to practice good citation
as defined by whatever communities they participate in. When students are
provided an understanding of the reasons for existing citation practices,
they can also contribute to discussions of when citation should happen and
how it should look. They can shape the future expectations of communities
both within and outside of academia. Preparing students to participate ful-
ly and rationally in their present and future communities is, after all, one of
the most important goals of higher education.
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Empowering Education with Social Annotation and Wikis
Laura Lisabeth
Language is allowed to change and flow as needed by the world. —
(Kristen, sophomore English major, in Group 1 Wiki)1
In Empowering Education: Critical Teaching for Social Change, Ira Shor cuts to
the heart of one of our education culture’s toughest issues when he says, “A
good student answers questions but doesn’t question answers. Knowledge
and authority are fixed and unilateral.” 2 This essay looks at a one-semester
classroom research project that I undertook in an Introduction to English
Studies class in which I tried to address that issue as it manifests in insti-
tutional assumptions about what constitutes acceptable academic writing
and language. Students used a wiki as a format for socially “annotating” an
iconic guidebook to good writing: The Elements of Style (hereafter TEOS) by
William J. Strunk and E.B. White.3 “The Elements of Styl(in)” project was
a casual testing of the boundaries of the book, and this book in particular,
as a cultural object—an examination of the way such a textbook authorizes
standard academic discourse, an exploration of how our concept of text is
changing with digital affordances, and a consideration of what could hap-
pen to text and to classroom power structures when “marginalia becomes
demarginalized” in digital spaces.4 Marginalia— “skirmishes against the
author”5 as poet Billy Collins once said—are what we in the Humanities
cherish as the reader’s act of individual empowerment in authorized spaces.
In digital space these annotations can become a transformative public act as
the text being annotated takes a backseat to the collective backchannel.
“The little book,” as Professor Strunk called TEOS, originated as a short
set of rules put together in a pamphlet for his composition students at
Cornell University in the early part of the twentieth century. After being
edited and embellished by White, a former student of Strunk, TEOS was
published in 1959 and widely promoted in the college textbook market by
The Macmillan Company. It has since come to represent, as a familiar and
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concise writing handbook wrapped in White’s emblematic prose voice, a
kind of standard knowledge assigned in a variety of courses by hopeful and
well-intentioned professors as the go-to resource for error control. A quick
internet search of syllabi nationwide finds TEOS a required text for a range
of courses, from Composition and Writing classes to Environmental Policy
and Rap Music and Hip-Hop Culture. Some of these course syllabi commu-
nicate an awareness of the ideological nature of Strunk & White’s ideas of
English language usage. A Michigan University’s “Writing, Style and Tech-
nology” course includes an assigned “remake” of TEOS.6 However, requir-
ing that all student work “follow the rules for English Composition found
in Strunk,”7 is also a typical directive.
As a composition teacher, I thought it might be valuable to create a critical
awareness around Strunk & White’s book as a way of historicizing one of
academic writing’s more persistent texts, along with challenging the larger
cultural norm of a universal and transparent academic discourse. Articles
published recently in the inaugural issue of Literacy In Composition Studies
resonated deeply with my experience of the split consciousness that attends
the teaching of writing: the tension between a pluralized notion of litera-
cies and persistent institutional and cultural expectations for a monolith-
ic standard academic literacy. “Writing to pass,” as Kate Vieira points out
in “On The Social Consequences Of Literacy,”8 is a common experience of
freshman writers, and standard discourse of the sort prescribed by TEOS is
a stubborn marker for success. Even when “other” literacies are valorized in
classrooms, they maintain that categorization as other, or out of school, and
what Brian Street has called “autonomous literacy” remains intact;9 stu-
dents often remain accountable to it, and its ideology stays “unchallenged
and un(der)theorized,” according to Carmen Kynard.10 I wondered what
kinds of questions would arise from having student writers engage rhetor-
ically and ideologically with a writing text that has been widely regulatory,
used as a quick reference, and mostly “unchallenged and un(der)theorized.”
A relatively new venturer in digital pedagogy, I was curious to know how a
public classroom engagement with annotating TEOS through a wiki might
impact students’ critical approach to this canonical work. How would
engaging in discussion in a multimodal public forum impact student agency
with regard to an authoritative text? Part of my purpose in conducting this
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experiment was to understand more about how digital writing practices
might facilitate annotation as a form of “student protest,” a component of
Ira Shor’s “empowered” classroom model in which students are explicitly
given the freedom to challenge the substance of the course curriculum,
and to critically examine Strunk and White’s kind of “standard knowledge
through which the status quo tries to promote and protect its position,” 11
as Shor says:
Because some groups in history have had the power to establish stan-
dard knowledge and standard usage, these canons need to be studied
critically, not absorbed as a bogus common culture.12
Shor’s notion of protest seemed to be an answer to Horner’s call for a recog-
nition of students’ ongoing acts of “interpretation. . . reading the social
environment and engaging and remaking that environment through com-
munication.”13 Jesse Stommel, writing in the online journal Hybrid Peda-
gogy, warns of the danger of digital pedagogy replicating “vestigial struc-
tures of industrial era education” and sees digital pedagogy as one and the
same with critical pedagogy: “Digital pedagogy demands that we rethink
power relations between students and teachers — demands we create more
collaborative and less hierarchical institutions for learning.”14 Bringing the
guiding principal of transformation into student use of social forms of
annotation in the classroom seemed like a goal worth pursuing, one that
could challenge a canonized object like TEOS and broaden the concept of a
student-produced academic text, while at the same time testing the collab-
orative learning potential of a digital composing tool.
In digital space, what is it like to leave a trace on an authorized text, to
decenter it with jottings from margins that may only exist in the abstract?
The internet is marked and in some ways defined by public comments fea-
tures that can range wildly in their value as discourse. Some of the more
successful text annotation sites like SocialBook and RapGenius offer sim-
ple platforms for students and classes to experience public engagement on
the internet but generally the annotations on these sites replicate the close-
reading practices of traditional literary studies. The computer interface
allows what N. Katherine Hayles describes as a cognitive move from linear-
ity to “large numbers of connections between. . . networks layered onto one
another. . .”15 The move to networked knowledge-making through com-
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binations of visual, audio and alphabetic objects, allows for more critical
engagement with social, cultural and historical networks. Unlike the his-
toric model of marginalia as the act of an individual book owner, the wiki,
as I imagined it, would be a collaborative space for purposeful bricolage, a
less hierarchical model of authorship and critique, and a format in which
the often unexpected links between digital objects would be at least as sig-
nificant as the objects on their own: a use of digital pedagogy for critical
engagement and “difficult thinking”16 rather than for a re-creation of close-
reading practices.
I asked students a question: What kinds of things do Strunk & White seem
to be saying about writers, readers and the function and purpose of lan-
guage?
Students worked in groups of three to four, collaborating on their final
wiki pages, and leading a class discussion based on their work and on the
comments their classmates made on their wiki presentations. (See sample
excerpts from my students on this wiki page, which represents the type of
thinking and writing they shared with me and their classmates.)17 Groups
worked together on choosing excerpts from TEOS that they wished to
speak back to. I encouraged them to be creative and playful. A second form
of annotation was created through the class comments on each group wiki
presentation.
When the assignment was working best, Strunk and White’s text acted like
a philosopher’s stone in the way its seeming neutrality concealed the power
to release and reveal issues of class, race, gender and power embedded in
student writers’ understanding of academic discourse and “correct” usage
of the English language.18
‘This Is How We Do Things': Negotiating Identity
In How We Think, Hayles points out that human and machine intelligence
interact in ways that demand a new framework for practices like reading
and responding to text. Digital affordances reconfigure the objects of our
fields as humanities teachers:
. . . objects are seen not as static entities, that once created, remain the
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same throughout time but rather are understood as constantly chang-
ing assemblages…19
This description is true as well for the English language, which is far from
a static object, though, as a dominant discourse, it is often treated as such.
English is a constantly evolving, “changing assemblage” of vernaculars, oth-
er languages and historical layers of standard usage. The wiki opened a
space for creative play (a definition of bricolage) with TEOS that material-
ized this concept of flux. Play itself is a form of critical inquiry, according to
Sean Michael Morris, Pete Rorabaugh and Jesse Stommel. Digital writing
enables practices that are “multimodal, collaborative, and playful — that
push the boundaries of disciplinary allegiances, and don’t always wear their
brains on their sleeves, so to speak.”20
In the following example, the associative leap one student made from
White’s “Rule: 1″ to a car commercial provided an opportunity to trace a
path to the thought that standard English is a kind of commodity fetish.
Screenshot from Group 4’s Wiki page, illustrating how a student responded (bottom) to The
Elements of Style.
This selection, “Rule 1” from TEOS21 is one of forty-three numbered pre-
scriptives in the book, and is taken from the section that White himself
wrote, titled: “An Approach To Style (With A List Of Reminders).” It was
annotated by Tracy, a senior English major, and member of Group 4.22 Tra-
cy’s intuitive reference to a sales pitch contains the seeds of a multifaceted
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critique of Carmen Kynard’s “unquestioned and un(der)theorized dominant
center” of academic discourse.23 White affectionately endorsed the “sharp
commands” of “Sergeant Strunk.” 24 In the first edition, he set out to
respond to American education’s post GI Bill move away from the tradi-
tional rhetoric of his youth and toward a more inclusive mode of teaching
writing to a newly diverse student population 25.
Class discussion around Rule 1 and its accompanying annotation focused
on Tracy’s reference to commodification and what might be for sale. What
does standard English “buy” you? In exchange for what? What agendas are
being served by the “selling” of standard English as access to the status quo?
And what ways of knowing and seeing are hidden in the production of this
desired discourse– a move that seems to reference commodity fetishism?26
Tracy’s choice of image as discussed below brought some of those questions
to the foreground, including the surprising notion that standard English
could qualify as a sort of commodity fetish, with all the associations of hid-
den identities that come with that term. Students were vocal about their
perceived necessities for this exchange: the English majors wanted accep-
tance into a professional discourse community. Good grades come from
good writing. In another move toward acceptance, Lane, an ROTC student,
went on to write his final paper about the ways Strunk & White help him
to write clearly and forcefully for his future career as an Army officer. He
talked about family members coming to him to do their important corre-
spondence because of the way he uses language.
Once the class read White’s famous essay, “Once More To The Lake,” orig-
inally published in 1942 for the readership of Harper’s Magazine, students
started to get a clearer picture of the social and historical context that gave
rise to such vocabulary: dominant American culture, with values of individ-
ualism and privilege, an orderly hierarchy of affluent and educated sum-
mer vacationers and poorer, less educated local workers in the camp. The
stillness of the lake mirrored the stillness of language promoted in TEOS,
with nothing to break the sense of order—literally—until the end of your
life. In this group discussion about “Once More To The Lake,” one stu-
dent insightfully remarked that the essay was a “this is how we do things”
description. Another student noticed, coming back to White and TEOS:
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this way of writing, too, is how WE (Strunk, White and their sociocultural
milieu) do things.
Tracy further developed her response to Rule 1 by including an illustration
from the 1999 film version of Frank McCourt’s book Angela’s Ashes. In her
annotation she pointed out that, in the memoir, the author’s “I” is fused
to a foreground of “poverty and despair and hope and escape”27 and the
visual impact of two rain-soaked boys on an empty unpaved street makes
a powerful and embodied counterimage to the slick car commercial leav-
ing a song as its impression. Tracy’s response that Rule 1 reminds her of the
advertiser’s disembodied soundtrack reflects that Strunk & White ask some
writers literally to leave their bodies out of their writing, to separate from
deep ways of knowing and adopt deceptively neutral ones instead. From
creative assemblages students formed a nuanced context in which to situ-
ate their discussion of standard English, and their own relationships to the
ideologies that go with it.
Digital Poetics: Wearing Mine on Yours
In the screenshot below, Group 4 responds to one of Strunk’s original
rules: “Choose a suitable design and hold to it”28 by disagreeing with the
notion that “success” is attached to a writer’s clear sense of standard forms.
The dialog between page and screen is literally illustrated by the Tumblr
image of the Gregson poem referencing older technologies of typewriter
and paper straight out of Strunk & White’s era. Gregson’s poem points to
many things. He seems to celebrate the agency of the writer by typing in
defiance of the lines. Bending the traditional Romantic notion of individ-
ual expression, “hearts on . . . sleeves” changes to the transgressive “mine on
yours” instead. This movement from communication as a linear progres-
sion (author to lover/reader), when contrasted with the layered image of the
poet speaking through two subjectivities, is a startlingly accurate metaphor
for the networks accessible in digital writing. It could be the description
of a retweet, and references the “performance self” of today’s social media
user. Group 4’s choice of this image represented a moment in the classroom
where all these many subtle and important connections could be teased out
in discussion, bringing to light students’ many modes of literacy, digital and
material. This led to a crucial question for students to consider. TEOS is
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relatively unchanged from 1959; half of it is a text from 1918. How does
the form and content of Gregson’s poem suggest to you ways writing has
changed and why has TEOS changed so little over the years?
Group 4′s response to “choose a suitable design and hold to it” (TEOS, 31), which they illus-
trated with a poem by Tyler Knott Gregson (copyrighted by author and used here with per-
mission).
Student Protest and the Power of Glitch
In his book Noise Channels: Glitch And Error In Digital Culture, Peter Krapp
describes the embrace of glitch as an aesthetic that resists the “jitter-free”
“tamper-resistant” aesthetic of digital sound production.29 But he is really
onto a much larger concern that resonated with me as a writing instructor
who sometimes sees students suffering from Krapp’s “agency panic of the
user” 30 when they are faced with the jitter-free, tamper-resistant ground
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of academic discourse and standard English. Glitch, and the relationship
between “noise” and “signal” in terms of language, knowledge and power is
more than an aesthetic. It is a guiding image for critical engagement with
the status quo: digital writing pedagogy should be a pedagogy of the glitch,
identifying and recuperating whenever possible moments of breakdown in
the autonomous status of standard discourse. The affordances of digital
writing practices make tampering easy, and the concept of “glitch” as a digi-
tal or language byproduct “is a way of maintaining a space of playful explo-
ration”31 which allows for student agency and the accompanying unsettling
of hierarchies.
Some student wiki annotations illustrate the productive resistance of
glitch. When Lorenz, a sophomore physics major, commented on Group 1’s
presentation, he demonstrated the power of allowing other kinds of knowl-
edge to change standard English, an important point I had hoped students
would find their way into. In contrast to Strunk and White’s call for ortho-
dox spelling, Lorenz pointed out the importance of what he called “da
VuRnAkULAR” and intuitively channeled James Joyce and the Modernist
project of jamming the signals of traditional discourse. During the discus-
sion period, Lorenz blurted out “I hate this book,” and described a scene in
his dorm where he and his friends had gone through TEOS and “laughed at
it” together. This was exactly the kind of “protest” I had been curious to see
evolve out of this project: the intact, neutral and autonomous writing hand-
book examined and protested through exposure to the experiences of the
student community. Foregrounding a noisy discourse that alludes to Joyce
and Irvine Welsh, and arguing for the benefits of non-standard language,
Lorenz outlined that protest most eloquently when he reappropriated the
whole concept of “Propa” language, and characterized “speeking/riting” as
“evolving 1 minde at eh time.”32
Looking Forward: WikiThink and Object Oriented Writing
One place for further research lies in the ways that students find agency as
they publicly publish a comment and as they negotiate between an “authen-
tic self” and the complex subjectivity of digital performance. In My Word!
Plagiarism And College Culture, Susan Blum cites the anxious quality of a stu-
dent’s “performance self” in the age of Facebook, Instagram and blogs:
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. . . the performance self must constantly worry about the judgments
of others, must constantly wonder if a given set of actions is the most
effective, or is even appreciated, and what the consequences will be of
her or his actions.33
This “constantly groomed version”34 of the self complicates critical engage-
ment with issues and ideas that might involve staking claims and challeng-
ing group norms. In this way, social annotation can complicate the critical
pedagogy I would like to practice. During the open review of this essay,
a related point was raised about individual student response to a text and
how students may “feel their personal reading is being overtaken by others
who got there and left comments first.”35 I believe both of these valid issues
of negotiating student agency in social annotation should be part of fur-
ther research into ways that we will teach digital reading and writing prac-
tices. How does the traditional cultural sense of ownership of one’s reading
intersect with the collaborative and communal potential of the digital? Tra-
cy and the students of Group 4 shared material and insights that exposed
fascinating networks of knowledge needing to be brought to the surface
through discussion, suggesting that digital pedagogy includes developing
student reading of non-linear, multimodal connections in sophisticated
critical ways, as I expand on below. Lorenz found a way to speak to authen-
ticity while exploiting a digital public forum in a way that challenged and
delighted the others in the class. What led to his creative and substantial
challenging of TEOS‘s standard English that effectively served both individ-
ual and communal interests?
In broad terms, “The Elements of Styl(in’)” reflection profits from recent
work in the areas of collaboration and object oriented theories that propose
reconfigurations of academic writing.36 These fields offer exciting thought
for digital writing pedagogy, particularly as web writing continues to
evolve and gain acceptance as rigorous academic discourse. A recent article
by William Duffy sees collaborative writing as better configured outside of
Composition’s long-held “conversation imperative”37; He looks instead to
“something that a social turn theory of collaboration lacks: a third char-
acter at work in the equation, those objects that collaborators discourse
about.”38 What Duffy points to as interaction with “discursive ecologies” of
human and non-human “actors”39 describes how the class went about com-
posing and receiving the bricolaged wiki. Building again on Duffy, we “tri-
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angulated” thinking around TEOS and other discourse objects: its history
and authors plus pictures, videos, text blocks, ideas, questions and opinions.
The surprising combination of objects such as a car commercial, standard
English and a film still from Angela’s Ashes turned our focus on tracing
the links between them. It is in the tracing of those links that new knowl-
edge is made in the realm of the “adjacent possible…the range of discourse
available to us at any particular moment.”40 Expanding the idea of collab-
oration in the writing classroom to include objects of discourse as equal
interlocutors along with the humans makes sense in our post-human world,
Duffy suggests. I think it also opens new avenues of inquiry for students
via still emerging digital reading and writing and thinking. Students are not
always comfortable with the “risky Utopian leaps”41 they are asked to take
in Shor’s empowered classroom. I remember Lorenz’ nervous body lan-
guage as he said to me: “I hate this book,” in a public group of peers and
professor, some of whom had voiced support for TEOS as a handbook. That
moment contributes to my belief that these emergent practices and the less
easily defined practice of “wikithink” must be developed as critical “protest”
tools and rigorous ways to “question the answers” through non-hierarchi-
cal collaborative knowledge-making.
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There Are No New Directions in Annotations
Jason B. Jones
Annotations Are the Original Web Writing
The fact that more or less anyone can publish to the web often makes peo-
ple think that self-publication is its main use. And maybe that is its most
common use. But the propleptic visions of Vannevar Bush and Douglas
Engelbart, writing in the 1940s and 1960s respectively, remind us of the
primary importance of annotations.1
In these early imagined futures of computing, Bush and Engelbart focus
on the ability to mark up a document of some sort, the ability to formally
instantiate that marked-up document, and the ability to share that with
others—each of these three abilities are still fundamental to the way we
interact online with text, images, sound, and video. They can also be invalu-
able aspects of web writing for the liberal arts.
Annotation is of course far older than the web. For as long as there has
been writing, there have been readers who follow along and “write back.”
Medieval marginalia is so well-known that amusing or disconcerting
instances of it are fodder for viral aggregators such as Buzzfeed and Brain-
pickings, and the fascination with other readers’ reading is manifest in sites
such as Melville’s Marginalia Online or Harvard’s online exhibit of margin-
alia from six personal libraries.2 When I was a graduate student, one of my
favorite moments was visiting the collections at UC Santa Cruz, and look-
ing at Thomas Carlyle’s alternatively-metered edition of Robert Browning’s
poems. What has become distinctive now is the extreme rapidity of search-
ing one’s own marginalia, as well the ability to see how others read. For
these purposes, the web has proved ideal.
Even before there was a web, there were dreams of annotations. Vannevar
Bush’s hypothetical “memex,” described in “As We May Think”, reaches its
apotheosis in imagining the future utility of annotations:
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Wholly new forms of encyclopedias will appear, ready made with a
mesh of associative trails running through them, ready to be dropped
into the memex and there amplified. The lawyer has at his touch the
associated opinions and decisions of his whole experience, and of the
experience of friends and authorities. The patent attorney has on call
the millions of issued patents, with familiar trails to every point of his
client’s interest. The physician, puzzled by a patient’s reactions, strikes
the trail established in studying an earlier similar case, and runs rapid-
ly through analogous case histories, with side references to the classics
for the pertinent anatomy and histology. The chemist, struggling with
the synthesis of an organic compound, has all the chemical literature
before him in his laboratory, with trails following the analogies of com-
pounds, and side trails to their physical and chemical behavior. The his-
torian, with a vast chronological account of a people, parallels it with a
skip trail which stops only on the salient items, and can follow at any
time contemporary trails which lead him all over civilization at a par-
ticular epoch. There is a new profession of trail blazers, those who find
delight in the task of establishing useful trails through the enormous
mass of the common record. The inheritance from the master becomes,
not only his additions to the world’s record, but for his disciples the
entire scaffolding by which they were erected.
The “associative trails” blazed by the expert poring over the record of
human invention and creation would, Bush foresaw, soon be themselves
available for ready searching. In addition to making repeated research
much quicker, such a scheme would also allow for the serendipitous discov-
ery of new ideas. As Steven Johnson has pointed out, systems like DEVON-
Think, which automatically suggest just associative trails as Bush imagined,
facilitate “finding documents that I’ve forgotten about altogether, finding
documents that I didn’t know I was looking for,” and “can create almost
lyrical connections between ideas.” The power and limit of an individual
memex such as DEVONThink, according to Johnson, is that “I have curated
all these passages myself, which makes each individual connection far more
likely to be useful in some way.”3 By contrast, the open architecture of the
World-Wide Web, which posits “a global distributed medium in which any-
one can be a publisher, and a hypertext document structure in which it is
trivial to jump from a newspaper article to an academic essay to an ency-
clopedia entry in a matter of seconds,” makes for a far more open system of
annotation and discovery.4
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Douglas Engelbart’s 1962 essay “Augmenting Human Intellect: A Concep-
tual Framework” already recognized that “It would actually seem quite fea-
sible to develop a unit record system around cards and mechanical sorting,
with automatic trail establishment and trail-following facility, and with
associated means for selective copying or data transfer, that would enable
development of some very powerful methodology for everyday intellectual
work.”5 Recognizing that a mechanical card-based system would be obso-
lete at the moment it was delivered, Engelbart stretches out just a little,
and imagines a situation not unlike our own (the speaker is a hypothetical
“friendly fellow” named Joe):
I’m sure that you’ve had the experience of working over a journal article
to get comprehension and perhaps some special-purpose conclusions
that you can integrate into your own work. Well, when you ever get
handy at roaming over the type of symbol structure which we have
been showing here, and you turn for this purpose to another person’s
work that is structured in this way, you will find a terrific difference
there in the ease of gaining comprehension as to what he has done and
why he has done it, and of isolating what you want to use and mak-
ing sure of the conditions under which you can use it. This is true
even if you find his structure left in the condition in which he has
been working on it—that is, with no special provisions for helping an
outsider find his way around. But we have learned quite a few sim-
ple tricks for leaving appended road signs, supplementary information,
questions, and auxiliary links on our working structures—in such a
manner that they never get in our way as we work—so that the visitor
to our structure can gain his comprehension and isolate what he wants
in marvelously short order. Some of these techniques are quite closely
related to those used in automated-instruction programming—perhaps
you know about ‘teaching machines?’6
As Engelbart’s example makes clear, the work of annotation is already a
thing all students and scholars do: we work over other people’s texts in
order to better understand it. Being able to draw on the experiences of oth-
ers is also surely helpful. After all, that is why things such as footnotes
and endnotes exist in teaching editions of books, or in anthologies. Bush
and Engelbart add to this already well-known formula the ability to easily
share this experience. Lurking behind their imaginative essays is an ideal of
full comprehension–that we might be able to truly understand one anoth-
er if we could just track down all the relevant influences and contexts and
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motives. We can also see how such a vision becomes oddly depersonaliz-
ing. In Bush’s memes, for example, the thoughts and expertise of a colleague
might be perfectly captured so that we don’t even need that person’s flash
of insight.
While I don’t think we need to subscribe fully to an ethics of full under-
standing, I do think that the notion of better understanding a text through
others’ experience of it is arguably the foundational experience of most lib-
eral arts classrooms. Students read or watch things, they think and write
about them, and they come together to share how they have come to under-
stand the text. What Bush and Engelbart dramatize is a world in which that
experience is made vivid and accessible. When contemplating incorporat-
ing web writing into one’s own courses, it can be helpful to remember that
annotation has a long and honorable tradition at the heart of web writing.
Annotating in the Liberal Arts Classroom
When thinking about annotation in the liberal arts classroom, the model
that is probably the most familiar is that of a scholarly edition or teaching
edition: some sort of primary document, marked up with the commentary
of an editor or editors. As Laura Lisabeth shows in “Empowering Education
with Social Annotation and Wikis” (in this volume), this model can be quite
powerful when extended to include students. Annotations in this situation
need not be restricted to clarifying factual, contextual, or textual conun-
drums, but can indeed be as interpretative as one wishes. Indeed, it would
be possible to have classes construct their own self-edited anthologies of
source materials—at least as long as the material is out of copyright.
We need not be restricted to remediating online already-existing experi-
ences. Indeed, as Bush and Engelbart’s examples suggest, when viewed in a
certain light, the entire web can seem driven by a massive will-to-annotate.
Tim Carmody has argued that the fundamentals of blogging are essential-
ly annotative in the most generous sense: “I have seen something that I feel
strongly enough to think and write about, and what would make me hap-
piest is if you look at it, then think and write about it too.”7 Social book-
marking tools, such as Pinboard.in or Diigo or Delicious, or socially-aware
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reference systems, such as Mendeley, or Zotero, can also be opportunities
for students to mark up and share items that they feel strongly about.8
But there are other forms, too. Adrianne Wadewitz, Anne Ellen Geller,
and Jon Beasley-Murray have described the ways in which having students
write for Wikipedia, which demands citations, turns into a remarkably
reflexive process of research, writing, and revision.9 Although many acade-
mics (still!) reflexively mistrust Wikipedia’s flexible epistemology, exposing
students to the process of needing to document all claims can be helpful.
Beyond the world of pure text, Mark Sample and Kelly Schrum have
described the possibilities of collating multimedia and multimodal forms
online. As Sample explains:
In addition to making student writing public, I’ve also begun taking the
words out of writing. Why must writing, especially writing that cap-
tures critical thinking, be composed of words? Why not images? Why
not sound? Why not objects? The word text, after all, derives from the
Latin textus, meaning that which is woven, strands of different material
intertwined together. Let the warp be words and the weft be something
else entirely.10
There are an increasing number of tools that allow one to think more
expansively about annotation, such as Pinterest or even meme generators
and GIF tools.11
More substantial weaving can be done with tools such as Scalar or Omeka,
each of which lend themselves well to juxtaposing text with digital objects
of all sorts. Omeka is a tool for building online exhibitions, and is com-
monly used by librarians and museums. Julie Meloni has written an excel-
lent introduction to it, but the “What is Omeka?” video is also helpful.12 Jeff
McClurken has outlined some ways to use Omeka in the classroom, and the
Center for History and New Media has recently assembled a more compre-
hensive list of examples.13
Scalar is a more comprehensive multimodal publishing platform, but is still
very much rooted in Bush’s and Engelbardt’s vision of annotation. The
Scalar project aims to “enabl[e] scholars to work more organically with
archival materials, creating interpretive pathways through the materials
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and enabling new forms of analysis. In particular, we aim to draw out
more general lessons about the relationship of scholarly analysis to emerg-
ing digital typologies or genres; about how best to organize the digital
archive to facilitate scholarly analysis; and about efficient and meaningful
work flows between primary evidence, research and publication.”14 Indeed,
Scalar’s Annotations feature allows the direct markup of video, images, and
more–essentially anything that can be captured in a digital repository. The
best way to come to grips with Scalar’s classroom potential is by working
through this Scalar exhibit on “Teaching and Learning Multimodal Com-
munications”.15
New Tools for Old Models: CommentPress, Highbrow, and
Hypothes.is
In this last section, I want to highlight three tools for annotation that indi-
cate both the potential of new tools and also how radically familiar they
should be to anyone in a liberal arts environment.
CommentPress will of course already be familiar to anyone who read the
open peer-review edition of this book, because it is the publication plat-
form. CommentPress was developed at the Institute for the Future of the
Book as a way to permit “readers to comment paragraph-by-paragraph,
line-by-line or block-by-block in the margins of a text. Annotate, gloss,
workshop, debate: with CommentPress you can do all of these things on a
finer-grained level, turning a document into a conversation.”16 Comment-
Press is a plugin and theme for the blogging platform (WordPress) which
facilitates more focused conversation than a typical blog site. Typically,
documents created in CommentPress are chunked into paragraphs, allow-
ing readers to comment on a text paragraph by paragraph.
As Fitzpatrick has pointed out, the visibility of this annotative action is both
a gift and a problem. Did most people comment on paragraph 1 because
it was the best? The worst? The only one they read? And what does the
lack of comments mean? Does that indicate readerly assent, indifference, or
worse? An assignment built on CommentPress would want to think explic-
itly about the distribution of comments.17
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Annotation of “Bleak House” by Charles Dickens on HighBrow, created by Jason B. Jones.
Highbrow is a “textual annotation browser” developed by Reinhard Engels
at Harvard. Pictured above is a Highbrow-enabled version of Charles Dick-
ens’s Bleak House that my students used last fall.18 What is nice about it
from a teaching point of view is captured in the screenshot: The tool gives
you a heatmap, as it were, of where students are commenting in a particular
text, providing information which could then be used to guide discussion.
Engels has explained how to use Highbrow (It’s still early days for the tool,
so some of this might have changed.) My students found the tool very easy-
to-use, and I liked being able to browse annotations before class. Similar-
ly, Augusta Rohrbach and David Tagnani report great satisfaction in using
Highbrow for cross-institution collaborations.19
CommentPress and Highbrow are obviously similar in that they are
focused on a collective reading of a single document. The priority is always
on the main text, then the comments are important, but still secondary.
And the comments remain attached, in some sense, to the primary doc-
ument. It is possible to imagine other visions of social reading, however.
Amazon’s Kindle e-readers, and the related apps for other platforms, will
make passages visible that other readers have highlighted. Kindle users can
even access their notes, using tools such as Bookcision, for repurposing into
other contexts.20 While CommentPress and especially Highbrow imagine a
deliberately collective reading of a text–as in a class or research group–the
Kindle lets us imagine other forms of accessing the common reading expe-
riences of individuals.
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For a quite different approach to annotation it is worth paying attention to
Hypothes.is, an annotation tool that is just in its alpha stages. What’s pow-
erful about Hypothes.is is that in principle it allows *anything* online to be
annotated, without special tools beyond a browser plug-in. (I highly recom-
mend Dan Whaley’s talk, “The Revolution Will Be Annotated” as a defense
of annotating.21) Hypothes.is lets you read other people’s annotations, and
it also gives you control over your own annotations so that you’re able to
collect them elsewhere. Hypothes.is is even trying to address problems in
cross-format annotation, which occurs when the same document appears
in multiple formats, or in multiple places.22 Hypothes.is’s ultimate goal is
to allow the same annotation to appear in the same place on all of those
formats, and in all of those places, which will truly bring Vannevar Bush’s
memex to life.
Because Hypothes.is is still in an alpha stage of development, it is difficult
to anticipate exactly how the service will develop. But Ryan Brazell has
described some of the appeal:
Whether you are using the browser plugin or viewing a permanent link,
all of the pertinent data and metadata is maintained: the full original
source, the specific section of the text referred to by the annotator, and
any comments that refer to that specific section of text.23
Hypothes.is is one of the fruits of the Open Annotation project that has
been working on metadata standards that will allow different annotation
and reference systems to work together.24 One of the things that this work
implies is that, in a few years, there will be less pressure about which tool
one chooses, because (in principle) all of them should be able to work
together.
What’s striking about annotation at the present time is how ubiquitous
it is—indeed it is so common that it is almost becoming invisible. Social
media platforms such as Facebook encourage annotating photos by iden-
tifying people’s faces; YouTube videos allow for the easy insertion of brief
comments about a video; photo platforms such as Flickr allow for free-
form notes that allow people to share tips for taking better pictures, as
well as to admire particularly well-composed shots; SoundCloud lets music
and podcast fans comment directly on moments in a song or other digital
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recording. Annotation is so popular at the present time that one site,
Genius.com (formerly RapGenius) has gotten into the business of annotat-
ing all documents whatsoever, and tens of thousands of users have partici-
pated in the collaborative marking-up of a wide variety of texts.
(As this example makes clear, at least in the United States, copyright will
be a concern. Although it goes beyond the scope of this essay, it does seem
clear that annotation works best when the original document is in the pub-
lic domain, has been licensed for public use, or is otherwise made available
by the rights owners. Having said that, what is convenient about annotation
is that it often leaves the source material in place and inserts comments as
metadata. Hopefully this approach will be understood as fair use, although
that will remain to be seen.)
Not all web writing can be, or ought to be, primarily annotative in nature.
Ultimately, students in a liberal arts classroom need to go beyond glossing
the perspectives of others, and move toward formulating their own dis-
tinctive voice. Having said that, the kinds of annotation practices available
today offer a remarkable set of tools for students to begin that work, and in
a more collaborative, connected way than has been previously possible.
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